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List of symbols

A{1,2,2s,2f}, a1, a2 incident fundamental (1), free 1st superharmonic (2), Stokes compo-

nent (2S), and wave-maker harmonic (2F) wave amplitudes, incident

fundamental wave amplitude in experiments; hydrodynamic added

inertia at fundamental frequency, hydrodynamic added inertia at 1st

superharmonic frequency

A equation set coeff. matrix in inverse method

A{1,2,2f,2s} incident fundamental mode, inc. free 1st superharmonic, wave-

maker harmonic, Stokes component of A1

âi incident wave amplitude in phasor model (p.)

âr reflected wave amplitude in phasor model (p.)

B{1m,2j} wavemaking coefficients at fundamental and 1st superharmonic,

Eqs. (3.26), (3.38)

b, b1,2 gate half-thickness, hydrodynamic added damping at fundamental

and 1st superharmonic frequencies

C Bernoulli constant

c, c{g,2g} wedging length (App. B.1), wave group velocity at fundamental and

1st superharmonic

d gate hinge immersion (pos.)

d/dt time differential

E error variate in measurement uncertainty estimation

F , F (i) force (moment), ith order force

F{·} Fourier transform

f , fb, fc, fs frequency; function (general); flap form function, base frequency in

Fourier transform, capture f. of camera system, sampling f.

g acceleration of gravity

Gk fit residual in gauge array method in transform window k

Ĝkmj , Ĥkmj 2D-Fourier component video data wave elevation, lee/weather side,

mth wavenumber, jth frequency

H, H̃ wave heigth; target 2D-Fourier transform from imagery; variate of

measured wave amplitude, time transform at a pixel column

Hb, H1/3 breaking wave height, significant wave height

h, hg water depth (still), paddle centre of gravity height from hinge

h target 2D-Fourier transform at a frequency

he edge prototype kernel in image processing

I gate dry moment of inertia; transform domain length (pixels)
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List of symbols

i index

={·} imaginary part

i imaginary unit

J number of frequencies in 2D-Fourier transform

j, je index, detected edge height on camera sensor

K fundamental wavenumber from linear dispersion relation

K̃ third-order interaction coefficient from Kioka et al. (2007)

k restoring force coefficient; index

L linear differential operator

M number of wavenumbers 2D-spectrum estimation

M2j coefficient in the 2nd-order solution, Eq. (3.39)

m index; gate mass

N , N1,2, N transform time window length (capture frames), number of evanes-

cent modes in summation at first and second order, normal distribu-

tion

n index; refractive index; exponent

O order-of-magnitude symbol

P, Pi , Ps probability density matrix for edge location, initial p., posterior p.

p pressure in fluid (in excess of ambient); order of zero-passing for tun-

ings

pij quasi-probability components in edge detection

p interpolating parabola in edge detection

Q1s
1m, 1mQ2j

1s wavenumber quotients in the analytical model, Eqs. (3.34), (3.40)

R, R1, Rb, Rm fundamental reflection coefficient in the diffraction problem, r. c. in

dynamic scattering, beach r. c., reflection limit in passband

Rij weather-side wave mode amplitude (complex), ith order, j = 1 propa-

gating, j > 2 evanescent

Ri,e
21 , R{i,e}2j , R̃e

{1m,2j} propagating intrinsic (i) and proper (e) 1st superharmonic correction

mode amplitudes at weather side, evanescent –, wave-maker trans-

fer of gate to fundamental and 1st superharmonic wave mode ampli-

tudes at weather side

Rt
21 1st superharmonic back-emission amplitude due to gate thickness

R{11,1m,b,w1,w2,21,2j,2f} fundamental reflection (mode), evanescent modes at weather side

(m = 2, 3, . . .), beach reflection, 1st wave-maker reflection, 2nd wave-

maker reflection, 1st superharmonic back-emission (mode), 1st su-

perharm. evanescent modes at weather side (j = 2, 3, . . .), 1st super-

harmonic reflected mode due to incident wave-maker harmonic (see

Fig. 6.2)

R{·} Radon transform

<{·} real part

r correlation coefficient

Sb gate wetted surface

s offset in Radon transform

T , T1, T1/3 fundamental transmission coefficient in the diffraction problem; fun-

damental wave period, t. c. in dynamic scattering, significant wave

period
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List of symbols

Tij lee-side wave mode amplitude (complex), ith order, j = 1 propagat-

ing, j > 2 evanescent

T i,e
21 , T i,e

2j , T̃ e
{1m,2j} propagating intrinsic (i) and proper (e) 1st superharmonic correction

mode amplitudes at lee side, evanescent –, wave-maker transfer of

gate to fundamental and 1st superharmonic wave mode amplitudes

at lee side

T t
21 1st superharmonic forward-emission amplitude due to gate thickness

T{11,1m,21,2j,2f} fundamental transmission (mode), evanescent modes at lee side

(m = 2, 3, . . .), 1st superharmonic forward-emission, 1st superharm.

evanescent modes at lee side (j = 2, 3, . . .), 1st superharm. f-emiss.

due to incident wave-maker harmonic A2

t time

t{a1,a2,r1,r2} time of: arrival of fundamental train, arrival of first superharmonic

free waves, first reflections, second reflections

∆tc capture interval of camera system

Ui output voltage of ith gauge

uc, uf
i , uk

i , ue combined standard experimental uncertainty, s. u. of ith gauge

Fourier-transformed output, s. u. in ith gauge gain (App. C.2), excess

velocity (App. B.1)

ui edge convolution output in image processing

Un uniform distribution

Wij , W (−)1s
1m depth integrals, Eqs. (B.11), (B.12)

W pixel weight matrix

w flume width; window function

X(1,2), X̂(2) fundamental and first superharmonic excitation (moment) on gate,

simplified sup. exc.

x, xi lateral coordinate normal to gate, x-stations of wavegauges or pixels

xf,r front and rear wave gauge array mean x-stations

Y1,2 fundamental and 1st superharmonic gate admittance (= 1/Z1,2)

Y green channel luminance at camera sensor

y vector of time-transformed wave elev. at pixel columns in inverse

spectral estimation

Z1,2 gate mechanical impedance at fundamental and 1st superharmonic

frequencies

z vertical coordinate

α phase difference; angle in Radon transform

αij , αeq jth wavenumber from ith-order dispersion relation [Eqs. (3.23),

(3.35)], equivalent wavenumber (App. B.4)

γ phase difference parameter in superharmonic analysis

∆ Laplacian; difference

δij Kronecker delta

δ, δ2 detuning, superharmonic detuning

ε small parameter (wave steepness KA1)

ε noise vector in inverse spectrum estimation

Φ, Φ
(i)
1,2 velocity potential, ith-order velocity potential, weather (1) and lee (2)

side
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List of symbols

φ, φ
(i)
1,2 space velocity potential, ith-order space velocity potential, weather

(1) and lee (2) side

κ, κ{b,i,r} wavenumber, base wavenumber in 2D-Fourier transform, incident (I)

and returning (R) wavenumbers in phasor fit

λ, λeq fundamental wavelength, equivalent wavelength

η, ηc wave elevation, free and gate surface intersection elevation

η
(j)
ik jth Fourier amplitude from ith wave gauge signal in time window k

θ, θ(1,2), θ̂(j)k gate pitch angle, g. p. at first and second order, Fourier-transform

component of gate pitch at jfb in kth transform window

ϑ1,2 gate pitch amplitude at fundamental and 1st superharmonic fre-

quency

ρ water density

χ gate stroke function

Ψ time-independent part of potential in the 2nd-order solution

ω circular frequency

{̇} time differential

‖ · ‖2 L2-norm

∇ gradient operator

∂[·] partial derivative operator with respect to [·]

2D two-dimensional

ER equiripple (Chebyshev)

F.T.B. fundamental transparency band

MF maximally flat (Butterworth)

Q.R.R. quasi-resistive response

R.C. reactive correction

S.F.D.R. spurious-free dynamic range
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1. Introduction

Physical experiments are an important part of the study of the interac-

tion of sea waves with maritime and coastal structures such as ships, oil

rigs and harbours. To be controllable and economical, these experiments

are usually performed at a reduced scale in closed basins or channels of

experimental facilities, instead of at sea. To reproduce natural wind seas

within a short distance, techniques for both artificial wave generation and

absorption at basin boundaries are required in such experiments.

In a typical water wave experiment, a prescribed incident wave field is

generated using oscillating wave-makers at one or two sides of the basin.

After arriving at and interacting with the test object, such as a ship model,

the waves travel onwards and eventually reach the opposite end of the

basin. If the basin terminates in rigid walls, the waves will reflect and

travel back to the model, interact again, travel back to the walls and wave-

makers, re-reflect, and so on. This chain of reflections is undesirable, since

the resulting wave field at the model is confused and hard to control.

To correspond to the real situation of a ship at sea, all sides of the basin

should instead be open, i.e., allow waves to travel out of the basin in all

directions without reflection. As open boundaries cannot be realized in

confined spaces, they are instead emulated by absorbing the outgoing

waves at the sides of the basin. Absorption methods are conventionally

divided into passive and active forms. The former works by inducing high

dissipation at artificial beaches or other structures, while the latter uses

wavemaking elements, moved in a particular way, to precisely cancel the

incident waves.

This work studies the performance of an alternative technique for the

control of active wave absorbers. Unlike most existing techniques which

are based on linear wave theory, the investigated technique solves the

matching problem by numerical wave simulation. This technique might
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provide a higher degree of automation and improved performance in high-

amplitude waves in particular.

A short overview of water wave modelling is next given to outline the

need for experimentation and provide concepts for analysis active ab-

sorbers. This is followed in Section 1.2 by a review of the existing active

absorption techniques and their performance. The scope of this work is

given in Section 1.3.

1.1 Water wave models

Water-surface gravity waves propagate on the sea surface and interact

with wind, currents, bathymetry, man-made structures and each other.

The Navier–Stokes equations of fluid mechanics can be considered the ef-

fective theory of wave motion in water, when supplemented with suitable

boundary conditions and interface effects such as surface tension. For

applications, simplified wave models or theories are derived from these

equations by various approximations.

Large-scale modelling of wind waves is commonly based on wave energy

spectral models, where solutions are at the level of wave component am-

plitudes, and only lateral coordinates and time are used independently

(Komen et al., 1994). At medium scale, wave phases can additionally be

solved, but a certain depth profile is still assumed rather than resolved.

Only at a much smaller scale can the whole flow structure be solved from

the governing equations. A full-flow solutions is, however, necessary with

small-scale structures of fine geometrical details or appreciable variation

in the vertical direction, among others (Lin, 2008).

Most of the depth-resolved water-surface gravity wave models are based

on potential flow theory, where friction is neglected and only irrotational

field solutions sought. Due to nonlinearity of the free surface bound-

ary conditions, the resulting boundary value problem is still not exactly

solvable. Approximate solutions are derived with perturbation methods,

among others, with expansions based on small wave steepness. The low-

est-order approximation produces the well-established linear or small-

amplitude wave theory, which is reviewed by Laitone and Wehausen (1960)

and Falnes (2002). Analytical solutions exist for many and affordable nu-

merical boundary-element method solutions for most problems. Their a-

priori validity, however, is limited to very small wave amplitudes in an

ideal fluid and, although many predictions of the theory remain quite ac-
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curate also in steeper waves, they are highly contingent.

Introducing fixed or moving boundaries, such as floating bodies or mov-

ing walls, into the wave field alters the above problem by requiring the ful-

filment of new boundary conditions at the body (Wehausen, 1971). These

body conditions, as the free surface ones, are often nonlinear, and compli-

cate both the analytical and numerical solutions. Within potential theory,

the conditions reduce to impermeability, which is satisfied by a combina-

tion of both propagating and near-field evanescent modes added into the

wave solution.

Retaining terms quadratic, cubic and quartic with wave steepness in

the perturbation expansion produces the second-, third-, and fourth-order

finite-amplitude or nonlinear wave theories, respectively. At each incre-

ment, the class of problems with analytical solutions narrows, and the

numerical solution complicates. The higher-order theories predict finite-

amplitude effects such as wave–wave interactions (Phillips, 1960), insta-

bilities (McLean et al., 1981), amplitude dispersion and energy transfer

as well as mean fluxes, pressures, and forces (Longuet-Higgins, 1977).

Numerical solutions can be produced with quadratic boundary-element

or finite-element methods and higher-order spectral and spectral element

methods. The higher-order theories are reviewed by Yuen and Lake (1982),

Mei et al. (2005), and Lin (2008).

The perturbation-based solutions are by their nature limited to rela-

tively weakly nonlinear waves. Waves with amplitudes near the breaking

height can be modelled with various fully-nonlinear numerical potential-

flow models mixing Eulerian and Lagrangian flow descriptions. The vari-

ous methods are reviewed in Lin (2008) and Ma (2010), and usually come

at a considerable computational expense.

Rotationality or viscous phenomena, which are important in shallow

water, breaking waves, high-amplitude wave–body interaction, and with

small immersed bodies, among others, cannot be modelled with the poten-

tial flow solutions. Account of these is possible by numerical solution of

the true governing Navier–Stokes equations or their equivalents by vari-

ous methods, which however, remains computationally unfeasible in large

domains (Lin, 2008).

A traditional alternative investigation method for complex wave flows

is physical modelling, i.e. experimentation in wave basins and channels

at full or reduced scale. Despite the recent advances in the numerical

methods, physical modelling remains a central tool of direct investigation
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of extreme free-surface phenomena, sediment transport, turbulent or in-

stable viscous flows, and very detailed geometries such as encountered

in ecohydraulics (Oumeraci, 1999; Frostick et al., 2011, 2014). Moreover,

experiments are generally considered irreplaceable in validation of the

theoretical and numerical models*. The experimental techniques are re-

viewed in coastal engineering by Sharp (1981), Dalrymple (1985), Hughes

(1993), and Frostick et al. (2011), in ecohydraulics by Frostick et al. (2014)

and in naval and ocean engineering by Chakrabarti (1994, 2005). Ad-

vances in both numerical and experimental methods have recently en-

abled a combination of the two regimes in hybrid modelling (e.g. Schäf-

fer, 1999; Kamphuis, 2000). In this technique, a numerical solution of

large-scale wave transformation in an outer domain is coupled through a

wavemaking boundary to a smaller physical basin, in which numerically

intractable wave events are experimentally realized.

Artificial boundary wave generation and absorption are essential com-

ponents of physical wave modelling, the former of which can fortunately

be analysed by potential flow and perturbation methods. The classical

linear radiation solution in two dimensions was published by Havelock

(1929) and applied to many wave-maker geometries by Biésel and Su-

quet (1951) and others. The second-order plane problem was analytically

solved by Fontanet (1961) in Lagrangian and by Sulisz and Hudspeth

(1993a) in Eulerian coordinates, explaining the generation of free first

superharmonic waves by near-field interactions, and extended to broad-

banded irregular waves by Schäffer (1996). The two-dimensional solu-

tions have also been extended to three-dimensional wavemaking (Biésel,

1954; Madsen, 1974; Dalrymple and Greenberg, 1985; Schäffer and Steen-

berg, 2003), and to force-control of the wavemaking elements (Spinneken

and Swan, 2009a, 2011, 2012). Accuracy better than 10 % in ampli-

tudes is generally found (Ursell et al., 1960; Keating and Webber, 1977;

Flick and Guza, 1980; Patel and Ionnaou, 1980; Hudspeth et al., 1981) for

the first-order solutions; relative accuracy at second order is worse but

reasonable (Sulisz and Hudspeth, 1993a; Schäffer, 1996; Spinneken and

Swan, 2009b), although less data is available. With empirical corrections,

the theories have enabled high-fidelity wavemaking, and are reviewed by

Svendsen (1985), Schäffer (1996), and Naito (2006).

*In philosophy of science, e.g. Schurz (2014); in computational science, Roache
(2009).
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1.2 Active absorption

By reversing time in the wave-maker solutions, a description of an in-

cident wave totally absorbed by the wavemaking elements is obtained –

active absorption of water waves in experiments is based on this observa-

tion. Ignoring irreversibilities such as friction and wetting, any incident

wavefield should therefore be totally absorbable by correct, coordinated

movement of wavemaking elements at the sides of a basin, provided its

time-reverse could be radiated.

To first order, the absorbing motion is that to radiate a wave which ex-

actly cancels a total wall reflection. Active absorption is, therefore, ab-

sorption by cancellation, or destructive interference (Biésel, 1954). By

contrast, passive absorbers, which remain more common in physical mod-

elling, such as inclined beaches or spatial meshes (Ouellet and Datta,

1986), work by inducing dissipation into the wave flow. To avoid reflec-

tions, dissipative absorption must be induced gradually along wave prop-

agation, preferably in a distance of more than one wavelength (Hughes,

1993). This requirement results in long absorber structures, occupying

much of the basin area, and poor performance for very long waves. By

comparison, the active cancellation technique can potentially match to the

wave perfectly and provide total absorption within a thin vertical plane,

promising both increased performance and clearing of valuable tank space

for testing (Naito, 2006). The division is further discussed in Appendix A.

In the experimentation practice, however, the performance gain is not

fully realized, and the space savings alone seldom justify the costs of a

dedicated active absorption system. Instead, active absorption has been

primarily implemented in absorbing wave-makers, which allow simulta-

neous wave generation and absorption (e.g. Gilbert, 1978). Absorption at

the wavemaking boundary is useful for preventing re-reflection of test ob-

ject and beach reflections, and is a necessity in long test runs with large

or highly reflective structures (Bullock and Murton, 1989); achieving this

is difficult with passive techniques (Biésel, 1954). Furthermore, active

absorption has been a central enabling factor for total-boundary control

basins, which are enclosed by wavemaking elements on all sides, and have

been recently constructed with up to 400 active elements (Maeda et al.,

2004; Ueno et al., 2011; de Mello et al., 2013).

The theoretical requirements for implementation of active absorption

include information on the incident wavefield and knowledge of the wave-
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making properties of the elements. The generation signal, though readily

available and often used in acoustics (Nelson and Elliott, 1993; Fuller

et al., 1996), is considered an unreliable predictor of the incident field

in water wave experiments due to varying dispersion and test object dis-

turbances (Biésel, 1954; Baumann, 1954). Information is instead gained

locally with a response sensor that measures the instantaneous wave el-

evation, pressure, or force, near or at the absorber. The common mea-

surement utilizes a single point gauge and is indirect for the incident

wave as its reflections, the generated wave, and the evanescent modes

are summed in the same signal. The incident signal is separated from

the total using linear-theoretical assumptions. The wavemaking capacity,

often called the wave-maker transfer function or gain, can be determined

from the radiation solutions or empirically.

In most modern active absorbers, real-time connection between the mea-

sured signal and element motion is formed through an electronic servo-

control system. Absorbing wave-makers are usually formulated as feed-

back systems, where the gauge signal of the target outgoing waveform (if

any) is the time-variable set point, and all unpredicted disturbances are

interpreted as incident waves (Gilbert, 1978). The systems are classified

in to two by their manipulated variable. In position control, pioneered by

Milgram (1970), the total wave elevation or force is measured, the part

due to generation subtracted, and the proper absorbing element position

(or velocity) deduced from it. This is then summed to the position com-

mand of the actuation. Force-controlled wave-makers (e.g. Salter, 1981),

on the other hand, measure the actuation force and control the part in

excess of generation force to produce a differential compliance that re-

sults in absorption of the incident wave. Although the theoretical differ-

ences are minor at first order, the division determines many aspects of the

physical construction. In general, position control is less demanding for

the mechanical realization of the absorbers (Bullock and Murton, 1989),

whereas force control requires less measurement and can be regarded as

more automatic (Salter, 1981; Spinneken and Swan, 2009a).

Most active absorber technology is shared with servo-controlled wave-

makers. All common wavemaking elements – piston, hinged paddle, and

plunger – have been implemented in absorption, and are actuated us-

ing a rotary servo-motor via a rack-and-pinion, belt-pulley, or ballscrew

mechanism, or directly through servo-hydraulic rams (e.g. Milgram, 1970;

Salter, 1985; de Mello et al., 2013; Bullock and Murton, 1989). Imple-
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mentation of force control requires low-inertia elements, good sealing,

and evacuation of water from the back-side of the elements. In posi-

tion control, wet-back elements are allowed, but additional power and

secondary passive absorption are necessary due to the backside water.

To wave-maker hardware, absorption requires the addition of a feedback

path consisting of wave gauges (either wire or ultrasonic), position and

force transducers, and a controller responsible for operation adjustment.

The controller, often termed an absorption filter, incorporates the absorp-

tion transfer function in analog or digital electronics. Control system con-

cerns, partly extraneous to wave mechanics, are formed by power and

amplitude limits, stability and robustness, delays, compensation of mech-

anism friction, inertia and play, and conditioning of the measured signals.

Design of the feedback path has been central in the development of ac-

tive absorbers. The natural design goal is to achieve total absorption of

regular or irregular incident waves over a broad frequency band. In op-

timization, the absorption filter is adjusted or tuned to yield good perfor-

mance at the most common incident wave frequencies. For force-controlled

systems, optimum absorption conditions concern mechanical impedances,

and optimization is sometimes called (impedance) matching (Spinneken

and Swan, 2009a) – both principles and terminology originate from elec-

tric transmission lines (e.g. Johnson, 1950). Published schemes are fur-

ther classified into fixed-tuning systems relying on constant absorption fil-

ter expressions, which are often also called constant-coefficient absorbers

(Naito, 2006). The filter can be designed to be sufficiently tuned to a

range of test frequencies, or manual tuning might be performed offline

before each test run. By contrast, variable-coefficient or adaptive systems

(e.g. Chatry et al., 1998) perform on-line adjustments to the coefficients or

structure of the filter to maximize absorption. While good tuning and

high absorption is realizable for regular waves at a single known fre-

quency, good broad-band tuning is very challenging due to the frequency-

dependency of all aspects of the wave flow. Generally, tuning can be im-

proved by increasing passive filter complexity or by adaptivity, but at the

cost of a decrease in robustness and stability (Milgram, 1970).

Early active absorbers employed fixed tuning. Although some feed-

forward-type absorbers seem to have been tested earlier, the first de-

tailed description of a cancelling wave absorber is found in the constant-

coefficient force-control scheme by Baumann (1954). Baumann introduced

the principle of impedance matching to the field, and applied it on a flap
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absorber in a channel by use of an electromagnetic damper and springs

alone. Excellent absorption was achieved, even if in a very narrow band,

and provisions were made also for simultaneous wavemaking, all mechan-

ically. Position control through servo-electronics was introduced by Mil-

gram (1965; 1966; 1970), who gave the frequency-domain transfer func-

tion between wave elevation and paddle position that would provide to-

tal absorption. However, its realizability in the time domain was left

open, and a stable constant-coefficient 4-pole approximant was used in

the experimental absorption filter, with very good performance for regu-

lar waves and wave pulses. Simultaneous wave generation was not in-

cluded, but shown possible later by Gilbert (1978) using a single gauge

and linear superposition. Salter (1981) described the development of a

force-controlled absorbing generator using mechanical and electronic net-

work reactance for approximate impedance matching, but did not provide

details of the control or performance. An early research application of

such an absorber is reported by Gabriel and Hedges (1986). Reasonable

irregular-wave performance of Gilbert-type absorbing wave-makers with

simplified filter expressions was demonstrated by Bullock and Murton

(1989), Yoshikawa and Chin (1989) and Hirakuchi et al. (1990) in two-

dimensional operation and Hirakuchi et al. (1992) in directional fields, all

implemented in analog electronics.

A central problem for absorption optimization was pointed out by Naito

and Nakamura (1985), who showed in a wave power context that the

linear-theoretically optimal absorber control in irregular waves is non-

causal with respect to any measurement near the absorber, and therefore

unrealizable. The finding is discouraging for adaptive tuning, as it entails

that the optimal control has to be causalized, with a performance penalty.

Although such sub-optimal causal controls have been later successfully

developed based on incident frequency sensing (Chatry et al., 1998) and

convolution of motion history (Naito, 2006) and promise clear improve-

ment over constant-coefficient filters, the benefit has not been fully re-

alized in experiments (Naito, 1995) and has been considered practically

unnecessary (Naito, 2006).

Later development has mostly concentrated on improving constant-coef-

ficient absorption filters and extending their field of application. Digital

filter implementation, allowing greater flexibility in design and testing,

was introduced by Christensen and Frigaard (1994) (non-recursive) and

Schäffer et al. (1994) (recursive), and has since been used in practically
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all systems. The important extensions of the position-control schemes to

three dimensions has been studied by Schäffer and Skourup (1996), Ito

et al. (1996), Schäffer (1998), and Schäffer (2001). A scheme for combin-

ing linear absorption to nonlinear wave generation has been published

by Schäffer and Jakobsen (2003). Large-scale implementation of active

absorption in three-dimensional total-boundary control basins is reported

by Naito et al. (1999) and Maeda et al. (2004) for circular, and by Ueno

et al. (2011) and de Mello et al. (2013) for a rectangular basins with 50,

128, 382, and 148 active elements, respectively. Performance comparison

of the filters of Schäffer (2001) and Maeda et al. (2004) in a flume is given

by Carneiro et al. (2010), while Carneiro et al. (2011) address feedback

system stability and communication delays. In force control schemes, ab-

sorption by approximate impedance matching has been included to 2nd-

order force-controlled wave-makers by Spinneken and Swan (2009a), and

later, to wide basins (Spinneken and Swan, 2012). Performance of various

paddle profiles and combinations of spring, mass and damping in the filter

has been compared by Maguire and Ingram (2011). Recent contributions

include delay compensation in position control by Yang et al. (2015), and

an improved least-squares fitting procedure for digital filters presented

by Yang et al. (2016). Reviews of the progress are given in Schäffer and

Klopman (2000) and Naito (2006).†

In practice, most modern active absorbers employ digital absorption fil-

ters with fixed tuning. The tuning is usually optimized to the frequency

range 0.4–2 Hz, which corresponds to deep-water wavelengths of 0.4 to 10

metres and encompasses most wave experiments‡. At the centre of the

optimized band, the theoretically predicted reflections from the absorbers

at normal incidence are commonly at 10 % or less of incident amplitude.

Towards the ends of the band, tuning and predicted performance deteri-

orate rather sharply (Milgram, 1970; Spinneken and Swan, 2009a). The

worst problems are expected at oblique incidence of short waves between

1.5–2 Hz, where the already heavy reflections are further increased to al-

most total (de Mello et al., 2013) and spurious modes are generated due

to finite element width (Biésel, 1954; Schäffer, 1998).

It should be noted that all of the absorption schemes are designed, and

their performance predicted, within linear wave theory. Linear theory is

†Much pioneering work was made in Japan, but remains difficult to access due
to language.
‡This narrow range is limited from below by the size of basins and absorption
capacity, and from above by capillary effects and attenuation.
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used for the absorption and generation transfer functions and estimation

of evanescent mode amplitudes and phase differences. Further, linear

superposition is used in resolution of the measurement into wave com-

ponents, in separation of the incident components from the total, and in

summation of absorption and generation signal. Partial exceptions are

formed by some of the adaptive systems, which are nonlinear due to the

controller, and the schemes of Schäffer and Jakobsen (2003) and Spin-

neken and Swan (2009a), which allow for non-linearity in the wavemaking

transfer functions, but not in the absorption. As most absorber systems

rely on a single gauge signal in propagation direction, no direct informa-

tion is available on the outgoing waves, and the control cannot compen-

sate for any inaccuracy in the linear-theoretical expressions.

Experimental performance of realized absorbers is nevertheless surpris-

ingly near the theoretical predictions up to moderate amplitudes. For

many metrics, summary of typical levels is difficult due to wide vari-

ance in test conditions and reporting. Clearest results are available for

the amplitude reflection coefficient in regular waves at normal incidence

and without wavemaking, which for well-tuned systems ranges between

2–12 % (Milgram, 1970), 5–24 % (Spinneken and Swan, 2009b), 3–11 %

(Carneiro et al., 2010), and 2-28 % (Carneiro et al., 2011) through fre-

quency bands at 0.4–2 Hz or less, with highest reflections invariably at

high frequencies. Many systems (Milgram, 1970; Carneiro et al., 2011;

de Mello et al., 2013) attain reflections below 10 %, that are at the level of

good passive absorbers (e.g. Ouellet and Datta, 1986)§, through a slightly

narrower central band. Excellent agreement between theoretical and

experimental reflections at 1 % maximum difference through the tested

band has been reached at low amplitudes (Carneiro et al., 2011; de Mello

et al., 2013), although larger departures between 5–15 % are also reported

(Milgram, 1970; Schäffer et al., 1994; Spinneken and Swan, 2009b). Rather

than to linear theory, the large differences at low or moderate amplitudes

can be attributed to errors in wave and force measurement, unmodelled

friction, inertia and play in the mechanical set-up and power limits in the

actuation, which can be collectively termed realization effects.

The effect of setting complications on performance must mostly be in-

ferred. With simultaneous wavemaking (Schäffer et al., 1994), in irreg-

§The reported reflections vary widely between 2.5–95 % and are highly depen-
dent on wavelength, e.g. Ursell et al. (1960); Ouellet and Datta (1986); Fryer and
Mitchell (1991); Tiedeman et al. (2012).
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ular waves (Maeda et al., 2004; Carneiro et al., 2011) or at oblique inci-

dence of longer waves (Ito et al., 1996; de Mello et al., 2013), the reflections

generally seem only mildly elevated. The absorbing wave-makers attain

continuous incident spectra with an accuracy of 7–25 % of peak variance

density in reflective environments in uni-directional (Bullock and Murton,

1989; Hirakuchi et al., 1990; Christensen and Frigaard, 1994; Schäffer

et al., 1994; Yang et al., 2015, 2016) and somewhat less in directional seas

(Hirakuchi et al., 1992). Spectral accuracy of the total-boundary control

basins, where passive absorption does not assist the active system, has

reached a similar level (Naito et al., 1999; Maeda et al., 2004; Ueno et al.,

2011; de Mello et al., 2013). However, the wave state in these basins drifts

from the target with run time and can be sustained only for 5 to 20 min-

utes (Maeda et al., 2004; de Mello et al., 2013); the effective test section is

often further restricted in space to the centre of the basin (Maeda et al.,

2004; Waseda et al., 2013). Both limitations seem due to low performance

in oblique or short waves, or nonlinearities, and are suggestive for other

systems as well. At current, no paddle, gauge, or control type seems to de-

liver performance superior to others, although delay compensation (Yang

et al., 2015) and gain limiting (Carneiro et al., 2011) clearly improve per-

formance and stability. Direct comparison between linear prediction and

experiment is rarely given for complex settings, but reported deviations of

5 % in irregular waves (Schäffer, 2001; Carneiro et al., 2011) seem slightly

larger than in regular waves.

The effect of large wave and motion amplitudes in active absorption

is relatively unknown. As nonlinear models of the systems are lacking,

quantitative prediction of the effects is not possible. Qualitatively, fol-

lowing from breakdown of the many linearity assumptions and worsen-

ing realization effects, the absorption efficiency or absorptance can be ex-

pected to decrease with increasing incident amplitude (Milgram, 1970).

Moreover, the decrease in absorptance is probably due to both increas-

ing fundamental reflection and introduction of sub- and superharmonic

emissions, as in the reversed-time problem of wave generation. There is,

however, little experimental basis of comparison for the predictions. The

performance of the current systems is reported almost exclusively for low-

to-moderate regular wave steepness below 6 %, or for relatively linear ir-

regular seas with equivalent steepness below 4 %¶, where no considerable

¶With wave steepness defined as the ratio of wave height to length, i.e. H/λ,
and equivalent steepness in irregular waves computed with significant wave
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amplitude effects are expected. Some amplitude variation in experiments

was performed by Milgram (1970), who reported reflection coefficients at

2 to 5 amplitudes per frequency, a few points reaching half the breaking

wave height. The results, however, show erratic amplitude development,

perhaps due to the small test scale. The results of Schäffer et al. (1994),

on the other hand, show minor lowering of the reflection coefficient be-

tween low (H/λ = 2 %) and moderate (H/λ = 6 %) wave steepness, con-

trary to expectations. Some nonlinearity is surely present in the most

severe irregular seas tested (de Mello et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015), but

in these tests the absorber meets steep waves only intermittently, and the

effects of nonlinearity are difficult to judge from the reported averaged

point spectra. Still, moderate lowering of spectral accuracy with steep-

ness can be inferred by comparing two spectra in de Mello et al. (2013).

Together, these indications remain inconclusive at the fundamental, and

no reports at all are available on magnitude of the harmonic effects. Al-

though the first-order errors have been considered dominant by some au-

thors (Schäffer and Klopman, 2000), with increasing linear performance

(e.g. Carneiro et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2016) the higher-order effects could

become larger, particularly in total-boundary control basins, where steep

waves must be actively absorbed. Further, there is no a-priori reason

to expect less severe amplitude effects in absorption than in generation,

where they are significant and routinely accounted for. Nonlinearity can

therefore be considered the main remaining uncertainty in active absorp-

tion.

Performance of the current active absorbers can be considered sufficient

for removal of low and long test object and beach reflections at the wave-

maker boundary. However, as a means of primary absorption, improve-

ment of the systems in short or oblique waves and study of nonlinear ef-

fects in absorption are necessary. This is particularly important for total-

boundary control basins, where increased fidelity and removal of space

and time restrictions to the test section would enable the increase of model

scale as well as the study of extreme events, and long-term statistical dis-

tributions from more than a few hours of full-scale run time. General

improvements in absorption bandwidth, reflection level as well as ease of

implementation and maintenance would also be beneficial.

Some connections of the active absorption problem to other fields are

height H1/3 and deepwater wavelength corresponding to significant period T1/3,
(e.g. Goda, 2010).
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still worth mentioning. The extraction of useful energy out of the oceans

by wave energy converters at the coastline or at open sea has attracted

considerable attention since the 1970s (Evans, 1981; Cruz, 2007; Mei,

2011). Much synergy was attained in the early development of terminator-

type wave energy devices (e.g. Thomas, 2008) and active absorbers, mainly

in the adoption of optimal control concepts from electrical engineering

(Salter, 1974; Budal and Falnes, 1975; Evans, 1976; Mei, 1976; Newman,

1976; Törnqvist, 1978; Evans et al., 1979; Srokosz, 1980; Parks, 1980).

For economic reasons, later work in energy conversion has, however, con-

centrated on point absorbers, attenuators and control techniques that are

realizable at a large scale for useful power extraction (Salter et al., 2002;

Babarit and Clément, 2006; Folley and Whittaker, 2009; Hals et al., 2011).

The wave energy devices and their control is no longer intended to provide

a totally absorbing termination, and the field has distanced itself from ac-

tive absorption.

Due to a similar domain truncation, efficient boundary absorption has

been of interest also in numerical wave simulation. Techniques for gen-

eral boundary value problems are reviewed by Tsynkov (1998), and schem-

es for water wave simulations by Lin (2008) and Tsutsui (2011). While

most numerical absorption techniques rely on manipulation of the gov-

erning equations or boundary conditions, which hardly have a realizable

experimental counterpart, some techniques employ wavemaking bodies

and cancellation (Newman, 2010; Higuera et al., 2013; Spinneken et al.,

2014), similar to active absorption. Although broadband and nonlinear

absorption is challenging and computationally intensive at high fidelity,

performance superior to experimental absorption can be obtained (Períc

and Abdel-Maksoud, 2016) at moderate expense, and new techniques are

more easily tested and developed.

1.3 Scope of the work

Impedance matching is based on the elementary result, valid for linear

wave motion in many distributed-parameter systems, that the termina-

tion of a domain into a load equalling its wave or characteristic impedance

is reflectionless (e.g. Johnson, 1950; Elmore and Heald, 1969). Perfor-

mance limits of active water wave absorbers, both position and force-

controlled, can be interpreted as complications in applying these concepts

to water waves.
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The additional depth dimension produces the first complication, already

at first order. For a single-mode termination of a wave channel, equivalent

to the port in network theory, a vertical collecting interface with a pre-

scribed mode shape is required. The common choice is a rigid paddle with

either translation or rotation allowed. Wave impedance for the paddle

can then be found by vertical integration of the propagating mode profile

against the paddle shape. Apart from the pure real wave impedance, the

paddle will also carry hydrodynamic reactance due to evanescent modes,

which compensate the mismatch of the two profiles. To match the termi-

nation, an external load impedance must both equal the wave impedance,

and cancel the reactance. While a point match is unproblematic and can

be achieved with simple mechanical network elements (Baumann, 1954),

matching over a working frequency range is made difficult by first; the

strong frequency-development of the hydrodynamic quantities, which can

be accurately tracked only by an absorption network of high complexity,

and second; the significant hydrodynamic inertia, the broad-band cancel-

lation of which necessitates mass compensation. In a real control system

subject to delays, measurement errors, noise, unmodelled imperfections

and minor process changes, both filter complexity and reactance cancella-

tion work against stability and robustness (Milgram, 1970; Fuller et al.,

1996). As a consequence, current active absorbers with single-mode pad-

dles must compromise match for stability, with detriment to performance.

A second, theoretical complication to impedance matching is formed by

the nonlinearity of water waves. Matches derived using linear wave the-

ory are strictly valid only at small amplitudes. At finite steepnesses, non-

linearity introduces interactions between all near- and far-field modes.

The interactions alter the fundamental impedance and produce harmon-

ics to the forces, all of which should be “matched” with the actuation in

some hitherto unknown way. It is unclear whether this is possible at all

with single-mode paddles and local measurement.

The problems of single-mode impedance matching could most likely be

alleviated by providing the absorber with wider measurement of the wave

field, and increasing the accuracy and speed of the measurement and con-

trol, as well as the sophistication of the transfer functions by higher-order

models. However, due to the complexity of the theory and the number

of nonlinear corrections required, the research and design effort required

for such a higher-order active absorber system will probably be very large,

and the resulting system delicate.
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In this work, an epistemically lighter alternative is investigated, where

more advantage is taken of the full, unintegrated and unapproximated

reaction of an identical semi-infinite backside domain. Trivially, this re-

action absorbs totally all waves, regardless of frequency, amplitude, or

direction. Matching to an identical domain is perfect in all senses, but

also useless, as no removal of the wave from the selfsame water domain

is achieved. Yet, if the physical semi-infinite domain were replaced by an

accurately simulated one, and only its pressure reaction provided to the

real basin at a vertical boundary, all waves would be transmitted out of

the physical and into a simulated domain where terminal absorption is

more easily achieved.

The technique, which may be called backside reaction absorption, ide-

ally operates using a totally non-integrating vertical interface, similar to

a “locally reacting” surface in acoustics (e.g. Morse and Ingard, 1968), that

has no dry reactance and is able to closely reproduce any given pressure

distribution. A practical example is a flexible, lightweight membrane with

distributed actuation (e.g. Preumont, 2011). Ideally, the reaction pressure

is solved by an accurate numerical simulation of the backside domain re-

action that runs much faster than real time.

Obviously, total fidelity in either respect is impractical with current

actuator and computer technology. However, a moderate number of in-

terface modes with low inertia are realizable by, for example, isolated

stepped piston-segments or rigid segments connected by hinges. Likewise,

the available numerical methods and computer hardware currently al-

ready allow real-time simulation with some accuracy. Such partial-fidelity

realizations might deliver good performance with reasonable effort.

In the perfect match provided by a total-fidelity realization of the tech-

nique, the near-field modes are completely removed and a suitable driving-

point pressure response provided for any incident wave, with appropriate

adaptation at large amplitudes. Partial-fidelity realizations, even with

only a few vertical modes, should retain a part of the virtues: frequency-

averaged evanescent modes, reactance, and attendant harmonic and sta-

bility issues should be reduced, and partial nonlinear corrections applied

at large amplitudes – all without theoretical designer input.

The scheme is closely related to hybrid modelling, where numerical and

physical wave models are coupled for extension of the total modelling do-

main (Schäffer, 1999; Kamphuis, 2000). Most recent deterministic hy-

brid models (Zhang et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2013, 2014a,b) couple the
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domains through computed depth-averaged particle velocities, which are

transformed at a wave-maker boundary to paddle position command sig-

nals. The models are able to transmit regular and irregular waves from

the numerical outer domain into the physical with good accuracy up to

second order in wave steepness, but do not typically transmit information

to the reverse direction. The backside reaction scheme, by contrast, cou-

ples the domains through interface force and aims at absorption of waves

travelling in the physical-to-numerical direction. Although the transmit-

ted waves in this absorption scheme do not necessarely have any intrinsic

interest, the coupling provided is essentially bilateral, and can also be

used in wave transmission into the physical basin, or simultaneous trans-

mission in both directions in a hybrid model.

As every interface mode incurs costs, performance achievable with a

very low number of modes is of primary practical interest. It is the main

objective of this study to estimate the performance of a backside reaction

absorber with a single rigid-body degree of freedom only. For simplicity,

the hinged paddle mode is selected, and the study is restricted to two

dimensions. Although such a single-mode paddle is totally integrating,

and therefore a poor backside reaction absorber, its study is highly useful

in that it should be exactly the poorest, and determine a lower limit to

performance, both linear and nonlinear, of the whole class of absorbers.

To evaluate the promise of the technique from a wave-mechanical point

of view, the work further focuses on an ideal realization of the single-

mode paddle absorber, where the backside reaction is assumed to be sim-

ulated and actuated accurately and without delay, and be identical to the

real water reaction. The assumption reduces the study setting to a sym-

metrical wave-transmitting gate in a channel, hinged near the bed and

freely responding to the incident waves, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The

reduced, fully-physical set-up simplifies the research task, as the ideal re-

alization depends on only a few parameters and its performance can be

predicted using established wave-maker solutions with minor extensions.

Most importantly, the performance can be experimentally confirmed with-

out added uncertainties in realizations of measurement, control, and ac-

tuation systems.

The performance metrics of interest for the absorber are the available

bandwidth of low reflections at first order, and the level of free superhar-

monic wave emissions at second order. Low transmission loss and emis-

sions on the lee side are of concern in simultaneous wavemaking through
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real real

Figure 1.1. Study geometry: a bottom-hinged gate transmitting transitional water
waves.

the interface or in hybrid modelling. At very high amplitudes, higher har-

monics and third-order effects on fundamental-frequency motion might

become significant, and should also be estimated. Further, the question of

tuning by selection of dry mechanical reactance, although uncharacteris-

tic to the emulating method, remains relevant for the crude single-mode

interface with significant hydrodynamic inertia.

Apart from one-sided wave-maker and absorber studies, a number of

previous analytical and experimental results are available for the paddle

geometry with water on both sides, and could be utilized. In wave energy,

oscillating wave surge converters employ a similar geometry (Törnqvist,

1978; Scher, 1985; Folley et al., 2007; van’t Hoff, 2009; Renzi and Dias,

2012b,a, 2013, 2014; Renzi et al., 2014). Recent studies on the devices,

however, focus on open sea settings, where diffraction and displacement

flow strongly affect the hydrodynamics, and further apply external mech-

anism damping. Rows of hinged gates have also been studied for coastal

protection (Mei et al., 1994; Sammarco et al., 1997; Li and Mei, 2003;

Adamo and Mei, 2005), where the focus has been on transverse nonlin-

ear dynamics of the array. Unfortunately, the complexity of settings in

these studies prohibits an accurate deduction of achievable passbands,

superharmonic emissions, and finite-amplitude effects for a purely two-

dimensional setting, which is of interest here.

A study of wave transmission at an unrestrained gate in a plane setting

was undertaken, and is described in the following sections. The work be-

gins with the construction of an analytical model for the gate, containing

most quadratic nonlinearities, in Section 3. The model is based on exist-

ing second-order wave-maker solutions to the potential flow problem on

either side, with an allowance for the reflected wave, that are here cou-

pled through the hydrodynamic loads and the gate equation of motion.

Minor amendments are made to the hydrodynamic force evaluation, and

cancellations due to symmetry are demonstrated.

The first-order parts of the model are used in Section 4 to predict freq-

uency bands of good tuning and low reflections by inspection of the de-
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velopment of hydrodynamic reactance. Shifting of the bands with hinge

immersion and adjustment of the passband shape with dry inertia and

restoring force are shown. An integral criterion limiting the achievable

passbands is further introduced.

The second-order parts of the model are used in Section 5 to evaluate

the first superharmonic back- and forward-emissions from fundament-

ally-tuned gates in their passbands. Through simplification of the full

analytical expressions, the emissions are divided into a part due to simple-

harmonic gate motion, and into two dynamic contributions. Bandwidths

of low emissions and the possibility of further lowering by tuning are es-

timated.

To gain confirmation for the analytical model and to estimate higher-

order effects outside its scope, regular wave experiments were performed

in a flume with a single test gate, and are reported in Section 6. The fun-

damental reflection and transmission, the first superharmonic emissions

and their amplitude development are analysed from both wave gauge and

video data and compared to analytical predictions.

The experimentally confirmed reflections are compared to those reported

for reference for other water wave absorbers, both active and passive,

in Section 7. A practically interesting comparison of the superharmonic

emission levels is made with wave-maker emissions, in absence of similar

results for other wave absorbers. Issues of practical implementation and

future study are still given, after which conclusions are summarized in

Section 8.
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2. Summary of original features

The central original contributions of this work are the following:

1. Analytical demonstration of a wide-band impedance match, achieved

with a semi-infinite backside domain reaction through a single-mode

hinged gate interface in active absorption of water waves. Explana-

tion of the match through reversal of hydrodynamic reactance on the

gate in the band. Evaluation of achievable equiripple and maximally

flat passbands and their limitation by an integral criterion.

2. Analytical evaluation of first superharmonic free wave emissions

from tuned single-mode gates. Demonstration of the emissions re-

duction due to superharmonic gate dynamics and introduction of the

quasi-resistive response approximation. Evaluation of low-emissions

bands and tuning possibilities. Prediction of a second-order trans-

parency point.

3. Experimental confirmation of very low fundamental reflections and

near-total transmission at a test gate in the predicted passband and

their continuation up to moderate-high amplitudes waves.

4. Experimental confirmation of the predicted low first superharmonic

emissions and their neutral–lowering amplitude development, as

well as of a second-order transparency point.
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3. Second-order analytical model

An analytical model is next constructed for the single-mode paddle in-

terface or gate to solve fundamental scattering and first superharmonic

emissions from the gate in free response. Use is made of existing one-

sided perturbation solutions to second-order potential flow problem. For-

ces on the gate are evaluated and the flow solutions connected through

the gate equation of motion, which is solved to first and second order.

Higher-order terms, viscous effects and surface tension are ignored.

Numerical results are presented at the end of the section for a practical

gate set-up. The results are analysed in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1 Problem formulation

A sea of constant depth h, unbounded laterally but divided in two by a

thin vertical gate (Fig 3.1) is considered. The gate consists of a flap-like,

z
x

A1

θ(t)h d
2b

Figure 3.1. Vertical bottom-hinged gate in free response to incident waves.

laterally-symmetric upper part of small thickness 2b, hinged near the bot-

tom at depth d to a fixed base and impermeable together with it. The

flap-part is free to move in pitch in response to a regular plane wave of

fundamental frequency ω and amplitude A1 incident from the left; both

the gate motion and incident wave are considered prescribed. Coordinate

x measures from the gate midplane towards right and z upwards from the

mean surface level. Then the potential flow problem in the fluid domains

on either side of the gate can be formulated (e.g. Laitone and Wehausen,

1960) for a velocity potential Φ(x, z; t), of which velocity is gradient, with-
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out approximation as

∆Φ ≡ 0 in X,−h ≤ z ≤ η(x, t), (3.1)

Φz = 0 at X, z = −h, (3.2)

LΦ + [∂t + 1
2∇Φ · ∇]|∇Φ|2 − dC

ρdt
= 0 at X, z = η(x, t) and (3.3)

χt − Φx + χzΦz = 0 at X0, −h ≤ z ≤ η(x, t), (3.4)

where the lateral extent of the domains is X : ±[x − χ(z, t)] − b ≥ 0 or

X0 : ±[x − χ(z, t)] − b = 0 with the lower and upper signs for the left and

right side, correspondingly; the linear operator L(·) = [∂tt + g∂z] (·); the

free surface is defined by the equation

η(x, t) = (C/ρ− 1
2 |∇Φ|2 − Φt)/g (3.5)

from the separate dynamic boundary condition; the pressure p in fluid in

excess of the ambient is given by the Bernoulli equation

p+ 1
2ρ|∇Φ|2 + ρΦt + ρgz = C(t); (3.6)

the stroke function χ describes the lateral displacement of the gate bound-

aries from equilibrium position, which is not necessarely equal on both

sides; the subindices denote partial derivatives; ∆ is the Laplacian; ρ is

water density and g is the acceleration of gravity. Solutions {Φ, η, C} are

sought separately for both sides and restricted to such that no waves are

travelling towards the gate from the right.

Following the standard perturbation technique (e.g. van Dyke, 1975),

the unknown functions and the gate motion are next expanded into se-

quences, the terms of which are proportional to ascending powers of a

small parameter ε = KA1:

Φ = Φ(1) + Φ(2) + . . . ,

η = η(1) + η(2) + . . . ,

C = C(1) + C(2) + . . . ,

p = p(0) + p(1) + p(2) + . . . and

χ = χ(1) + χ(2) + . . . ; (3.7)

although prescribed, the stroke function χ is also taken to vary with KA1.

The free surface and the upper flap-part of the gate surface are moving;

therefore, the conditions (3.3) and (3.4) are applied to them by Taylor-

expanding their terms vertically or laterally around the mean positions

z = 0 or x = ±b, respectively.
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The expansions are next substituted into the problem (3.1)–(3.4) and it

is required that the conditions of the problem be fulfilled separately by

terms of each order in ε, justified by the usual limit procedure. This yields

problems at consecutive orders: at first order

∆Φ(1) ≡ 0 in ± x ≥ b,−h ≤ z ≤ 0, (3.8)

Φ(1)
z = 0 at ± x ≥ b, z = −h, (3.9)

LΦ(1) = dC(1)/ρdt at ± x ≥ b, z = 0 and (3.10)

Φ(1)
x = χ

(1)
t at ± x = b, −h ≤ z ≤ 0, (3.11)

and at second order

∆Φ(2) ≡ 0 in ± x ≥ b,−h ≤ z ≤ 0, (3.12)

Φ(2)
z = 0 at ± x ≥ b, z = −h, (3.13)

LΦ(2) = 1
gΦ

(1)
t (LΦ(1))z − (|∇Φ(1)|2)t + dC(2)

ρdt at ± x ≥ b, z = 0, (3.14)

Φ(2)
x = χ

(2)
t − χ(1)Φ(1)

xx + χ(1)
z Φ(1)

z at ± x = b,−h ≤ z ≤ 0. (3.15)

There is some ambiquity in formulating the body boundary condition (3.4)

at second order upwards from the still water level. The form of the con-

dition (3.15) follows the previous publications on second-order radiation

solutions (Sulisz and Hudspeth, 1993a; Schäffer, 1996).

Finally, the hydrodynamic problem is connected to gate dynamics by

evaluating the stroke function χ(z, t) due to pitching θ(t) of the upper part

of the gate as a rigid body. To simplify, we assume the gate to be thin (i.e.,

s/d� 1) and neglect the effect of thickness on stroke, which then becomes

for both sides

χ(z, t) = tan θ(t) ·

z + d, z ∈ [−d; η],

0 , z ∈ [−h; d),
(3.16)

where θ denotes the inclination of the moving part from the vertical (pos-

itive clockwise). Expanding this to a sequence as above yields the first-

and second-order strokes

χ(1,2) = f(z)θ(1,2), (3.17)

where the gate form function f(z) is equal to the piece-wise part of (3.16).

Corrections to the stroke to account for moderate gate thickness are eval-

uated in App. B.1 and used in experimental comparisons.
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3.2 First-order flow solution

The general time-harmonic solution of the first-order problems on both

sides (3.8)–(3.11) is readily expressed as a sum of propagating and evanes-

cent eigenmodes of the fluid sheet by the wave-maker theory of Havelock

(1929). Denoting

Φ
(1)
1,2 = <[φ

(1)
1,2(x, z)e−iωt] and (3.18)

θ(1) = <[ϑ1e
−iωt], (3.19)

the solution can be written for the weather (1) and lee (2) sides

φ
(1)
1 = − ig

ω
A1

cosα11(z + h)

cosα11h
e−α11(x+b) − ig

ω

∞∑
m=1

R1m
cosα1m(z + h)

cosα1mh
eα1m(x+b),

(3.20)

φ
(1)
2 = − ig

ω

∞∑
m=1

T1m
cosα1m(z + h)

cosα1mh
e−α1m(x−b) and (3.21)

C
(1)
1,2 ≡ 0, (3.22)

where the first-order wavenumbers α1m = {−iK,α12, α13, . . .} are solved

as roots of the dispersion relation

α1j tanα1jh = −ω2/g, (3.23)

the trigonometric functions are generalized to complex arguments and i

is the imaginary unit. The coefficients R1m, T1m, m = 1, 2, . . . describe

the wave mode amplitudes: the first R11 and T11 are the reflected and

transmitted fundamental components or the scattered modes; the higher-

number R12,..., T12,... are the first-order evanescent modes on either side.

The mode amplitudes describe the surface elevation amplitude directly

for the propagating modes; for evanescent modes, they are equal to the

amplitude at the gate. Potentials of the form (3.20) and (3.21) satisfy

continuity and the free-surface and bottom boundary conditions with any

choice of amplitudes R1m, T1m.

The unknown wave mode amplitudes R1m, T1m are determined to sat-

isfy the remaining body boundary condition (3.11) at the gate by Fourier-

integrating the condition on either side over the depth [−h, 0] against the

complete set {cosα1j(z+h)}, j = 1, . . . of lateral velocities induced by each

mode:∫ 0

−h
{φ(1)

x

∣∣
x=±b}·cosα1j(z+h)dz =

∫ 0

−h
{−iωf(z)ϑ1}·cosα1j(z+h)dz. (3.24)
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As shown by Hyun (1976), for the current hinged geometry this yields

δ1mA1 −R1m = T1m = 2dϑ1 sinα1mhB1m, (3.25)

where δ1m is the Kronecker delta and

B1m =
α1md sinα1mh+ cosα1mh− cosα1m(h− d)

α1md(α1mh+ 1
2 sin 2α1mh)

. (3.26)

For later purposes it is convenient to rewrite the mode amplitudes as

R1m = ϑ1R̃
e
1m + δ1mA1R (3.27)

T1m = ϑ1T̃
e
1m (3.28)

where R is the reflection coefficient of the diffraction problem* and the

first terms on the right-hand side correspond to right-hand side of (3.25).

Finally, it is easily verified that the lee side potential φ(1)
2 contains only

leaving components, i.e. the radiation condition

lim
x→∞

(φx − iKφ) = 0 (3.29)

is satisfied.

3.3 Second-order flow solution

Compared to the first-order, solution of the second-order problem (3.12)–

(3.15) is more complicated due to the nonlinear forcing terms on the right-

hand side of the free surface and body boundary conditions. The problem

has been solved in general form for vertical-plane wavemaking by Sulisz

and Hudspeth (1993a) with the introduction of sum-wavenumber inter-

actions. Here their form of the potentials is used and an incident wave

included on the weather side.

The second-order potential can be written as a sum of time-dependent

and constant parts

Φ
(2)
1,2 = <[φ

(2)
1,2(x, z)e−2iωt] + Ψ

(2)
1,2, (3.30)

and the superharmonic gate motion is taken

θ(2) = <[ϑ2e
−2iωt]. (3.31)

The time-dependent potential is concentrated on here, since the interest

is on the time-harmonic motion and wavefield, not on average forces or

*Coefficient R is constrained to unity by the formulation, but retained explicitly
for now.
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inclinations. The form of this potential for the weather side is

φ
(2)
1 = − ig

2ω
A2

cosα21(z + h)

cosα21h
e−α21(x+b) − ig

2ω

∞∑
j=1

R2j
cosα2j(z + h)

cosα2jh
eα2j(x+b)

− 3

8
iωA2

1

cos 2α11(z + h)

sin4 α11h
e−2α11(x+b)

+
ig2

2ω3

∞∑
m=1

α11α1mA1R1mQ
1m
−11

cos(α11 − α1m)(z + h)

cosα11h cosα1mh
e−(α11−α1m)(x+b)

− ig2

4ω3

∞∑
m=1

∞∑
s=1

α1mα1sR1mR1sQ
1s
1m

cos(α1m + α1s)(z + h)

cosα1mh cosα1sh
e(α1m+α1s)(x+b)

(3.32)

and for the lee side

φ
(2)
2 = − ig

2ω

∞∑
j=1

T2j
cosα2j(z + h)

cosα2jh
e−α2j(x−b)

− ig2

4ω3

∞∑
m=1

∞∑
s=1

α1mα1sT1mT1sQ
1s
1m

cos(α1m + α1s)(z + h)

cosα1mh cosα1sh
e−(α1m+α1s)(x−b),

(3.33)

where R2j and T2j are amplitudes of first superharmonic leaving and

evanescent modes on either side, Q is a wavenumber quotient

Q1s
(−)1m =

6ω
4

g2
+
(−) 4α1mα1s + α2

1m + α2
1s

4ω
4

g2
+ ( +

(−)α1m − α1s)2
(3.34)

and the 2nd-order wavenumbers α2j = {−iK2, α22, α23, . . .} are solved as

roots of the superharmonic dispersion relation

α2j tanα2jh = −4ω2/g. (3.35)

These potentials satisfy the continuity and the bottom and free surface

boundary conditions for all values of the mode amplitudes; only the body

boundary condition must be matched separately for each depth profile of

stroke. For completeness, an incident free wave at first superharmonic

frequency with amplitude A2 has also been added to the weather side

potential, for which the assumption A2 = O[(KA1)2] is required.

The lower rows in the potentials are fully determined by the first-order

solution through the nonlinear free-surface boundary condition (3.14);

they are usually physically interpreted as interactions between the first-

order components, and are here called the interaction modes. The sec-

ond row in φ
(2)
1 is the Stokes component, i.e. self-interaction potential

of the incident wave. The third row comprises of incident–returning and

incident–evanescent interaction potentials; both rows are absent from the
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T11

〈T11 · T11〉

T21
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〈A1 · A1〉
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R11

〈R11 · R11〉
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T1m

〈T1m · T1s〉

T2j

R1m

〈R1m · R1s〉

R2j

〈A1 · R1m〉

interaction modes

1st order evanescent modes

correction modes

〈A1 · R11〉

Figure 3.2. Schematic of wave modes around the gate, fundamental wavenumber
Kh ≈ 2. Amplitudes of second-order modes and evanescent modes exagger-
ated, propagating modes removed from near-field (dashed lines) for clarity.

lee side. The last row in both potentials φ1,2 represents the scattered–self,

scattered–evanescent and evanescent–evanescent cross-interactions.

The wave modes are illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where the uppercase Ai,

Rij and Tij denote the modes in distinction to their amplitudes, and the

bracketed product denotes interaction through (3.14). In evaluating the

surface elevation η(2) due to interaction of the first-order modes, the direct

contribution through the velocity head in the dynamic free-surface condi-

tion (3.5) should be added to the amplitude of the interaction potentials.

The interaction modes induce superharmonic normal velocities at the

gate mean position. In fulfilling the remaining body boundary condition

(3.15), their sum is to be compared to the the kinematic demand on the

right-hand side, which is due to true first superharmonic motion (first

term) and position and inclination corrections to evaluation of first-order

induced normal velocities (second and third term).

The possible mismatch at the gate boundary should be compensated

with the first rows of both potentials, i.e. the propagating and evanescent

modes at first superharmonic frequency R2j,T2j, which are here called the

correction modes. The amplitudes and phases R2j , T2j , j = 1, 2, . . . , corre-

spond directly to surface elevation amplitudes, and can be freely chosen

to satisfy the second-order body boundary condition (3.15). The matching

is done here, as for first order, by Fourier-integration of the boundary con-

dition over depth [−h, 0]† against the set {cosα2jh}, j = 1, 2, . . . , of lateral

†The use of [−h, 0] here instead of the more correct [−h, η(1)] is an inconsistency.
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velocity profiles:∫ 0
−h{

iΦ
(2)
0x } · cosα2j(z + h)dz =

∫ 0
−h{ fθ̇(2) } · cosα2j(z + h)dz,

+ cΦ
(2)
0x −fθ(1)Φ

(1)
0xx

+fzθ
(1)Φ

(1)
0z

where the subscript 0 denotes evaluation at the equilibrium plane x = ±b

and the superscripts i and c are the interaction and correction compo-

nents, respectively. The correction mode amplitudes become, after some

algebra,

R2j =δ1jA2 − 2dϑ2 sinα2jhB2j

− 4M2jα11A
2
1

11Q2j
11

− 4M2j

∞∑
m=2

(α11 − α1m)R1mA1
11Q2j

−1m

+ 2M2j

∞∑
m=1

∞∑
s=1

(α1m + α1s)R1mR1s
1mQ2j

1s and (3.36)

T2j =2dϑ2 sinα2jhB2j

+ 2M2j

∞∑
m=1

∞∑
s=1

(α1m + α1s)T1mT1s
1mQ2j

1s, (3.37)

where

B2j =
α2jd sinα2jh+ cosα2jh− cosα2j(h− d)

α2jd(α2jh+ 1
2 sin 2α2jh)

, (3.38)

M2j =
cos2 α2jh

α2jh+ 1
2 sin 2α2jh

and (3.39)

1mQ2j
(−)1s =

5ω
4

g2
+ α2

1m
+
(−) α1mα1s + α2

1s

(α1m
+
(−) α1s)2 − α2

2j

. (3.40)

For later analysis, it is useful to divide the correction mode amplitudes

into an intrinsic part (Ri
2j) needed to fulfil the boundary condition for sim-

ple harmonic gate motion and a proper part (R̃e
2j) due to first superhar-

monic gate motion:

R2j = ϑ2R̃
e
2j +Ri

2j and T2j = ϑ2T̃
e
2j + T i

2j , (3.41)

with obvious correspondents in the full expressions (3.36) and (3.37). The

propagating correction modeR21 will be called superharmonic back-emiss-

ion and the one leaving on the lee side T21 the superharmonic forward-

emission; R21 and T21 are collectively called superharmonic emissions, in

analogy to the electromagnetic concept.
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3.4 Hydrodynamic forces

Forces from water on the paddle of the gate can be computed using the

first- and second-order solution. Force expressions for planar wave-maker

geometries have been presented by Sulisz and Hudspeth (1993b) and Spin-

neken and Swan (2009a); here their procedure is followed in general, but

a position correction term added to pressure evaluation, and cancellation

of some terms shown for the two-sided geometry. The fluid moment on the

ηc

SB

lower
upper

whole

Figure 3.3. Geometry of the flap for force integration.

flap-part around the hinge per unit width, out of geometrical considera-

tions (Fig. 3.3), is

F = ∓ sec2 θ

η±C∫
−d

pf(z)dz (3.42)

due to weather (+) and lee (−) sides, where the integration over the flap

wetted surface SB has been transformed to the z-axis. At the wave ele-

vation height η±C on flap surface, two transfer boundaries of perturbation

theory intersect, and special treatment is required. As usual, the inte-

gration is divided in two in vertical extent as [−d, 0] and (0, ηC], and the

pressure in the integrand on the flap is evaluated by either a lateral Tay-

lor expansion [p]x around the mean gate surface (±b, z) or a two-direction

expansion [p]xz around the points (±b, 0):

F = ∓ sec2 θ

[∫ 0

−d
[p]xfdz +

∫ ηC

0
[p]xzfdz

]
. (3.43)

Further, to evaluate the force to each order in the small parameter

ε = KA1, three elements need to be expanded to orders: the lever arm

extension term sec2 θ in front, the pressure p and the wave elevation at

flap surface η±C . The first is a straightforward trigonometric expansion

and for the second, the Bernoulli equation (3.6) can be used, with the re-

sults

sec2{θ(1) + θ(2) + . . .} = 1 + θ(1)2 + 2θ(1)θ(2) + . . . and (3.44)

p = −ρgz − ρΦ
(1)
t − ρΦ

(2)
t −

1

2
ρ|∇Φ|2 + C(2) . . . (3.45)

Expansion of the surface elevation η±C , which is an intersection of two

unknown transfer boundaries, is more complicated. Here, it is solved by
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Taylor-expanding η in z-direction and χ in x-direction around the points

(±b, 0):

η : z =

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=0

xm

m!

∂m

∂xm
η

(n)
0 and

χ : x =

N∑
n=1

1∑
m=0

zm

m!

∂m

∂zm
χ

(n)
0 ,

where the straight-line character of the current geometry drops the higher

derivatives. The intersection of the polynomial curves is straightforward

to solve by division into orders; to second order, the vertical intersection

coordinate is

η±C = η
(1)
0 + η

(2)
0 + η

(1)
0x χ

(1)
0 +O[ε3], (3.46)

where [·]0 = [·](±b, t), depending on the side.

Lower integral: By substitution of expanded pressure p from the Ber-

noulli equation (3.6) into the force expression, the lower integral between

[−d, 0] becomes

∓ sec2 θ

∫ 0

−d
(z + d)

∞∑
n=0

∞∑
m=0

χm

m!

∂m

∂xm
p(n)(±b, z; t)dz, (3.47)

yielding terms of all orders. The terms to second order are

1. hydrostatic pressure ∓ sec2 θ
∫ 0

−d ·[ p
(0)
0 ] · (z + d)dz

2. dyn. pressure, 1st-order −ρΦ
(1)
0t

3. dyn. pressure, 2nd-order −ρΦ
(2)
0t

4. velocity head pressure − 1
2ρ|∇Φ

(1)
0 |2

5. pos. corr. 1st-order dyn. press. −χ(1)ρΦ
(1)
0xt

6. Bernoulli constant C(2)

for either side, where the subindex 0 denotes evaluation at (±b, z). The

position correction term for the 1st-order dynamic pressure load is here

added to the previous expressions (Sulisz and Hudspeth, 1993b; Spin-

neken and Swan, 2009a). Expressions resulting from these are given in

full in Appendix B.2.

Upper integral: Substitution of the expansion for p and integration re-

sults in

∓sec2 θ

∞∑
n=0

∞∑
m=0

∞∑
l=0

tanm θ

m! l!
ηl+1

C

(
ηm+1

C

m+ l + 2
+
dm+1

l + 1

)
∂m+l

(∂x)m(∂z)l
p(n)(±b, 0; t),

(3.48)

where the lower and upper signs correspond to weather and lee sides. No

zeroth- or first-order terms result from this – the second-order terms are

7. first-order dyn. press., changing SB ρdη
(1)
0 Φ

(1)
0t

8. hydrostatic pressure, changing SB
1
2ρgd(η

(1)
0 )2,

again for either side of the flap. The terms combine into a ’waterline force’,
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one half of the upper term (Lighthill, 1986). A simplified expression for

this force is given in App. B.2.

Cancellation: The number of force terms in App. B.2 is large and the

terms are complicated. Fortunately, by virtue of the similar boundary

condition for the flap (3.11) at both sides in the current two-sided setting,

the expressions are considerably simplified in summation as many terms,

most notably those due to the mean hydrostatic pressure (1.), the inclina-

tion correction for the hydrostatic pressure (1b.), and the position correc-

tion for application of body boundary condition (5.), cancel out sidewise.

Further simplification in the terms due to (3.), (4.), (7.), and (8.) follows

from the identity (3.25) for the first-order mode amplitudes. Computa-

tional efficiency is greatly increased by elimination of the double sums.

Finally, since only steady-state wavefields are considered, the Bernoulli

constants are ignored as their difference produces a constant force. The

remaining expression for the net hydrodynamic force on the paddle is

given to second order in Table 2.3 in Appendix B.2.

3.5 Motion response

A practical gate has inevitably some mass and displacement, whose ef-

fects should next be added to the hydrodynamic forces. Weight and buoy-

ancy act on the flap-part and produce a moment around the hinge. For a

laterally symmetric parallepiped flap of mass m with centre of gravity at

a height hg from hinge and plentiful freeboard, the combined moment per

unit width becomes[
−ρgb

(
d2 + 2b2/3

)
+mghg

]
θ +O[θ3], (3.49)

where the first coefficient must be negative for a stable upright equilib-

rium. The third-order term produces a hardening spring characteristic

(e.g. Nayfeh and Mook, 1979), which remains very mild‡. Consistent with

the hydrodynamic solution, the third-order term is ignored. The exact

expression and third-order term are given in App. B.11.

To evaluate the transmission characteristics of an unconstrained gate,

the motion amplitudes ϑ1 and ϑ2 have to satisfy the equation of motion of

the gate. This equation for the flap-part in pitch is simply

Iθ̈(t) =
∑

Fi, (3.50)

‡Inclination is restricted to ϑ1 6 15◦ in App. B.4, where the third-order term is
below 7 % of the linear term.
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where I is the dry moment of inertia of the flap and the right-hand side

denotes sum of all moments on the flap, all around the hinge. The equa-

tion can be divided into orders in the small parameter ε = KA1 as

Iθ̈(1) = F (1)(A1, θ
(1)) and (3.51)

Iθ̈(2) = F (2)(A2, θ
(2), A1, θ

(1)), (3.52)

where F (1) and F (2) represent total sums of first- and second-order forces

on the flap, respectively.

For solution of motion, it is convenient to divide the forces into excitation

caused by the incident waves, and reaction directly related to the motion

of the gate. Using the concept of mechanical impedance (e.g. Skudrzyk,

1968), the total force can be written

F =< [ (X(1) − iωϑ1Z1) · e−iωt] (3.53)

+< [ (X(2) − 2iωϑ2Z2) · e−2iωt], (3.54)

where X(1) and X(2) are the sums of first- and second-order excitations,

respectively, and Z1 and Z2 are impedances at fundamental and first su-

perharmonic frequency. Division of the hydrodynamic forces in Table 2.3,

App. B.2 into excitations and impedances is apparent, and the dry forces

added, the latter can be written:

X(1) = <[ ρgA1(1 +R)W11 · eiωt ], (3.55)

X(2) = ρg

∞∑
j=1

(Ri
2j − T i

2j)W2j

+
ρg2

ω2

∞∑
m=1

α11α1mA1R1m(Q1m
11 W

1m
11 −Q1m

−11W
−1m
11 )

+
ρg2

2ω2

∞∑
m=1

α11α1mA1R1m(W−1m
11 −W 1m

11 )

+ ρgdA1

∞∑
m=1

R1m + 2ρgA2W21, (3.56)

Z1 = − i

ω
ρg

∞∑
m=1

(R̃e
1m − T̃ e

1m)W1m +
ik

ω
− iωI and (3.57)

Z2 = − i

2ω
ρg

∞∑
j=1

(R̃e
2j − T̃ e

2j)W2j +
ik

2ω
− 2iωI, (3.58)

where k is the restoring force coefficient, equal to the multiplier of θ in the

expression (3.49), and the coefficients W result from vertical integration

(see App. B.2).

The fundamental excitation X(1) is the well-known diffraction moment

at a vertical wall, but the superharmonic excitation X(2) does not seem
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to have been examined before. It contains the resultant terms due to

the difference of intrinsic correction mode amplitudes on either side (3b.),

the net interaction mode force (3c.), the net velocity head force (4.), the

net waterline force (7.), and the incident free superharmonic diffraction

force (3f.), and is the most complex part of the solution. The impedance

expressions (3.57)–(3.58), on the other hand, are of similar form and are

in fact described by the same function Z(ω), evaluated at fundamental or

first superharmonic frequency, i.e. Z1 = Z(ω) and Z2 = Z(2ω).

As conventional with floating bodies, the hydrodynamic terms in the

impedances can be rewritten using the concepts of hydrodynamic added

inertia and damping as

Z1 =
ik

ω
+ b1 − iω(a1 + I) and (3.59)

Z2 =
ik

2ω
+ b2 − 2iω(a2 + I), (3.60)

where a1 and a2 are the added inertias, and b1 and b2 the added dampings

at fundamental and first superharmonic frequencies, respectively. This

form is utilized in the following and expressions for the added properties

are given in App. B.2.

Substitution of the excitations and impedances into the equations of mo-

tion (3.51)–(3.52) makes the unknown motion amplitudes explicit on the

right-hand side. The equations become, in phasor form (e.g. Falnes, 2002),

ϑ1 =
X(1)

−iωZ1
and ϑ2 =

X(2)

−2iωZ2
, (3.61)

and provide the sought amplitudes directly. With the expressions for ex-

citation and impedance substituted, the first-order equation assumes a

well-known form (e.g. Wehausen, 1971). The second-order equation ap-

pears similar, but is of different character due to the superharmonic exci-

tation X(2).

Theoretical predictions for all quantities of interest can be obtained by

back-substitution of the motion amplitudes ϑ1,2 from Eqs. (3.61) into the

flow solutions. The expressions, however, become cumbersome at second

order, and their examination is deferred to Sections 4 and 5. First, a

solution to the problem will be numerically evaluated for an exemplar

gate.
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3.6 A numerical example

The series form of the analytical model arrived to requires computer sum-

mation for accurate solutions. For this a procedure was set up, and is

outlined below with a numerical example.

A relatively light and buoyant gate hinged near the seabed was chosen

to examine the model predictions for fundamental scattering and super-

harmonic emissions. The gate is hinged near the bottom at around 21 %

depth, has a relatively constant density of ca. 30 % of the fluid in the

submerged part, and a very low-weight freeboard of sufficient height to

prevent wave overtopping. For convenience, the dimensionless properties

are chosen to correspond exactly to the gate of the experiments presented

in Fig. 6.1 in §6.

Before computation, the solution was transformed to dimensionless vari-

ables (e.g. Sulisz and Hudspeth, 1993a) to utilize proportionality. By con-

struction, all the first-order quantities

{R1m, T1m, X
(1), ϑ1} (3.62)

vary with incident wave steepness KA1 as the amplitude changes; all the

second-order quantities

{Ri
21, T

i
21, X

(2), ϑ2} (3.63)

vary with this steepness squared, i.e. (KA1)2. Numerical results of the

work consider the response to regular incident waves A1 without a su-

perharmonic free component A2, and all wave amplitudes can therefore

be presented as fractions of either A1 or A2
1. For the superharmonic, the

more illustrative Stokes component amplitude of the incident wave,

A2s =
1

4
KA2

1

coshKh

sinh3Kh
(2 + cosh 2Kh), (3.64)

is chosen for normalization.

A reference phase has to be selected for all the complex quantities. Here,

the incident wave A1 is taken to be always in zero phase at the gate, i.e.

arg(A1) = 0, and the phase of other fundamental-period quantities is with

respect to arg(A1), with a positive argument indicating lag and a nega-

tive lead according to the base phasor {·e−iωt}. The argument of the first

superharmonic periodic quantities, which have a base phasor {·e−2iωt} at

twice the frequency, is interpreted as their phase in the superharmonic

base as the fundamental incident wave is at its positive maximum.
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The central first-order results of the model are the complex reflection

and transmission coefficients R1, T1 defined as

R1 =
R11

A1
and T1 =

T11

A1
. (3.65)

The coefficients were first solved using the first-order parts of the model.

After numerical solution of the fundamental dispersion relation for a suf-

ficient number of wavenumbers at a given frequency ω, an expression for

the scattering coefficients was found by substituting ϑ1 from fundamen-

tal equation of motion (3.61) into the paddle wave-maker gain (3.25). The

impedance Z1 appearing in the expression contains an infinite series of

evanescent modes, and has to be truncated. Convergence of the first-

order mode amplitudes is fortunately fast and the truncation error was

rendered negligible with an inclusion of N1 = 400 first evanescent modes

R1m, T1m into the sum (see App. B.3). Moduli of the resulting coefficients

R1 and T1 are plotted in Fig. 3.4 for dimensionless wavenumbers ranging

from deep to shallow water.

The second-order results for first superharmonic amplitudes R21 and

T21 and gate motion ϑ2 are considerably more laborious to evaluate due

to the double-infinite sums in the potentials describing the evanescent-

evanescent interactions (Schäffer, 1996). First, the already solved first-

order mode amplitudes R1m and gate amplitude ϑ1 are used for computa-

tion of the intrinsic correction mode amplitudes Ri
2j , T

i
2j from Eqs. (3.36)–

(3.37). These can then be used in the lengthy expression in Eq. (3.56)

for the superharmonic excitation X(2). Together with the easily evaluated

impedance Z2, the excitation produces superharmonic gate amplitude ϑ2

through the equation of motion (3.61). Proper emissions follow then from

the wave-maker transfers R̃e
21,T̃ e

21, and can be added to the intrinsic emis-

sions to produce the total emissions.

Much computational expense is saved by observing that only the in-

trinsic correction mode difference Ri
2j − T i

2j , not the mode amplitudes,

is needed in evaluation of the excitation X(2) for the net force (3b.). In

the difference, the evanescent–evanescent double sums on the last lines

of Eqs. (3.36)–(3.37) are equal and cancel out§. As only the propagat-

ing correction mode amplitudes are explicitly required for superharmonic

emissions, evaluation of {R, T}i2j , j = 2, 3, . . ., and a long series of double

sums is thereby completely avoided.

§This is by virtue of symmetry in the evanescent amplitudes R1m and T1m by
Condition (3.25).
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Figure 3.4. Left: Moduli of reflection and transmission coefficients from the first-order
analytical solution for the gate of experiments (Fig. 6.1, §6), evanescent sums
truncated after 400 modes. Right: Moduli of first superharmonic back- and
forward-emissions from second-order solution for the exemplar gate (Fig. 6.1,
§6). Regular incident wave; 801 wave modes in summation.

This is particularly useful due to the fact that the convergence of the

evanescent–evanescent sums in the second-order solution is very slow

(Schäffer, 1996), and a large number of terms are required for accurate

amplitudes. For numerical results in this work, N2 = 800 modes are em-

ployed in these products to reach an estimated truncation error of less

than 1 % in the main range Kh = 1 . . . 5 and less than 2 % elsewhere

(see App. B.3); the accuracy is clearly worse than at first order, but is

sufficient.

The magnitudes of first superharmonic back- and forward-emitted free

waves R21, T21 thus obtained for the exemplar gate in regular incident

waves are plotted in the second graph of Fig. 3.4. The results are pre-

sented as a fraction of the Stokes component amplitude, this ratio being

constant.

The frequency curves for fundamental scattering and superharmonic

emissions in Fig. 3.4 contain many features of interest, which are here

briefly described. In the left graph, the fundamental reflection curve has,

between stopbands at very low and high frequencies, a deep trough at

transitional wavenumbers between Kh = 1 . . . 4 around a presumed reso-

nance. However, instead of a single sharp notch typical for the resonance

at a single-mode or single-stage domain discontinuity, the trough is wide

and has a nearly flat bottom with three separate cusps at zero reflection.

Together with a coincident wider plateau of practically total transmis-

sion, the trough forms a fundamental transparency band or passband,
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where the reflection coefficient stays below 5 % in a wavenumber band

with higher and lower limits in a ratio of 5-to-1. In the absorber applica-

tion, this band and its neighbourhood are of obvious utility.

The behaviour of the first superharmonic emissions on the second graph

has interest mainly in the predicted fundamental passband. In this band,

both back- and forward-emissions are seen to proceed through a single

sharp coincident V-notch minimum in the middle, between higher values

of 1/2 . . . 1 A2s near the ends. By comparison to the well-known emissions

from wave-makers in simple-harmonic motion (e.g. Sulisz and Hudspeth,

1993a), both emissions components seem lower on average. Particularly

at the minimum point around Kh = 2.6, the predicted emissions are en-

tirely negligible. When combined with the fundamental results, this point

can be called a second-order transparency point, as there the gate should

not be observable in the far-field on either side through either fundamen-

tal scattering or first superharmonic emissions, at least to average instru-

ment accuracy.

In the next two sections, the analytical model is more carefully inves-

tigated to explain and generalize the obtained numerical results. Before

that, approximate limits for internal validity of the model are given in the

next subsection.

3.7 Amplitude limits

The assumption of small wave and gate motion amplitudes underlies the

perturbation solution and the analytical model constructed above. The

amplitudes for which general predictive accuracy is expected must there-

fore be limited to those that are sufficiently small. For a pure progressive

wave in finite depth of water, validity of the second-order Stokes solu-

tion is commonly restricted (e.g. Le Méhauté, 1976) to (a) some fraction

of breaking wave steepness and (b) Ursell numbers much less than unity.

Here, the gate boundary condition has been added to the problem, and

additional conditions must be set on the amplitudes to ensure that it is

not overly violated.

Rough provisional limits to account for the gate boundary were therefore

derived by a procedure described in Appendix B.4, and the results are

briefly summarized. Individual limiting criteria and the formation of a

compound limit from the strictest one at each frequency is illustrated in

the left graph of Figure 3.5 for a full-draft gate (d/h = 1). The right graph
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of the figure gives compound limits, similarly formed, for gates of other

hinge immersions. For all gates, the compound limit is almost completely

described by

(a) ϑ1 6 1/4 in the lower half and

(b) H 6 Hb/2 in the upper half of fundamental passband,

where Hb is the breaking wave height.
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Figure 3.5. Amplitude limits to expected accuracy of the second-order solution. Left:
Individual limits from the various criteria for the full-draft gate, and the
compound limit as their minimum. Right: Compound limits for reasonable
tuned gates of hinge immersions d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8} in their responsive ranges.
Breaking limit adapted from Reid and Bretschneider (1953), Ursell criterion
from Le Méhauté (1976). Explanations in App. B.4.

Below the given limits, general predictive accurary of the model can

be reasonably expected. Above the limits, many aspects might be well

predicted, but overall accuracy cannot be a priori expected. Experimental

confirmation is necessary particularly above but also below the limits. To

this end, experiments are reported in Section 6.
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4. Fundamental scattering

Expressions for fundamental reflection and transmission as functions of

gate parameters are easily derived from the analytical solution of the pre-

vious section; absorption efficiency, and therefore scattering, can alter-

natively be evaluated with power formulas (e.g. Falnes, 2002) commonly

used in active absorption. However, more direct scattering formulas for

bodies in water waves have been derived by Evans and Linton (1989) us-

ing the reciprocity relations of linear wave theory (Haskind, 1957; Bessho,

1967; Newman, 1976). Specifically, for the reflection and transmission at

a symmetric plane floating body, governed by a linear equation of motion

in an antisymmetric mode, they show

R1 =
δR+ iT

i + δ
and T1 =

δT + iR

i + δ
. (4.1)

The parameter δ expresses the tuning of the oscillating body with respect

to the incident wave, and can be put δ = −={Z1}/<{Z1}. Here the scat-

tering coefficients R and T of the diffraction problem simply become R = 1

and T = 0, as the gate is effectively a vertical wall, and the dynamic scat-

tering simplifies into

R1 =
δ

i + δ
and T1 =

i

i + δ
. (4.2)

The concise results can be interpreted as a specialization of the gen-

eral impedance difference formulas (e.g. Elmore and Heald, 1969) to reac-

tive discontinuities. They show that, first, the gate is always resistively

matched, and therefore the impedance matching task is reduced to match-

ing the gate reactance to zero. Second, the effect of non-zero reactance

appears through its ratio to resistance. The relations also incorporate two

less-specific energy restrictions on the scattering coefficients*.

*In both the diffraction and dynamic response problems, it follows from energy
conservation in the potential formulation (Laitone and Wehausen, 1960) that
|R|2 + |T |2 = 1 and |R1|2 + |T1|2 = 1.
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Evaluation of the detuning should therefore suffice to explain any scat-

tering behaviour. To resolve the generation of the particular passband for

the exemplar gate, as seen in the previous section, the real (resistive) and

imaginary (reactive) parts of the gate impedance Z1 are plotted in Fig.

4.1; for graphicality, the parts are multiplied by the circular frequency ω

to produce forces. An exceptional behaviour of the hydrodynamic inertia

force −ω2a1 (solid line), which is the main component of gate reactance, is

first seen in the figure. The usual quadratic decrease with frequency, cor-

responding to constant mass, is interrupted around Kh = 1 as the curve

inflects towards zero, before resuming fast descent again at Kh = 5. Ad-

dition of the pure quadratic dry inertia force Iω2 only slightly softens the

inflection. The total reactive force is obtained by shifting the sum iner-

tia curve upwards by the restoring force coefficient k without change of

form. The shift appears such for the exemplar gate that the reversal in

the reactive force trend is around zero reactance, i.e., resonance†. Around

this reversal the resistive force, formed by radiative damping alone, has a

broad maximum and is larger by almost two decades.
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Figure 4.1. Components of impedance Z1 for the exemplar gate, multiplied by −iω: hy-
drodynamic inertia force (solid line); total inertia force (dashed line); total re-
active force (double-dashed line); 1 % and 10 % of resistive force (dotted lines)
for comparison. The resonant wavenumbers are Kh ≈ {1.17; 1.99; 3.74}.

The gate detuning δ can be read off Figure 4.1 as the ratio of total reac-

tive to resistive force. At low and high frequencies, the gate is either over-

or undertuned as a regular constant-parameter oscillator, and the detun-

ing δ obtains large absolute values. However, through the whole reversal

†Resonance as defined by gate velocity phase w.r.t. excitation, not as “resonant
amplification”.
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and its neighbourhood, the detuning parameter δ remains small at a few

per cent, and the gate appears well-tuned. Therefore, by virtue of the

resistive match, the reactance reversal and the large damping ratio, the

gate is matched to the incident wave over an extended frequency band.

The passband obtained for the exemplar gate in Fig. 3.4 is directly re-

lated to the broadband match through Eqs. (4.2). For small values of

the detuning parameter |δ| � 1, they yield the moduli of the scattering

coefficients as

|R1| = |δ|+O(δ3) and (4.3)

|T1| = 1− δ2/2 +O(δ4). (4.4)

At small detunings, the reflection coefficient modulus nearly equals the

absolute value of the detuning parameter, and a detuning of a few per cent

through the reversal range delivers a passband with reflections at a few

per cent at maximum. Passings of resonance produce the three cusps in

the passband, and the intervening excursions appear as passband ripple.

The transmission amplitude does not noticeably react, as the lowest-order

effect is quadratic in δ.

4.1 Transparency bands

For the absorber application, achievable passbands with different gate

parameters are of primary interest. The only proper variable from the

point of view of backside reaction absorption is the hinge depth d/h, which

completely determines the mode shape of the simple gate. Although the

ideal backside reaction absorber interface is entirely without mechani-

cal properties, any real construction, and particularly the crude single-

mode, totally-integrating gate, must possess some inertia (I) and restor-

ing force (coeff. k). It is therefore reasonable to employ these parame-

ters, corresponding to simple mechanical network elements, to improve

the gate tuning, if possible. Their net amounts must be positive, but can

be modified quite freely by mass distribution, displacement, flywheels and

springs; a suitable choice can alter the total reactance in a way that com-

pensates the frequency-averaged hydrodynamic inertia, which remains

high for the single-mode, totally-integrating gate (cf. Fig. 4.1). Due to the

perfect resistive match, addition of damping is not generally beneficial,

and will not be considered; the parasitic friction due to bearings and seals

can here be neglected.
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A first estimate of available passbands can be made on the reversal

range of hydrodynamic inertia force for different hinge depths. In ex-

perimental basins, the applicable hinge immersion can be taken to vary

from full depth (d/h = 1) for transitional wave generation to a small frac-

tion (e.g. d/h = 1/10) for deep water waves in very deep tanks. Figure 4.2

plots the added inertia force for a representative range of hinge depths

between d/h = 1 and 1/8 along with 10 % curves of hydrodynamic damp-

ing force for reference, both now normalized by hinge immersion d to level

the magnitudes. Centrally, all of the curves feature a reversal similar to

that observed for the exemplar gate, although the proportions vary. With

raising hinge, the reversal range shifts to higher frequencies, widens, and

becomes much more pronounced: as a fraction of the peak damping force

ωbmax
1 , which is fairly constant with d/h, the peak-to-peak variation in

added inertia force increases from 3 % for d/h = 1 to 22 % for d/h = 1/8.
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Figure 4.2. Flap added inertia and 10 % curves of damping forces for different hinge
depths d/h. NB. Normalization by hinge immersion d.

Figure 4.2 shows clearly that a passband with low reflections can be ob-

tained for all hinge heights, given free selection of the tuning paremeters

I and k. Location and extent of the passband will be mainly determined

by the hinge immersion d/h, but, as obvious from the curve-shifting in Fig.

4.1, the width and shape can be modified by adjustment of dry inertia and

the restoring force coefficient.

A natural goal in tuning in a wide-band matching problem is to obtain

a passband with maximal bandwidth and minimal reflections. A simple

procedure for parameter selection to achieve this is as follows:
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1. Selecting a hinge immersion d/h for which the inertia reversal is

centred at the main wavelengths to be absorbed.

2. Setting a maximal acceptable reflection coefficient in the passband,

Rm, which is a cap on the height of the humps and a criterion for

cut-off.

3. Finding a dry inertia I that smooths the reversal into the corre-

sponding resistive envelope [−Rmωb1, Rmωb1].

4. Using the restoring force coefficient k to shift the reversal upwards

and center it around resonance.

The operations are straightforward and were essentially illustrated in the

curve-shifting of Fig. 4.1, but might require some iteration.

Before evaluating any specific tunings, it is noted that tuning obviously

involves a compromise between the bandwidth ∆ω and the acceptable re-

flection level Rm, as any smoothing of the reversal by increasing inertia I

to reduce the hump height, or passband ripple, necessarily also narrows

the reversal down and steepens the cut-offs. Trade-offs of this type are fa-

miliar from the design of microwave matching networks (Matthaei et al.,

1964), for which the best achievable combination of bandwidth and pass-

band reflections, or passband area is limited by the Bode–Fano criterion

(Pozar, 2012), which can be written∫ ∞
0

ω−n ln
1

|R1(ω)|
dω 6 (constant), (4.5)

where the constant and the exponent n depend on the type of electric load

to be matched (Fano, 1948).

Although the form of the criterion and the limiting value, if it exists,

are not clear for the hinged gate in water waves, some aspects are trans-

ferrable. The compromise between bandwidth ∆ω and reflection level Rm

is easily illustrated by assuming an ideal square-well shape to the band,

for which (with n = 0) the integral in the criterion (4.5) simplifies to

∆ω ln
1

Rm
6 (constant). (4.6)

The inequality shows that, first, an increase in passband width must be

paid for approximately in nepers of the reflection level, not per cent. Sec-

ond, zero reflections can be attained at discrete points only, and flat pass-

bands at zero level are unachievable – otherwise the integral (4.5) does

not remain finite. A short numerical investigation of the integral, re-

ported in App. B.7, confirms both predictions for the hinged gates, and

further points at some limiting behaviour.
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With passband area limited under some value, selection of k and I can

still be used to achieve a most profitable compromise between the band-

width and the passband reflections for a given experiment. The ultimate

choice depends on the shape of incident spectra to be expected as well

as criticality of reflections at different frequencies. Here two general-

purpose tunings common in electromagnetic filtering are demonstrated,

which should suffice for most water wave experiments.

First, for wideband absorption, equiripple or Chebyshev tunings (e.g.

Zverev, 1967) were evaluated at a reasonably low passband reflection

level Rm = 0.05 for the three hinge depths d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8} covering the

range of interest. In these tunings, the passband width is maximized at

the cost of flatness; the ripple height is equalized and they are allowed to

touch the reflection limit. The selected k and I and resulting reflection

coefficients |R1| are presented in Figure 4.3. Corresponding transmission

coefficients |T1| are easily deduced from the reflections by Eqs. (4.3)–(4.4),

and are left out for clarity.
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Figure 4.3. Left: Fundamental reflection coefficient for gates of hinge depths d/h =

{1; 1/2; 1/8} with equiripple tuning at reflection limit Rm = 0.05. Dry iner-
tia and restoring force coefficients k/ρgd3 = {1.7; 11.6; 16.1} % and I/ρd4 =

{0; 3.0; 5.7} % for hinge depths as listed. Right: Fundamental reflection co-
efficient for half-draft gate with equiripple tunings at Rm = {2.5; 5; 10} %,
achieved with k/ρgd3 = {6.5; 11.6; 15.9}% and I/ρd4 = {0; 3.0; 9.7}%, respec-
tively.

In the first graph, the 5 % passband is seen to shift to higher wavenum-

bers with raising hinge, but remain centred at the reversal range for each

hinge immersion (cf. Fig. 4.2). Wide passbands are obtained for all im-

mersions: reflections remain below 5 % between frequencies in the ratio
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1:2.7–4.7, translating to bandwidths of ∆f = 1.4 . . . 2.2 octaves, with the

widest band achieved at full draft and narrowest at half. In wavenum-

ber, the same bandwidth evaluates at 0.8–1.1 decades, increased by the

quadratic dispersion particularly for short gates. The wider reversal rang-

es of short gates observed in Fig. 4.2 do not translate into significantly

wider passbands, which is due to the larger relative dry inertia I that

must be imposed to smooth the larger reversal. No dry inertia is needed,

by contrast, for the full-draft gate; the reversal is itself shallow enough to

retain the passband ripple below the reflection limit.

Similar equiripple tunings can be obtained for other reflection limits,

up to the reversal amplitude. A stronger and a weaker alternative at

reflection limits of Rm = 2.5 % and 10 % are illustrated for the half-draft

gate in the second graph of Fig. 4.3. The latter tuning is completely

without dry inertia, and forms an upper limit for equiripple bandwidth for

that hinge height. The trade-off between the reflection limit and passband

is clear from the graph: the wavenumber bandwidth is {0.55; 0.8; 1.0} for

reflection levels Rm = {2.5; 5; 10} %.

The cusped form of the equiripple passbands is not optimal for absorp-

tion of very concentrated narrowband spectra. Minimal reflections in a

small neighbourhood of a target frequency can be pursued with a maxi-

mally flat or Butterworth tuning, where passband flatness is prioritized

over bandwidth (Zverev, 1967). The peculiar shape of the inertia curve

enables two ways of achieving this: use of the local extrema of the added

inertia force with little dry inertia, or complete flattening of the reversal

with considerable inertia. The alternatives are illustrated in Figure 4.4

for the full-draft gate.

In the first graph, the reactive force curves for the two flat tunings both

show resonance at a point between Kh = 1 . . . 2, but the type of zero-

passing varies. The low dry inertia curve passes zero with a second-order

flat (p = 2) apex, while the completely flattened curve has a saddle-point

at zero with vanishing derivatives up the third (p = 3). The reflection

coefficients in the second graph follow the reactance form according to Eq.

(4.3), and broad and flat passbands are obtained: at a very low reflection

limit of Rm = 0.5 % the tunings yield respective fractional wavenumber

bandwidths of 42 % and 53 %. A close-up shows the exact zeros to remain

discrete, as required by the Bode-Fano criterion. However, a comparison

with the 5 % equiripple tuning makes the cost of flatness clear: the 5 %

bandwidth for the maximally flat tuning (p = 3) has halved from 2.2 to 1.1
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efficient modulus for the two tunings. Minima enlarged in the inset, where
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octaves.

Consideration of the tuning procedure and the examples given also mak-

es clear that the maximally flat tuning (p = 3) is the extremum of a series

of equiripple tunings with ever-lower reflection limit. This is further il-

lustrated for the exemplar gate hinge immersion d/h = 0.784 in Fig. 4.5,

where equiripple tunings of varying strength are traced on (k, I)-plane.

The exemplar gate tuning is marked on the map and is seen slightly off

the equiripple line, near the 2 % passband ripple point. The graph further

includes values of the Bode-Fano integral (B.24), which are seen to vary

very little along the equiripple tuning line.

It can be concluded from the demonstrated tunings that single-mode

gates of all practical hinge heights can be made almost reflectionless in a

wide range of wavelengths with a fixed choice of gate parameters. The

location of the attainable range depends on the hinge depth, but sub-

stantial bandwidths of 11/2–2 octaves with less than 5 % reflection are

generally available. The amplitude limits of Section 3.7 should neverthe-

less be taken into consideration, and might severely limit use of the full

bandwidth. Moreover, any accurate details of the passbands should be

considered uncertain before experimental confirmation.

Some other properties of the passbands should still be observed. Al-

though the inertia reversal is favourable in enabling a broad passband,

the rapid return of inertia force to its usual course (Fig. 4.2) also causes
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flat tunings for hinge immersion d/h = 0.784; isolines of dimensionless Bode-
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the upper cut-off to be very steep for all of the gates, as can be observed

from Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. Within a third of an octave, the reflection coeffi-

cient rises by a decade from 5 % to 50 %; this rise rate is similar for all

gates and cannot be affected by tuning. The sharp cut-off is harmful for

absorption of harmonics or the high tail of a broad incident spectrum. The

lower cut-off, on the other hand, is fortunately noticeably milder, particu-

larly for the full-draft gate, but sharper than hoped for considering seiche

absorption.

The transmitted wave is of interest in wavemaking through the gate

or in hybrid modelling, but will generally not become critical due to the

quadratic dependency on the detuning parameter δ. Insertion loss will

reach 5 % first when detuning or reflections exceed 20 %, giving band-

widths of 2–4 octaves for the 5 % equiripple-tuned gates of Fig. 4.3. The
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transmitted wave phase, however, will sway within the passband in pro-

portion to the detuning as is clear from the scattering formulas (4.2).

The resulting waveform distortion is small, but might become relevant

in phase-critical applications.

Finally, the gate motion at fundamental frequency, though not of direct

relevance here, is illustrated in Appendix B.5 for reference, and is relevant

in the discussion of events at the first superharmonic in the next section.

The exemplar gate added inertia and damping are further illustrated in

App. B.6.

4.2 Comments

The performance predicted for the single-mode backside reaction absorber

is compared to other absorbers in Section 7 after experimental confirma-

tion. Before proceeding to the superharmonic analysis, a few theoretical

observations are here made.

Compared to electric and microwave filters or matching networks per-

forming partly similar functions, the single-mode gate displays charac-

teristics of higher-order or multisection realizations (Horowitz and Hill,

2015; Pozar, 2012). The inertia reversal enables three reflection zeros,

which usually requires three reactive elements or stages. The displayed

combination of passband width, transmission flatness, and steep cut-offs

are also generally not achievable with simple filters.

The observed reactance reversal is a rare feature, and is forbidden by

Foster’s theorem for all electrical and mechanical reactive lumped-para-

meter networks (Foster, 1924). Although similar drastic added inertia de-

clines at a decade per octave are found in wave–body interaction for many

geometries (Vugts, 1968; Newman, 1977; Hooft, 1982; Korotkin, 2009),

the feature has not attracted much attention. This can be explained by

(a) the substantial dry mass, in the order of displacement, of most wave-

interacting bodies of engineering interest, that straightens the reversal

completely, and further by (b) the accompanying high damping ratio, that

smooths any peaks in the motion response curves. The latter point, in

fact, holds for the exemplar gate also, as can be verified in plots in App.

B.5. The critical ratio for prominence of the reversal is clearly

change in added inertia
total inertia

, (4.7)

which can be high only for relatively thin but extended bodies, or volu-
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minous but light bodies moored in tension. As the hinged gate of this

study, many flap-type wave energy converters fall into both categories,

and a triple resonance produced by the reversal for these devices in the

open sea has been noted on by Whittaker and Folley (2012). In most ap-

plications, a per cent -scale examination of the detuning is nevertheless

pointless, as its effect on forces, motion amplitude, or absorbed power is

negligible.

It should be noted that half of the reversal, the part due to one side,

is shared by all hinged paddle wave-makers and absorbers. Although of

not much consequence with heavy elements (Baumann, 1954) or position

control, its effects are seen in the results of Maguire and Ingram (2011)

for absorption loads composed of simple mechanical network elements.

However, due to the lack of wideband resistive match provided here by the

backside fluid reaction, the bandwidth of near-total absorption remained

much lower.

Similar equiripple passband shapes are common in electromagnetic fil-

ters and multi-section microwave transformers (e.g. Matthaei et al., 1964),

but are also reported in water waves by Twu and Lin (1991) for passive

porous plate absorbers. A three-cusp passband over 2 octaves wide was

obtained already with three plates, but only at a high passband ripple

at around 30 %. To obtain both a similar bandwidth and passband rip-

ple as with the full-draft gate of Fig. 4.3, fifteen plates occupying 13h of

flume length were required, demonstrating the good match provided by

the backside fluid reaction.
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5. Superharmonic emissions

5.1 Dynamic reduction

Compared to the fundamental, less general relations are available for

the first superharmonic free wave emissions. In this section, expressions

analogous to the dynamic scattering formulas of Evans and Linton (1989)

are aimed at to decompose the emissions into understandable components

with explicit dynamic parameters.

Based on the solution derived in Section 3, analytical expressions for

the first superharmonic emissions R21 and T21 can be obtained by direct

substitution of the motion amplitude ϑ2 from the equation of motion (3.61)

into the correction mode amplitude expressions (3.36)–(3.37), yielding an

expression of the form

{R, T}21 = {R, T}i21 + {R̃, T̃}e21

X(2)

−2iωZ2
. (5.1)

Despite the side-wise cancellations achieved in the derivation, the excita-

tion X(2) and the intrinsic back-emission Ri
21 remain very complex, and

little insight is directly gained from this expression.

A number of simplifications to superharmonic response are fortunately

possible in the fundamental passband, as will be shown next. For an over-

all view, a comparison is first made between the total emissions {R, T}21,

as evaluated for the exemplar gate in Section 3.6, and the intrinsic emis-

sions {R, T}i21, which are due to a pure-harmonic response to fundamen-

tal excitation only. In the fundamental passband, the latter represent the

emissions from a first-order position-controlled absorber*, moving so as

to provide near-total absorption at fundamental, but unable to respond to

any other excitation. In the total emissions, the proper emissions {R, T}e21

*This does not exactly correspond to real position-controlled absorbers, which
will respond in some way to the superharmonic wave elevation.
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have been added to the intrinsic according to expression (5.1) to account

for the free response of the gate with its total impedance Z2 at first su-

perharmonic frequency to the superharmonic excitation X(2). This correc-

tion constitutes the emissions effect of superharmonic gate dynamics, and

characterizes the backside reaction as absorption load at second order.

The forward-component T i
21 of the intrinsic emissions is clearly identi-

cal to the well-known wave-maker emissions (e.g. Sulisz and Hudspeth,

1993a, also App. B.8) produced in radiating a fundamental wave T11 with

the same geometry in pure-harmonic motion. Further, as the incident and

transmitted waves are almost equal in the passband (i.e., T11 ≈ A1), in the

band T i
21 should also be almost equal to the wave-maker emissions A2f for

radiating A1, i.e. T i
21 ≈ A2f. The back-component Ri

21 however, critical for

absorber applications, cannot be directly obtained by time-reversal of the

wave-maker solution, and does not seem to have been evaluated before.

Nevertheless, it is not difficult to show using the derived analytical ex-

pressions (3.36) and (3.37), that in total transmission the back-component

Ri
21 predicted by the solution is the negative complex conjugate of the

forward-component T i
21, i.e.

Ri
21 = −T i

21 when T11 = A1; (5.2)

in the passband, the transmission is nearly total, and the relation should

nearly hold. The magnitude of both intrinsic emissions should therefore

be well-approximated by the wave-maker emissions:

−Ri
21 ≈ T

i
21 ≈ A2f in passband. (5.3)

The approximation is confirmed by numerical evaluation of the intrinsic

emissions {R, T}i21, which are presented in Fig. 5.1 in the neighbourhood

of the passband for the exemplar gate responding at fundamental to a

regular incident wave A1. In the passband Kh = 0.8 . . . 4.2, the amplitude

of the forward- and back-components is almost identical and practically

equal to the corresponding harmonic-wave-maker emissions (e.g. App.

B.8); the curves diverge only after Kh = 6 as a result of gate motion

reduction on the passband slope. The figure further allows comparison of

the intrinsic to the total emissions, reproduced from Fig. 3.4. It clearly

shows that the totals are less, mostly substantially, than the intrinsic

through the entire passband, except for a minor distance at the very high

end. It is therefore clear that the proper emissions, represented by the last

term in Eq. (5.1), partly cancel the intrinsic, and that free superharmonic

gate dynamics reduces the emissions.
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Figure 5.1. Moduli of the first superharmonic back- and forward-emissions from the
gate of the numerical example (§3.6) in free fundamental response, but with
superharmonic motion removed, Ri

21, T
i
21, compared to the total emissions

R21, T21 and the wave-maker emissions A2f (App. B.8).

The cancellation is phasor-form, and is better observed on Nyquist plots

of the same emission components in Fig. 5.2. The real axis in these plots

can be interpreted as superharmonically in-phase† and the imaginary as

in superharmonic quadrature‡ with the incident fundamental wave A1,

and therefore approximately with gate velocity ϑ̇1 in the passband. In

the first graph the intrinsic back- and forward-emissions are seen, after

rounding a tip at maximum amplitude, to trace oblique rising paths in the

passband with roughly opposite real and equal imaginary parts, verifying

their approximate conjugacy§. By comparison, the total emissions curves

in the second graph have been shifted by the free response laterally to

close to the imaginary axis through most of the band, with only minor

effect in the vertical direction. The proper emissions, therefore, cause

the emissions reduction by cancelling the in-phase component of intrinsic

emissions nearly completely, while leaving the quadrature part mostly

intact.

The cancellation becomes particularly accurate around Kh = 2.6, where

the total emissions trough was seen to be formed for the exemplar gate

(Fig. 3.4). At this frequency, the intrinsic emissions in the left graph

cross the real or in-phase axis. At this frequency, which can be called the

synchronous frequency, a paddle wave-maker in simple-harmonic motion

†That is, at a positive maximum at each positive (or negative) maximum of A1.
‡Being zero each time A1 has an extremum or zero.
§For accurate comparison, the same plot is given in App. B.9 with T i

21 reflected
around the imaginary axis.
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Figure 5.2. Nyquist plots of intrinsic first superharmonic emissions and total emissions
for the exemplar gate (§3.6). Dimensionless wavenumber Kh indicated at
points. Equal scale.

radiates fundamental and first superharmonic free waves with coinciding

crests. In the right graph, cancellation of the in-phase parts is very ac-

curate at this frequency and almost no quadrature component has been

added. Therefore, the total emissions pass very close to origin, i.e. zero

emissions.

Apart from explaining the observed mirrored development of the in-

trinsic emissions, kinematics further constrains the superharmonic wave-

maker gain, and therefore the proper emissions, to be opposite for the

back- and forward-components, i.e.

R̃e
21 ≡ −T̃ e

21, (5.4)

as is easily verified from the expressions (3.36) and (3.37). Nevertheless,

the condition (5.4) does not constrain the common amplitude and phase

of the proper emissions, and does nothing to explain why these emissions

seem to be rather consistently (a) superharmonically in-phase and (b) of

a suitable magnitude to cancel the in-phase part of the intrinsic emis-

sions almost completely through the passband, as was observed in Fig.

5.2. By combining the kinematic constraints (5.2) and (5.4), it further be-

comes clear that a removal of the in-phase parts, as in the right graph of

Fig. 5.2, represents the largest possible combined emissions reduction for

single-mode gates, as the common quadrature parts of the intrinsic emis-

sions cannot be simultaneously reduced – whatever the superharmonic

gate motion ϑ2.

Further numerical examination, as is more closely shown in §5.3, re-

veals that none of the proceedings in the figure are unique to the exem-

plar gate, but are instead largely shared by all other gates of reasonable
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tuning. That a maximally emissions-reducing motion seems to be freely

adopted by many gates with some consistency, has to be explained dynam-

ically starting from the gate equation of motion (3.61).

5.2 Superharmonic dynamics

To produce the maximum combined reduction, it is clear from Figure 5.2

and the wave-maker gain that the superharmonic excitation X(2) and the

impedance Z2 should together yield a gate velocity that (a) is in superhar-

monic counter-phase, and (b) has an appropriate magnitude to radiate,

through the wave-maker gain, proper emissions that cancel the in-phase

intrinsic emissions. Components of the equation, foremost the excitation,

have complicated analytical expressions, but are readily numerically eval-

uated, and are illustrated for the exemplar gate on a Nyquist plot in Fig.

5.3.

On the graph, the superharmonic gate velocity ϑ̇2 is indeed seen to loop

around the counter-phase axis, and stay relatively close to it in the pass-

band. However, its constituents, the gate admittance¶ Y2 and the exci-

tation X(2), display rather wide and seemingly unconnected phase and

amplitude behaviour in the same band, and do not, for instance, pass

through any special points at the frequency of zero emissions between

Kh = 2 . . . 3. Although the numerical evaluation shows the phase condi-

tion approximately fulfilled, this seems coincidental, and no constancy or

connection is apparent to explain why the amplitude is proper. Similar

behaviour is found for other tuned gates in their passbands, and can be

verified on plots given in App. B.10.

More insight into the dynamics of cancellation can fortunately be gained

by simplification of the superharmonic excitation X(2) in the passband.

Upon a closer inspection of the expression (3.56) for X(2) it is seen to

consists, apart from the correction mode contribution on the first line, of

single-sums of the weather-side first-order evanescent mode amplitudes

R1m weighted by different combinations of the wavenumbers α1m, wave-

number quotients Q1 and depth-integrals W 1m
11 . It is first observed that in

the passband, the first components of the sums should become near-zero

due to vanishing reflection. This is confirmed by numerical evaluation,

which further reveals that first, the remaining sums are almost totally

¶Reciprocal of impedance, i.e. Y2 = 1/Z2. The two-part circle identical with the
fundamental admittance Y1 (plotted in App. B.5), only advanced in frequency.
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Figure 5.3. Nyquist plot of first superharmonic gate excitation X(2), admittance Y2 and
velocity −2iω∗ϑ2 for the exemplar gate (§3.6). Dimensionless wavenumber
Kh indicated by points on curves.

imaginary in the passband and show very similar frequency development,

and second, the net velocity head force (4.) and the net waterline force (7.)

together closely cancel the net interaction mode force (3c.), and all three

lines contribute very little to excitation in net effect. Unlike the force can-

cellations in §3.4, this cancellation is valid only in the passband and is not

exact, but accurate enough for many practical purposes. It follows from

these points that in the passband, the whole net excitation can be taken

as the correction mode force (3b.) (see App. B.2) on the first line of Eq.

3.56.

Examination of the remaining first line in the superharmonic excitation

allows further simplification. The line consists of differences of the intrin-

sic correction mode amplitudes, i.e. Ri
2j − T i

2j , j = 1, 2, . . ., which can be

analytically simplified, without approximation, into

Ri
2j − T i

2j = −8M2jA1ϑ1

∞∑
m=1

T̃ e
1m

[
α1m<{11Q2j

1m}+K={11Q2j
1m}

]
. (5.5)

It can be verified that the summand is always real, and therefore the

difference is superharmonically in-phase with fundamental gate veloc-

ity −iωϑ1 for the propagating and in superharmonic quadrature for the

evanescent correction modes (j > 2); the same clearly applies to forces

produced by the differences. By the small detuning, arg{−iωϑ1} ≈ arg{A1}

in the passband||, and therefore the in-phase excitation is mostly due to

||Plot in App. B.5
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Figure 5.4. Total superharmonic excitation (X(2)) and that due to correction modes only
(X̂(2)) for the exemplar gate in the neighbourhood of the fundamental pass-
band; excitations non-dimensionalized by factor on plot. Dimensionless
wavenumber Kh indicated at points on curves.

the propagating, and the quadrature due to evanescent correction modes.

Accuracy of the simplified net superharmonic excitation, which can be

written

X(2) ≈ ρg
∞∑
j=1

(Ri
2j − T i

2j)W2j =: X̂(2), (5.6)

is verified in the passband by numerical evaluation. Nyquist plot of the

approximation against the full expression (3.56) is given in Fig. 5.4 for

the exemplar gate, where agreement in the in-phase component is seen

to be excellent, and the differences in the quadrature part practically in-

significant. Importantly, the cancellations and the resulting accuracy of

the simplified excitation is not peculiar to the exemplar, but holds also for

tuned gates of other hinge heights in their passbands, as can be verified

from similar plots in App. B.10.

To net effect, then, the gate seems to be driven at first superharmonic

by the intrinsic correction modes {R,T}i2j only, with the interaction modes

and direct force contributions of first-order potentials very small after

summation. On the other hand, the gate is loaded by impedance mainly

due to the proper correction modes {R,T}e2j, apart from moderate dry con-

tributions (Eq. (3.58)). The sense of reciprocity motivates simplification

of the analytical expression for the proper emissions in Eq. (5.1), which,

upon substitution of the approximate excitation (5.6), yields

{R̃, T̃}e21

−2iωZ2
ρg

∞∑
j=1

(Ri
2j − T i

2j)W2j . (5.7)

Considering the in-phase parts, here an excitation due to propagating
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waves causes motion against an impedance, which expends the force into

radiation of similar waves, almost as in the first-order dynamic scatter-

ing. This idealized “resistive” response will here be modified not only by

reactance, but also by the quadrature excitation.

The simplified proper emissions (5.7) allow the dynamics of cancellation

observed in Fig. 5.2 to be expressed in wave amplitude terms. Division

of hydrodynamic damping force −2iωb2 out of the fractional term in (5.7)

and substitution into (5.1) yields an approximate expression for the total

emissions R21 and T21:

{R, T}21 ≈ {R, T}i21 ∓
1
2(Ri

21 − T i
21) + 1

2

∑∞
j=2(Ri

2j − T i
2j)

W2j

W21

1 + iδ2
, (5.8)

where the upper sign applies for R and the lower for T , and δ2 can be

called the superharmonic detuning**, defined as the ratio of total reactive

to resistive force at first superharmonic frequency. By further assum-

ing that the first difference in the numerator is pure real and the sum is

imaginary, which, as mentioned, hold quite accurately in the fundamen-

tal passband††, the fractional term can be divided into real and imaginary

parts. The operation yields, finally, a simple decomposition for the total

emissions:

{R, T}21 ≈ {R, T}i21 ∓
1

2
(Ri

21 − T i
21)∓ 1

2
(Ri

21 − T i
21)

γ(i + δ2)

1 + δ2
2

, (5.9)

where the new phase parameter γ = ={X̂(2)}/<{X̂(2)} − δ2 can be inter-

preted as the “effective detuning” of gate velocity ϑ̇2.

The usefulness of the expression (5.9) is clarified by interpretation of

the parts. The second term describes the emissions reduction due to the

idealized resistive response, concerning the in-phase components of drive

and load only; for such a gate, both the superharmonic and the effective

detuning are zero (γ = δ2 = 0), and the last product term vanishes. The

response described by the second term can be called quasi-resistive, and

turns out central. Its sum with the intrinsic emissions in the first terms

yields the total emissions in quasi-resistive response (Q.R.R.). This sum

is approximately the same for back- and forward-emissions by virtue of

conjugacy (5.2), and can be put

{R, T}21
qrr
≈ 1

2
(Ri

21 + T i
21) ≈ ={T i

21}. (5.10)

Comparing these emissions to the reduction observed in Fig. 5.2, it is

apparent that the second term in Eq. (5.9) corresponds to the observed

**Similar to detuning at fundamental, but with opposite sign for convenience.
††The departures are ∝ δ, cf. Eq. (5.5)
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removal of in-phase parts, i.e. a lateral shift to the quadrature axis. It

therefore both incorporates the bulk of the dynamic emissions reduction,

and is equal to the maximum combined reduction possible. The quasi-

resistive response can be visualized as a recoil of the paddle as a massless

emitter upon removal of support; with no reaction force provided, the an-

tisymmetric part of radiation is eliminated.

The reduction and the remaining emissions in quasi-resistive response

are more clearly illustrated in Fig. 5.5, where the first graph plots the

sum (5.10) (1st+2nd term) for the exemplar gate in its passband along

with the intrinsic emissions (1st term only) reproduced from Fig. 5.2. The

Q.R.R. reduction 1
2(Ri

21 − T i
21), indicated with arrows, is seen to be nearly

lateral through the band, and the residual practically on the quadrature

axis; in particular, around the synchronous frequency it passes through

the origin, i.e. zero emissions, to visual accuracy.

The scope of the quasi-resistive approximation is greatly widened by

considering that the last term in the decomposition (5.9) vanishes always

when the effective tuning γ is zero. This holds not only for zero reactance

and zero quadrature excitation, but also for an off-tuned gate, as long as

the quadrature and in-phase excitation are in the same ratio as reactance

is to resistance, i.e. δ2 – the detuning δ2 itself need not be small. In-

deed, a re-examination of Fig. 5.3 shows that after Kh = 1, the exemplar

gate becomes progressively off-tuned as admittance sweeps fast towards

mass, but the transition happens to coincide with an equally fast sweep

of the excitation towards quadrature on the opposite side. As a result of

what can be called the lead-compensator action of the excitation in con-

trol system terminology (e.g. Franklin et al., 2015), the superharmonic

gate velocity ϑ̇2 stagnates around counter-phase, the gate remains effec-

tively tuned and the quasi-resistive approximation (5.10) rather accurate

through the passband, all despite large natural detuning (|δ2| > 1) from

mid-band onwards. The proceedings are quite similar for tuned gates of

other hinge heights (App. B.10).

Despite the compensating action of the excitation, the velocity of the ex-

emplar gate is not exactly in counter-phase, and the effective tuning γ is

not zero except at isolated points, as is apparent from Fig. 5.3. A non-zero

effective detuning is accounted for by the third term in the decomposition

(5.9), which can be called the reactive correction to R21 and T21. This cor-

rection is of opposite sign for back- and forward-emissions, and explains

the observed asymmetry in R21 and T21 in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. Neverthe-
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less, the term can be expected to remain moderate in the passband: at the

low end, γ � 1 by virtue of small reactance and quadrature excitation;

at the high end, δ2 � 1 and the fractional term simplifies to γ/δ2, which

should not greatly exceed unity, and multiplies a term equal to the Q.R.R.

reduction, which has become small.

The moderate magnitude of the reactive correction is confirmed by ob-

servation of the second graph of Fig. 5.5, where opposite reactive cor-

rections have been added to the common Q.R.R. emissions stem for the

exemplar gate. The correction, indicated as approximate by expression

(5.9) with arrows and accurate as the loci of the unapproximated total

emissions, is seen to rotate in phase through the passband, but remain a

rather small perturbation compared to the average Q.R.R. reduction. Crit-

ically, it crosses zero near the synchronous frequency at around Kh = 2.6,

where the Q.R.R. emissions are zero, and thus enables the near-zero emis-

sions point first observed in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 5.5. Left: Effect of quasi-resistive response on the superharmonic emissions from
the exemplar gate (arrows); intrinsic emissions. Right: Reactive correction
to the quasi-resistive response on Eq. 5.9 (arrows); accurate total superhar-
monic back- and forward-emissions. Equal scale.

Deficiencies of the simple decomposition (5.9) are also apparent from the

second graph of Fig. 5.5. Comparison of the arrowheads to points on loci

of the unapproximated total emissions shows varying mismatch, indicat-

ing a breach of some of the assumptions used in derivation. Nonetheless,

the precision is clearly sufficient for practical emissions predictions, and

considering the uncertainty in the whole model, quite acceptable. The

simple expression with explicit parameters further allows an easy quali-

tative investigation of superharmonic tuning. More accurate expressions

to replace (5.9) can be derived by the introduction of the full excitation and

the fundamental detuning parameter δ, but are unnecessary for emissions
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prediction at the level of interest, and are omitted.

Finally, a better view into the resultant emissions moduli due to the

quasi-resistive approximation and reactive correction is given in Fig. 5.6

for the exemplar gate. Amplitude-wise, most of the emission-reduction

effect of superharmonic gate dynamics is indeed captured by the quasi-

resistive response. The reactive correction, which is here indicated as

accurate, produces a further reduction of up to 0.3A2s, mainly before the

emissions trough. Its effect on the forward-emissions is similar but mostly

opposite (cf. Fig. 5.5). It should also be noted that the reactive correction

on phase might at times be more substantial at around 45◦.
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Figure 5.6. Moduli of the intrinsic {R, T}i21 and total emissions {R, T}21, the quasi-
resistive response and Q.R.R. emissions (dashed line) and the reactive cor-
rection (arrows, accurate) for the exemplar gate (§3.6). The 5 % passband
with vertical dotted lines.

5.3 Low-emission bands

For the absorber application, it is of interest to evaluate the emissions

level for gates of different hinge heights and tunings in their fundamen-

tal passbands, which were estimated in Section 4.1. The analysis of previ-

ous subsections and the derived decomposition (5.9), the assumptions for

which hold more or less for all reasonably tuned gates of the type in the

passband, allow this to be made concisely and clearly.

Central features of the emissions curves can be simply observed already

by evaluation of the quasi-resistive response for different hinge heights.

The response and the remaining emissions are very descriptive in that

they (a) represent the largest combined dynamic reduction kinematically
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possible (§5.1), (b) are common to both back- and forward-components and

to all tunings (Eq. (5.10)), and (c) should again form the major part of

the emissions in free response. Moreover, the Q.R.R. emissions can be

conveniently estimated, by approximation (5.3), from the known simple-

harmonic wave-maker emissions* for the same geometry by taking the

quadrature part only, i.e.

{R, T}21
qrr
≈ ={A2f}, (5.11)

without significant loss of accuracy, avoiding computation of the super-

harmonic dynamics altogether at this stage. The wave-maker emissions

modulus (approximating the intrinsic emissions), the quadrature compo-

nent (approximating the Q.R.R. emissions), and the phase of the total are

plotted here in Fig. 5.7 for the same hinge heights d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8} inves-

tigated in Section 4. The emissions behaviour with hinge height is rather

regular and the plotted results, together with the results for the exemplar

gate, are representative for all.
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Figure 5.7. Left: first superharmonic free wave emissions from hinged-paddle wave-
makers in simple-harmonic motion with hinge immersions d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8}
(dashed line); imaginary part of the same emissions, approximating the emis-
sions in quasi-resistive response (solid line). Horizontal lines denote band-
widths of less than 1/4A2s; approximate passband indicated by vertical dot-
ted lines. Right: Phase of spurious wave for gates with hinge immersions
d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8}.

On the left graph of the figure all gates are seen to have, like the ex-

emplar, a single primary emissions minimum near zero level in the upper

*E.g. Sulisz and Hudspeth (1993a), see App. B.8.
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half of their approximate passbands†. Around this minimum, low emis-

sions under a quarter of the incident wave Stokes component (6 0.25A2s)

are obtained at a rather constant fractional bandwidth of around 70 % in

wavenumber, or half an octave in frequency. The dynamic reduction due

to Q.R.R., represented by downward arrows, is relatively largest around

this minimum. The emissions trough and the rise towards upper pass-

band edge are of very constant form, but the lower slope of the trough

rises, along the wave-maker emissions, much higher for short gates than

for deep-draft. For full-draft and nearly full-draft gates, the low-frequency

minimum in the wave-maker emissions (cf. App. B.8) produces an addi-

tional band of low emissions at the low end of the fundamental passband.

For all other gates, the minimum is well below the passband, and cannot

be utilized.

A comparison with the phase of the wave-maker emissions in the right

graph shows that the Q.R.R. emissions minimum indeed coincides with

the synchronous frequency, i.e. zero phase of A2f, for all hinge heights.

The synchronous frequency for each hinge height is further seen to be

unique and the quadrature component to increase monotonously and rath-

er sharply around the frequency. The full-draft gate differs from the oth-

ers in reaching leading quadrature towards the low end of the passband.

Otherwise, the trace of the wave-maker emissions on the complex plane,

and therefore of the intrinsic emissions T i
21, is similar to the cam-shape

illustrated in Fig. 5.2 for the exemplar gate, with differences only in pro-

portions.

Important conclusions on the average total emissions {R, T}21 can be

drawn already on Figure 5.7. First, the synchronous frequency is in the

passband for each hinge immersion, and a coincident emissions trough

at zero level is therefore possible. Second, substantial bandwidth of low

emissions can be expected for all gates. Nevertheless, it is clear that wide

bands of very low combined emissions (6 0.25A2s, e.g.) are not possible

for any single-mode hinged gate, however tuned, and that for all gates

there will be a single second-order transparency point at most. Further,

for short gates the emissions at the low end of the fundamental passband

will very high at 2 . . . 20A2s and limit its use to low waves only. These

conclusions will not be affected by any details of tuning.

The reactive correction, represented by the third term in the decompo-

†Indicated on the graph at 5 % level, corresponding to the 5 % equiripple tunings
of Section 4, but representative of others.
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sition Eq. (5.9), will perturb the emissions around those in quasi-resistive

response, and determine the accurate shape of the curves. Although the

correction depends on tuning through the parameters δ2 and γ, a numer-

ical examination shows that its sensitivity to reasonable changes of the

restoring force coefficient k and dry inertia I is not very great, and tuning

can be considered at first fixed by the fundamental-frequency concerns.

For demonstration of the general behaviour of the reactive correction,

Figure 5.8 presents Nyquist plots of the Q.R.R. emissions and the total

emissions for the 5 % equiripple-tuned gates of §4.1 with hinge immer-

sions d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8}. For clarity, the Q.R.R. emissions are drawn as

accurate according to Eq. (5.10) and the arrows indicate the accurate re-

active correction, which the third term in the decomposition (5.9) only

approximates.

The development in the graphs is qualitatively similar to that of the

exemplar gate (Fig. 5.5), and differs mainly in proportions and frequen-

cies. At the low end of the passband, the reactive correction for all gates

is seen to be mainly in quadrature direction and first oriented to increase

the back- and decrease the forward-emissions. In the run-up towards the

synchronous frequency, the correction changes sign, rotates to in-phase,

changes sign again near the origin and increases towards the upper pass-

band edge, mainly in-phase. The magnitude of the correction varies much

less between gates than the quasi-resistive response, and becomes a sub-

stantial fraction of the Q.R.R. reduction 1
2(Ri

21 − T i
21) for the full-draft

gate. Critically, the zero-crossing of the correction is conserved and is al-

ways located near the synchronous frequency, where the Q.R.R. emissions

are zero; this enables a coincident near-zero emissions minimum to be

reproduced for all hinge depths.

Resulting total back- and forward-emission amplitudes are better ob-

served in Fig. 5.9, where the emissions moduli are plotted against fre-

quency. The effect of the reactive correction on amplitudes (arrows) is

seen to remain generally moderate compared to the dynamic reduction

due to quasi-resistive response (Fig. 5.7). The primary emissions trough

at the synchronous frequency has a V-notch shape similar to that of the

exemplar gate (Fig. 5.1); the height and rounding of the tip differ, though,

reflecting linear passage of the origin at varying distances (cf. Fig. 5.8).

While at the emissions trough and above it, both back- and forward-

emissions are mildly elevated through an in-phase correction, below it

the correction lowers the back- and increases the forward-component by
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Figure 5.8. Nyquist plots of quasi-resistive response emissions (solid line), reactive cor-
rection (accurate, arrows) and total first superharmonic back- and forward-
emissions (dashed lines) for gates of hinge depths d/h = 1 (up left), 1/2 (below
left), 1/8 (right). Tuning parameters as in Fig. 4.3 of §4.1. Dimensionless
wavenumber indicated at points. NB. Scaling varies.

a notable amount. The reverse is true at the very low end of the pass-

band, which, however, is outside the practical range of use due to the high

emissions level.
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Figure 5.9. Moduli of first superharmonic back-emission (heavy line), forward-emission
(thin l.), and Q.R.R. emissions (dashed l.) from 5 % equiripple-tuned gates of
hinge depths d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8}. Tuning parameters as in Fig. 4.3 in §4.1. NB.
Ordinate scaling to logarithmic from 1 upwards. Fundamental passbands
(5 %) indicated by vertical dotted lines.

The full-draft gate was seen in Fig. 5.7 to differ from the others by its low

intrinsic emissions maximum, which the quasi-resistive response further

reduced into a two-part low-emissions band. Figure 5.9 now shows that

the reactive correction, which is relatively stronger for this gate, levels

the intervening maximum so that back-emissions less than 0.25A2s are ob-

tained almost through the entire passband, while the forward-emissions

are increased by the same amount. Considering the low relative depth,

the validity of this prediction and the second low emissions range near the

lower passband edge is open. These particular features disappear with el-

evated hinges, and are no longer found on the plot for the exemplar (Fig.

5.6) with d/h ≈ 0.78.

Overall, after accounting for the reactive correction, the total back- and

forward-emissions R21 and T21 from all of the 5 % equiripple-tuned gates

in Fig. 5.9 remain very similar to the exemplar gate at the primary trough

at the synchronous frequency, and on its upper slope towards passband

edge. Differences are confined to frequencies below the trough, where the

strength of the reactive cancellation and the height of the emissions max-

imum vary with hinge immersion. Compared to the quasi-resistive base-

line, the reactive correction narrows all available low forward-emission

bands, but widens the low back-emission bands at levels above 0.4A2s. As

a result, back-emissions less than 1/3A2s and forward-emissions less than
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1/2A2s are available for all gates over more than half an octave around the

synchronous frequency. Very low emissions at 1/10A2s are obtainable at a

point. Full- or nearly full-draft gates may provide much wider bands of

low back-emissions; both emissions components will be very high for short

gates near the lower passband edge.

The results in Figures 5.6 and 5.9 represent well the achievable lev-

els of first superharmonic emissions from all hinged gates of the type

which are reasonably tuned at fundamental, and can therefore be taken

as representative of the emissions behaviour of single-mode backside re-

action absorbers. An alternative presentation of the same emissions am-

plitudes and low-emissions bands using the concept of spurious-free dy-

namic range is given in App. B.13. The next subsection addresses the

small changes in emissions possible with compromises in fundamental

tuning.

5.4 Superharmonic tuning

After fundamental tuning as described in Section 4, no free gate param-

eters are left for modification of the superharmonic response for greater

dynamic reduction in emissions. A small adjustment in inertia and restor-

ing force around a given tuning, however, has only minor influence on

fundamental performance, which will not be critical in most applications.

Such adjustments, although again partly uncharacteristic to the backside

reaction matching technique, might sometimes be used for emissions re-

duction, and are next briefly investigated.

Adjustment that simultaneously reduces both back- and forward-emiss-

ions would be most useful for application of the gate as a general domain

interface. The analysis of the previous subsections, however, shows that

such lowering can be achieved only by a reduction in the reactive correc-

tion at frequencies where both components are above the Q.R.R. emis-

sions, and that the Q.R.R. line remains the practical minimum for the

average of R21 and T21 in any case. Re-examination of Figure 5.9 shows

that the scope for such improvements is quite narrow: limited to lowering

of less than ca. 1/10A2s at frequencies at or above the synchronous.

Even moderate simultaneous lowering could nevertheless be of use, and

is indeed possible around the primary minimum. The magnitude of the re-

active correction, and thus total emissions, can be reduced there through

the reduction of the mismatch between the zero effective detuning point
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(γ = 0) and the synchronous frequency where the Q.R.R. emissions visit

zero, as was observed in Figure 5.8. Directions for shifting the zero-

crossing of γ are readily obtained by inspection of the last term in the

decomposition (5.9). At a constant frequency near the synchronous, an

increased inertia I (or decreased k) lowers the superharmonic detuning

δ2 and increases γ, thus pushing its zero-crossing to higher frequencies,

i.e. upwards on the Nyquist plots in Figure 5.8; lowering inertia produces

the opposite effect. Crossings below the origin, i.e. at too low frequencies,

such as those for the 5 % equiripple-tuned full-draft and the exemplar

gate, can therefore be sharpened to zero by increasing inertia I; crossings

for the two shorter equiripple-tuned gates, that are above the origin, i.e.

at too high frequencies, can be lowered to zero by a decrease of inertia

(or an increase of k) – the direction of adjustment is opposite to the one

expected on analogy to shifting of a first-order resonance.

Combined adjustment in both I and k along the equiripple tuning line

(e.g. Fig. 4.5) are most interesting for shifting the γ-crossing, since they

preserve symmetry in the fundamental passband. These shifts will fol-

low the direction of inertia, since a neutral shift at fundamental is bi-

ased towards mass at the superharmonic. The effect of a such a shift in

lightening direction from the 5 % equiripple tuning of the half-draft gate

is demonstrated in Fig. 5.10. The γ-crossing has been lowered near to

the origin, and the emission trough is sharpened compared to Fig. 5.9 to

pass very close to zero (T21 omitted for clarity). Other changes in back-

emissions are minor, and passband ripple is slightly elevated to ca. 7 %.

A similar shift in the opposite direction can be demonstrated with the

full-draft gate. Figure 5.11 compares the back-emissions R21 of the equi-

ripple-tuned gate to the heavier maximally flat tuning of §4.1, which is,

coincidentally, seen to take the trough to a practical zero. Here at the

emissions minimum, both the fundamental reflection |R1| and the rela-

tive back-emissions |R21|/A2s at around 1 and 2 ‰, respectively, are en-

tirely negligible at the same frequency. The figure therefore additionally

shows that almost arbitrarily pure transmission should be achievable by

shifting the γ-crossing. The prediction should nevertheless be tempered

by concerns of model validity, and the interest remains theoretical due to

the narrow band.

Both examples show that even these small improvements around the

emissions trough come at a cost of increased emissions elsewhere, and
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Figure 5.10. Effect of shifting the zero-crossing of the effective detuning γ: superhar-
monic back-emission from a half-draft gate (d/h = 1/2) with a weaker
equiripple tuning (solid line) compared to the 5 % tuning (dashed line, §4.1).
Fundamental reflection coefficients for reference. Restoring force coefficient
k/ρgd3 = 9.84 % and dry inertia I/ρd4 = 1.83 % (cf. k/ρgd3 = 11.6 % and
I/ρd4 = 3.0 %, §4.1).
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Figure 5.11. First superharmonic back-emission R21 from maximally-flat tuned full-
draft gate (d/h = 1). Parameters as in Fig. 4.4. Forward-emissions T21

indicated at minimum (thin line). Back-emissions from equiripple gate with
5 % reflection limit (ER) and fundamental passband shape for comparison.

may not be worth any lowering of fundamental performance. Before an

accurate validation, the effected minor shifts can further be considered

very uncertain.

If an increase in the forward-emissions component can be allowed, as

in pure absorption applications, a second option in tuning for lower back-

emissions R21 consists in cancelling more of the quasi-resistive emissions

by an increased reactive correction. An examination of the decomposition

(5.9) and Figure 5.8 shows that this can be mainly achieved in the run-

up towards the origin, some distance below the synchronous frequency,

where the correction is in quadrature. The relation of the correction to

the tuning parameters k and I is not equally clear at these frequencies
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as it is around the zero-crossing of the effective tuning. A successful ex-

ample of such reactive cancellation, found by iteration, is nevertheless

demonstrated in Fig. 5.12, where the back-emissions R21 from the ex-

emplar gate with substantially reduced restoring force coefficient k are

compared to those from the original. The reduction is seen to produce a

noticable inflection in back-emission |R21| around Kh = 1.5, and to reduce

it through the lower end of the passband by some 0.1A2s. The effect is,

however, smaller than that observed for the equiripple-tuned full-draft

gate in Fig. 5.9, and comes at a cost of increased forward-emissions T21

and fundamental reflection, and an asymmetric passband ripple.
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|R21|/A2s

|R1|

Figure 5.12. First superharmonic back-emission R21 for the exemplar gate (d/h = 0.784)
with small decrease of restoring force coefficient to k/ρgh3 = 2.5 % (orig-
inal k/ρgh3 = 3.26 %, I/ρh4 = 0.544 % dashed). Fundamental reflection
coefficients for reference.

The modification in Fig. 5.12, which remained modest, is representative

of all reactive cancellations achievable below the primary minimum, both

in terms of emissions lowering and deterioration of fundamental tuning.

Although the baseline cancellations illustrated in Figure 5.9 (arrows) are,

at more than 0.2A2s, of some use, it turns out that the cancellation cannot

be much enhanced. Neither can any substantial cancellation be obtained

after the zero-crossing of γ near the synchronous frequency, as the su-

perharmonic tuning δ2 is forced towards mass for all tuned gates by the

return of added inertia to its usual course (cf. Fig. 5.3). This introduces

an in-phase correction that cannot be used to cancel the Q.R.R. emissions,

which remain in quadrature up to the end of the passband (Figs. 5.5, 5.8).

Comparing the small gains from the two considered methods of super-

harmonic tuning to any performance reduction at fundamental, it must be

concluded that the emissions cannot be reduced from the levels presented

in Figure 3.4 for the exemplar gate or in Figure 5.9 for the 5 % equiripple
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tuned gates by any significant amount over a relevant bandwidth.

5.5 Discussion

Many approximations and much more effort than at first order was neces-

sary to explain the behaviour of the first superharmonic free wave emis-

sions from fundamentally-tuned gates, modelling single-mode backside

reaction absorbers, in their passbands. Before empirical confirmation in

the next section, some comments can here be given within the framework

of second-order wave-maker theory.

The quasi-resistive approximation is both the most useful and the most

interesting feature of the superharmonic response. Within the resistive

idealization, an explanation for this response is provided by symmetry

of the drive and the load in the gate equation of motion, after which the

approximation appears almost natural. However, it should be noted that

the broad validity of the quasi-resistive approximation relies on two un-

expected and yet unexplained features of the superharmonic forcing: the

mutual near-cancellation of the interaction mode, velocity head and wa-

terline forces, and the lead-compensator action of the remaining part. It

should further be noted that the cancelled force components are not of

small magnitude, and, at around 90◦, the lead compensation is not minor,

but substantial. Without the lead compensation in particular, the resis-

tive approximation would have no wide validity. A full explanation of the

quasi-resistive response should explain these features by exploring the

constitution of the evanescent-product series and its weighing with the

various quotients and integrals as given in Table 2.3 in Appendix B.2 – no

attempt at this is made in this work.

For better comparison with planar wavemaking, the results can also

be expressed in terms of the compensation motions developed to purify

the radiated wave (e.g. Buhr Hansen et al., 1975; Svendsen, 1985). The

quasi-resistive response corresponds to a free, dynamic adoption of the

best possible superharmonic motion for combined reduction of both back-

and forward-emissions. Due to asymmetry of the required compensation

motions for the absorbing and the transmitting side, this response can

yield bilateral purity only at the synchronous frequency of the geometry.

The reactive correction, on the other hand, happens to be quite low partic-

ularly at the synchronous frequency, and allows the purity to be realized.

Elsewhere, it rather consistently biases the dynamic reduction to lower
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the back-emissions more than the forward-emissions, which is fortunate

for absorber application, but less so for wavemaking through the gate.

The observed dynamic emissions reduction parallels that in first-order

force-controlled wavemaking, where a free response of the generator pad-

dle to superharmonic excitation has allowed a substantial lowering in

emissions (e.g. Spinneken and Swan, 2009a,b). The similarity is not triv-

ial, however, since both the load and the drive differ in the problems. The

gate is driven by superharmonic excitation due to both absorption and

radiation at fundamental‡, while a pure-harmonic force-controlled wave-

maker is driven by radiation only. The multiple force cancellations found

here between sides will not, and those between components may not, hap-

pen in one-sided wavemaking, and the excitation might have very differ-

ent behaviour. Further, apart from dry reactance, the gate is loaded by hy-

drodynamic impedance due to water on both sides, while the wave-maker

load is only one-half of this. Moreover, also the resulting reduction mag-

nitude and its frequency-development in the two problems clearly differ,

as will be illustrated in Section 7.

It should also be mentioned that although the free response to superhar-

monic excitation mostly lowered both back- and forward-emissions from

the baseline of the simple-harmonic wave-maker emissions, this was not

true at all frequencies. At frequencies near the upper cut-off, both emis-

sions components from most gates in free response are higher than the

wave-maker emissions, as observed for the exemplar in Figure 5.1. This

implies that an infinite gate impedance around the frequencies twice the

upper cut-off frequency would in fact produce lower emissions in the up-

per end of the passband than a free response, and invalidates the general

proposition that added compliance to superharmonic forcing would always

reduce free wave emissions.

Finally, it is readily observed that a similar second-order solution at the

weather side allows a solution of the superharmonic response of a hinged-

paddle absorber with any linear absorption load, and could therefore be

used for evaluation of the back-emissions from other force-controlled ac-

tive absorbers. However, due to the very different form the superharmonic

excitation will probably assume, the analysis is likely to take a completely

different course, and the interesting comparisons are left for future work.

‡In the notation of this work, the gate excitation is X(2)
1 + X

(2)
2 , Tables 2.1, 2.2,

App. B.2, and the impedance Z2 is according to Eq. (3.58). For the superhar-
monic excitation due to radiation only, the whole excitation is X(2)

1 , Table 2.1,
and hydrodynamic impedance halved.
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Experimental confirmation is generally desirable for added credibility of

theoretical predictions, particularly those made with reduced-fidelity mod-

els such as the potential flow and its low-amplitude perturbation solu-

tions. Neither the linear (e.g. Ursell et al., 1960) nor the second-order

(e.g. Sulisz and Hudspeth, 1993a) wave-maker theory, on which the model

of Section 3 is based, are known to provide sufficient general predictive ac-

curacy on amplitudes, or particularly on forces (cf. Hudspeth et al., 1981;

Sulisz and Hudspeth, 1993b), for the interests of high-purity absorption.

Concern is due for accuracy in back-emissions and in response to super-

harmonic excitation in transmission, where forces are central and the

expressions lengthy, not entirely unambiguous, and subject to algebraic

errors.

This section reports experiments performed in a wave flume to test these

predictions for a representative gate set-up. An intermediate hinge im-

mersion of ca. 78 % of depth between the qualitatively different full-draft

and short gates was adopted for testing, for which the predicted passband

at Kh = 0.8 . . . 4.2 spans a frequently employed range of wavelengths in

experiments. The theoretical scattering coefficients for this “exemplar”

gate were presented in the end of §3 in Fig. 3.4: the gate is nearly-

equiripple-tuned at approximately 3 % passband reflections*.

Confirmation was sought for fundamental reflection and transmission,

superharmonic emissions, and their possible amplitude-development in

the passband. Three frequencies were selected in the middle of the pass-

band for the main test series on the predicted emissions slope (cf. Fig.

3.4), with the lowest frequency near a local reflections and emissions max-

imum, the middle at a passband cusp and the highest very close to the

predicted second-order transparency point. Tests were performed at 10

*Practically necessary changes to experimental set-up disturbed the tuning
slightly.
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incident wave amplitudes at each frequency, ranging from low to steep

waves. Tests were also run at a few amplitudes at side frequencies out-

side the main slope, as well as with a purposely detuned gate.

An obvious problem for measurement of the predicted gate reflections

between 0–3 % is posed by the reflections from the real flume termina-

tion, which can be expected at two–three times this level, even with a good

passive absorber. To avoid losing the small target signal under beach re-

flections, the length of the 40-metre flume was taken advantage of, and a

transient wave state between the incident wave and first reflection arrival

was utilized for the extraction of results.

Much supporting material for the section is given at the end of the work

in Appendix C. In particular, notes on details of the set-up are in given in

App. C.3 and referred to by superscript numerals.

6.1 Setting and procedure

Experiments were conducted in a wave flume filled with h
.
= 0.400 m†

of water. A light gate was constructed out of polyethersulfone foam, fit-

ted into the 1.095 metre-wide flume with a very small clearance between

gate ends and the glass walls1, and hinged via low-friction bearings to a

bottom-mounted base at a depth of d/h .
= 0.784 (see Fig. 6.1).‡ The gate

was dimensioned to extend above the still water level to prevent wave

overtopping.

h
.
=0.4000 md

21.49 m

∆x

h

39.36 m

d
.
=0.3134 m

2b

2b
.
=0.0525 m

1.84 m 2.22 m ∆x
.
=10 cm

.
=1.095 m
Flume width

I/ρh4
.
=0.544 %

k/ρgh3
.
=3.26 %

Gate properties:

Figure 6.1. Side view of wave flume (not to scale): setting, dimensions, instrumentation.

In the main test runs, waves of fundamental component amplitudes a1 =

0.5 . . . 5 cm§ at three frequencies f = {0.9184; 1.094; 1.238} Hz, correspond-

ing approximately to dimensionless wavenumbers Kh = {1.5; 2.0; 2.5},

were generated with a servo-hydraulic plunger-type wave-maker 20 me-

†Estimates of exp. parameters for which uncertainties are given in Table 3.2,
App. C.1 are indicated with ’ .=’.
‡Points on which additional information is given in Appendix C.3 are marked
with superscript numerals.
§Lower-case letters (e.g. a1) are used to denote the estimate of experimental
amplitudes where confusion is possible.
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tres away from the gate. After travelling to the gate, interacting, and

being mostly transmitted, the main part of the fundamental train was

eventually absorbed by a perforated inclined beach at the other flume ex-

treme, 20 metres from the gate¶. Propagation of the fundamental train

and the wave state forming from reflections at the test object, beach, and

wave-maker is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Due to the low beach reflection coef-

ficient, each train was considered terminated at the second arrival to the

beach. Tests were made at side frequencies f = {0.6878; 1.366} Hz, which

were similar but employed only 3 and 2 incident amplitudes, respectively.

Substantial first superharmonic free waves were produced by the wave-

maker at the lowest frequency in particular; the first superharmonic field

comprising of the Stokes component of the fundamental train, wave-maker

harmonic, and the gate emissions to be measured, as well as their reflec-

tions is illustrated in the second graph of Fig. 6.2. The first superhar-

monic trains were considered unmeasurable after the first reflection at

the beach.
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Figure 6.2. Theoretical propagation of wave trains in the test flume at fundamental (first
graph) and first superharmonic (second graph) frequencies; third-order ef-
fects ignored. Time instants: wave-maker start ts0; arrival of fundamental
train ta1, of wave-maker free harmonic ta2, of first fundamental reflections
tr1, of second fundamental reflections tr2; wave-maker stop ts1. Front and
rear measurement stations xf and xr. Terminal absorption w. r. t. measure-
ment resolution floor denoted.

Waves were generated at each frequency and amplitude until the fun-

damental train twice reflected from the beach arrived to the gate (see

Fig. 6.2). The main results were analysed from the time window between

the arrivals of the fundamental wave train and the first reflections to the

gate, defined more accurately in §6.6. For differentiation, all the main

series waves were run both with and without the gate in the flume.

¶Beach reflection coefficient for the test waves was Rb = 1 . . . 8 %, maximum for
the longest and lowest wave.
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6.2 Instrumentation

The wave field on the weather side of the gate was measured by a linear

array of 5 resistive twin-wire wave gauges (e.g. Fryer and Thomas, 1975)

at approximately the flume centre line, with the nearest gauge 1.8 metres

from the gate to be clear of the near-field.3 On the lee side, a similar array

of 3 gauges was mounted approximately at the centre line, the nearest 2.2

metres from the gate (see Fig. 6.1). Spacing of all probes was ∆x
.
= 10 cm.

Additional gauges were set ∆y
.
= 20 cm to the side from both arrays. Gate

inclination was measured with a potentiometer connected to the gate-top

from above by a light and stiff rod. All the gauge signals, denoted ηi(t),

i = 1, . . . , 10, and θ(t), were sampled at fs = 1 kHz, digitized at 16-bit

accuracy and stored; the wave gauge signals are practically synchronous,

although slightly lagging the true elevation4. Standard uncertainty in the

measured surface elevation amplitude is estimated (see App. C.2.1)

uc = max(0.1 mm; 0.005a1); (6.1)

the uncertainty in phase is higher. Due to their high accuracy but lim-

ited wavenumber resolution, the wave gauge signals were used mainly in

evaluation of the fundamental scattering.

Information on harmonics and other nonlinear effects was gathered by

filming the flume from the side with two digital cameras for the duration

of the runs. One camera captured the weather side 3.5 metres up-wave

and the other the lee side for the same length, and both captured the

gate (see Fig. 6.3); 2–3 fundamental wavelengths of the test waves were

covered on either side. The cameras were elevated from the flume level

to gain a downward view at the intersection of the free surface and flume

glasses. This way, the light-coloured, illuminated flume bed was always

to be seen (via refraction at the free surface) above the intersection line

and a dark backcloth behind the flume below it, producing together ample

contrast for edge detection (see Figs. 6.3 and 6.4) without commonly used

contrasting measures such as dye or reflective films (e.g. Bonmarin et al.,

1989; Erikson and Hanson, 2005; Iglesias et al., 2009).

The computer-controlled cameras employed charge-coupled device (CCD)

image sensors with a combined lateral resolution of 4664 pixels, resulting

in an average pixel size of 1.7 mm at the image plane. Bayer-masked lumi-

nance was recorded at 12-bit resolution at each sensor cell at a frame rate

of fc = 50 Hz and stored without compression. The global shutters oper-

ated under the same system clock and the exposure time was very short;
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Figure 6.3. Sample images from the camera system: Top: weather side camera, bottom:
lee side camera. Sharp contrast in luminance over the intersection of free
surface and flume glass. Frame spacing 1 metre, shadow zones due to frames
ca. 10 cm.

dark backcloth

light-coloured bed

−9.5
◦

−8.5
◦

1.33

n = 1.0

w
∼ 5w

Figure 6.4. Refractive contrasting in the flume experiments. Limit rays for light bed
image. Still-water-level elevation from camera −9.5◦.

the capture was practically synchronous and instantaneous5. The system

avoided the common problems of motion and compression artefacts.

The imagery captured by the camera system was processed with an edge

detection algorithm (App. C.4)|| to track the free surface at flume glass to

sub-pixel accuracy; the detected free surface was transformed to world co-

ordinates by suitable rectification, calibration and correction (App. C.4),

producing the wave elevation at ith pixel column station and nth time

frame η(xi;n∆tc), where ∆tc = 1/fc is the capture interval. The point-

wise standard uncertainty in vertical surface position can be taken as half

the average pixel pitch in the captured section, uc = ±0.8 mm, although

much lower amplitudes were consistently measured. Uncertainty in the

transformed elevation is estimated in App. C.2.2, and a sample from the

elevation data for a single run is given in App. C.4.3.

Further technical details of the instruments are given in App. C.3.

||Courtesy of J. Kulovesi, Dept. Automation and Control, Aalto University.
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6.3 Frequency transform

6.3.1 Gauge signals

For analysis of the fundamental field using sensor array techniques, the

wave gauge signals were short-time Fourier-transformed. Maximal time

resolution in the transient tests was sought by using consequtive non-

overlapping rectangular windows of length 1/fb, approximately matching

the wave period 2π/ω, to minimize scalloping losses and leakage. Com-

plex coefficients η̂(j)
ik , j = 1, 2, . . . were produced, expressing amplitude and

phase of wave motion at ith gauge at frequency jfb ≈ jω/2π in window

k (with some delay4). The potentiometer signal was, after an appropriate

geometric transform, sampled and transformed as the wave gauge signals

to produce coefficients θ̂(j)
k .

6.3.2 Imagery

To utilize the wide spatial coverage of the video imagery in the exper-

iment, a Fourier transform of the surface data in both time and space

was sought in analysis instead of the common point techniques. The two-

dimensional target transform is easy to write for continuous signals as

F{η}(κ, f) =

∫∫ ∞
−∞

w(x, t) η(x, t)e−i(κx+2πft)dtdx (6.2)

for a wavenumber κ and frequency f and an appropriate space–time win-

dow w(x, t) (e.g. Morse and Feshbach, 1953).

The corresponding discrete transform is, however, not straightforward

to evaluate due to spatial sampling non-uniformity. This non-uniformity

is practically inevitable for photogrammetric data on rectilinear targets,

and is here caused both by irregular spacing of pixels due to aspect and

lens transform change, and by contiguous gaps of missing samples in

shadows of flume framing (see Fig. C.3) (e.g. Marvasti, 2001). A direct

discrete Fourier transform on such data will be seriously in error and pro-

duce pulsating component amplitudes even for a stationary field.

A similar spectral estimation problem on non-uniform (x, t)-data has

been encountered in exploration seismology (e.g. Duijndam et al., 2001),

from which an inverse estimation technique was adapted to the current

problem. The technique can be summarized:
1. First, the spatial extent of the transform domain I (in pixels) and the time

window length N (in capture frames) are selected on prior information so
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that the domain matches two fundamental wavelengths (2λ) and periods

(2T ) as closely as possible: N∆tc ≈ 2T and xI+i − xi ≈ 2λ; for the longest

waves, the space window had to be cut to one wavelength due to limited

capture area. The base frequency and wavenumber of transform become

fb = fc/N and κb = 1/(xI − x0).

2. The wave elevations η(xi;n∆tc) at each pixel station x0,1,..,I−1 are then

discrete-Fourier-transformed in time over ∆tc-spaced samples 0, N − 1 by

H̃(xi; jfb) =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

η(xi;n∆tc)e−i2πjn/N for all x0,1,..,I−1; (6.3)

the result is analogous to one frequency component from a large number of

“pixel gauges”.

3. Next, separately for each frequency, the time-transforms H̃(xi; f) = H̃i

are considered as a space-sample synthesized from an unknown (κ, f)-

spectrum H(κ, f) of the free surface, which is the target of the method.

This assumption can be written for pixel stations x0,1,..,I−1 as

H̃i = κb/2π
M∑

m=−M
eimκbxiH(mκb, f), (6.4)

where negative wavenumbers describe returning waves. The assumptions

are assembled into a linear set of I equations for 2M + 1 variables

y = Ah, (6.5)

with y containing the known time-transforms H̃i, A the complex exponen-

tial coefficients and h the unknown target transforms.

4. The “data” y = {H̃i} in (6.5) includes measurement errors and noise; the

equality is never exact. Further, the measurable and interesting wave

spectrum is band-limited to wavelengths that are here much longer than

the pixel. Without loss, one can then settle for a low number of resolved

wavelengths, i.e. M � I. To account both for errors and interest-band

limiting, a noise vector ε is formally added to Eq. (6.5), making it exact:

y = Ah + ε. (6.6)

The set of equations is now over-determined, and can be interpreted as an

estimation problem for h in inverse problem theory, with (6.6) constituting

the “forward model” for the case (e.g. Kaipio and Somersalo, 2005).

5. Often the inverse problem must be regularized or interpreted statistically

before the forward model can be inverted. With a sufficiently low ban-

dlimit, however, the current spectral estimation problem remains well-

posed. For clarity we perform a naïve deconvolution of (6.6) by taking the

least-squares solution h as the estimate:

ĥ = (ATA)−1ATy, (6.7)

where [·]T denotes complex conjugate transpose.
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6. The estimate (6.7) is next evaluated for all interesting multiples of the

base frequency fb, producing a band-limited estimate of the target (κ, f)-

spectrum:

ĥ(jfb) ≈ H(κ, jfb) for all j ∈ [0; J − 1] (6.8)

The choice of rectangular 2-period square windows at step 1 serves to

maximize the resolution of spectrum component amplitudes in the short-

lived transient states out of spatially restricted data; further, to mini-

mize scallop loss and spectral leakage from the large fundamental in-

cident component, the spatial window length I was matched to varying

incident wavelength separately for each run, as described in the next sub-

section; the wave period remained practically constant and equal to the

wave-maker period. For all runs, time window length N was of the order

of 100 capture frames and the space window I around 1000 pixels.

The spatial windows were selected from near the centre of the capture

areas on either side of the gate, avoiding flume framing where possible; to

avoid the near-field, the centre-pane was never used.

The number of wavelengths in fitting in either direction, M , was critical

for inversion stability, and was selected high enough to include all signif-

icant multiples of expected observable harmonics, with some clearance,

but low enough to stay below critical stability threshold w.r.t. sample gap

length in shadows (Duijndam et al., 2001);

M = 16 for Kh = 2.0; 2.5 and (6.9)

M = 12 for Kh = 1.5 (6.10)

wavenumbers in both directions yielded sufficient combination of stabil-

ity and negligible residual. By virtue of the relatively low band-limit,

no stabilization through a noise model was needed. Presence of higher

harmonics was checked by evaluating the transforms also at higher ban-

dlimits of 28 and 20 wavenumbers, at the cost of heavier spectral spread.

The transform was evaluated up to the Nyquist rate, i.e. J = N (e.g. Op-

penheim and Schafer, 2014), although all interesting content was below

the 6th harmonic of the fundamental frequency.

A 2D-spectrogram of each run was obtained by repeating the transform

in a temporal sequence of windows as described, without overlap, through

the run. For the kth window in this sequence, the resulting transforms are

denoted:

weather side: Ĥk(mκb, jfb) = Ĥkmj (6.11)

lee side: Ĝk(mκb, jfb) = Ĝkmj (6.12)
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Examples of the spectra are given in §6.5.

6.4 Incident wavenumber

Both the gauge array and 2D-spectral methods are sensitive to the wave-

number assumed for the incident fundamental wave component. With

the gauge method, the wavenumber assumption is explicit and discussed

in §6.6.1; for the 2D-spectral method the assumption is implicitly made

in the choice of “matched” spatial transform windows. For the latter, the

sharp rectangular window and a one per cent mismatch in window-to-

wavelength will cause a spectral leakage of 1 % or 2 % from the fun-

damental to the nearest sidebands, depending on whether one- or two-

wavelength windows are used. In both cases, this minor mismatch will

add 0.005A1 to reflection.

For low-amplitude waves in a domain without currents, the propagat-

ing wavenumber can be reliably estimated from the linear dispersion re-

lation. However, for finite-amplitude waves in a closed and obstructed

flume, significant departures from the linear value are expected. These

will be primarily due to amplitude dispersion, but also due to circulation

and interaction with the initial surge. To account for these effects, the in-

cident wavenumber was not assumed, but estimated from measurements

in the clear-flume test runs. Although introduction of the gate into the

flume cuts the circulation cell and alters the behaviour of the initial surge,

the clear flume estimates are assumed representative. To retain indepen-

dence of the measurement methods, estimates were derived separately

from the wave gauge and video signals.

Using the Fourier-transformed wave gauge signals η̂
(j)
ik , the incident

wavenumber can be estimated, as is conventional, from the phase dif-

ference of the fundamental-frequency components at front and rear array

(ca. 4 metres apart) in the time window after the arrival of the funda-

mental train and before arrival of beach reflections (ta1− trb, see Fig. 6.2).

During this time, the transform components in each window k can be con-

sidered a spatial sample of a phasor

η̂i = â1e
iκxieiωt (6.13)

at all gauge locations xi. For simplicity and robustness, the sample pha-

sors were averaged over either array and transform windows k in the

mentioned time window; a comparison of the phases of the resulting mean
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front and rear phasors immediately yielded an estimate of the wavenum-

ber κ. The results for each frequency and wave steepness of the main runs

and their quadratic regression curves are plotted in Fig. 6.5. Intra-array

comparisons cannot attain similar accuracy, and were omitted.

The video data affords many methods of wavenumber estimation; one

based on the Radon transform (Radon, 1917) and another on the (κ, f)-

spectrum were implemented here. In the first, a Radon transform defined

as

R{f}(α, s) =

∫ ∞
−∞

f(z sinα+ s cosα;−z cosα+ s sinα)dz (6.14)

is performed on the space-time surface data η(xi; tn). Extrema of the

transform correspond to the transform ray coinciding with the trace of

a fundamental wave crest or trough and enable accurate determination

of local phase velocity as demonstrated by Almar et al. (2014) for wave

gauge data. Here, the phase velocity of the fundamental component and,

with known frequency, the wavenumber were identified as the average

angular location of the transform extrema between arrival and settling of

the fundamental train and of the beach reflections. For application, the

full data from both cameras, irregular in space, was first bilinearly inter-

polated to a regular grid. Next, a discrete version of (6.14) employing a

four-subpixel division and linear interpolation was used in evaluation of

the transform, with an angular discretization of 0.01◦ and an offset dis-

cretization of one capture frame ∆tc or average pixel ∆x (general defini-

tion in Beylkin, 1987, e.g.). The resulting estimates are assembled in Fig.

6.5.

In the second method of wavenumber estimation from video data, the

Fourier transforms of the surface data were estimated by the inverse

method presented in §6.3 using a space window tuned to the linear-disp-

ersion wavenumberK. As in the gauge technique, the phases of the trans-

form components Ĥkm,2 and Ĝkm,2, m = 1, 2, corresponding to the funda-

mental wave at either camera were compared, and the true wavenumber

deduced from the phase difference and capture window separation. Al-

though the transforms were here evaluated with a slightly non-matching

base wavenumber κb, the error in phase detection at each camera was

negligible, and repetition of the transforms with better-matching base

wavenumber led to very similar estimates of the true wavenumber. The

resulting estimates are drawn in Fig. 6.5.

Comparison of the fundamental wavenumber estimates of the three meth-

ods in Fig. 6.5 shows close agreement. The methods indicate a similar
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Figure 6.5. Incident fundamental wavenumber as fraction of linear-dispersion wavenum-

ber K in the runs in clear flume: wave gauge phase difference estimates
(red circles, error bars st. dev. between 3-period wds. inside the main
window), their least-squares-fitted quadratic regression curve (red dotted
line, equation indicated); Radon-transform estimates from video data (blue
crosses); phase-difference estimates from video data (blue squares); side-
band-minimizing estimates (black dots, 1st graph only); and Stokes 3rd
order dispersion relation (black line) for waves of frequencies ω = 2π ·
{0.9184; 1.094; 1.238} Hz.

quadratic lengthening of the wave with rising amplitude, amounting to ca.

1, 2.5 and 4.5 % for the highest waves of Kh = {1.5; 2.0; 2.5}, respectively.

The photogrammetric methods tend to see the waves slightly shorter than

the gauge method – the difference is, however, less than 0.5 % (i.e. a few

millimetres in wavelength), and is insignificant*. Further, the video esti-

mates for the lowest amplitudes break the general trend, but the effect is

probably caused by lowering relative accuracy. All of the methods, how-

ever, indicate a low-amplitude wavenumber somewhat higher that the lin-

ear wavenumberK; the effect is significant at around 0.5 % for the highest

test frequency.

The amplitude dispersion trend is noticeably milder than that predicted

by the 3rd-order Stokes dispersion relation†, which is also indicated in

Fig. 6.5. The difference is probably caused by the closedness of the flume

and the resulting return current (Longuet-Higgins, 1953). Similar un-

*The ignored slight compression from the event plane (inner surface) into the
image plane (outer surface) at flume glasses, for example, would suffice to explain
the difference (see §C.4)
†The dispersion relation can be written (Laitone and Wehausen, 1960)

ω2 = gκ tanhκh
[
1 + (κai)

2(8 + cosh 4κh)/8 sinh4 κh
]
. (6.15)
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dershoots in wave celerity have been measured by Ellix and Arumugam

(1984) for plunger-generated waves‡ and estimated by Kim (1985) for

hinged-paddle wavemakers in a closed flume using a fifth-order formu-

lation.

The experimental wavenumber estimates are considered reliable and

are used in the following analysis. To retain independence, the quadratic

regression curve of the gauge estimates is used for the gauge array tech-

nique, and the average of the two video estimates in Fig. 6.5 for tuning

the spatial window of the video data Fourier transform. Clear flume runs

were not performed at the side frequencies; for these the gauge regression

curves of the nearest main frequency were used.

It should still be mentioned that the wavenumber estimates above are

not necessarily those that minimize spectral spread; the upper sidebands

of the fundamental were evaluated with varying base wavenumber κb for

the test runs at the lowest frequency and found to have rather broad min-

ima at noticeably higher base wavenumbers (also indicated in Fig. 6.5).

The observation is probably due to optical errors or an artefact of the de-

convolution (§6.3).

6.5 Spectral overview

An extensive view into the proceeding of the main test runs can be ob-

tained by drawing the results of the 2D-Fourier transforms of the video

data (§6.3) in consecutive windows into frequency-wavenumber spectro-

grams. Such a view is useful in illustrating the transience of the wavefield

and the totality of the components present before extraction of the needed

results.

A series of colourmaps in Fig. 6.6 describes the amplitude of Fourier

components through the run at the middle frequency Kh = 2.0 and at a

mid-level nominal incident wave amplitude of a1 = 3.5 cm. From top to

bottom, cuts of the (κ, f)-spectrogram are presented at zero, at fundamen-

tal (2fb), at first (4fb) and then second (6fb) superharmonic frequencies;

at the left |Ĥk(mκb, jfb)| for the weather and at the right |Ĝk(mκb, jfb)|

for the lee side of the gate. For all but the zero frequency, the presented

amplitudes are multiplied by two to account for the symmetric term at

f = (N − j)fb in the DFT.

‡Their conclusion on agreement with 3rd-order dispersion relation differs, but
this seems to be caused by misinterpretation of the Stokes solution.
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Figure 6.6. Frequency cuts of the spectrograms |Ĥk(mκb, jfb)| (weather, left),
|Ĝk(mκb, jfb)| (lee, right) at f = {0, 2, 4, 6}fb (top to bottom) for the run at
middle frequency Kh = 2.0 and wave steepness Ka1 = 0.175 (a1 = 35 mm),
at weather side of the gate at transform window k = 25. From 2D-Fourier
transform of video data with a (2T ,2λ)-window, inverse method, bandlimit
16κb. Abscissa: transform window number, ordinate: wavenumber per trans-
form base wavenumber κb ≈ 2π/λ. Colour: Fourier amplitude (in millime-
tres), equal for all graphs. Negative wavenumbers incident, positive return-
ing. Time instants (at front camera) marked by vertical white arrows; linear
free wavenumbers at fundamental and harmonic frequencies (red), multiples
of fundamental wavenumber (blue), zero wavenumber (white) by triangles.
(Best displayed electronically without anti-aliasing.)
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At the fundamental frequency (2nd graphs), a quiescent state at the

start of capture is seen ended by the arrival of the main wave train from

the wave-maker at wavenumber −2κb and window k = 8; the train per-

sists and departs after stopping of the wave-maker around 65 windows

or 130 fundamental periods later. The weather and lee side events are,

apart from the small expected delay, very similar. Both the arrival and

departure are accompanied by substantial spread to other wavenumbers

– otherwise the fundamental frequency is quite empty. Gate reflection,

which should be found at κ = 2κb (red triangles), is clearly absent from

the weather-side graph (left). The component rises above the ambient

level only after arrival of beach reflections at tr1 (cf. Fig. 6.2). The colour

scale has been chosen to accentuate the small components, and the main

component at ca. 35 mm overflows.

At the first superharmonic frequency (3rd graphs) three transform com-

ponents are observed at the weather side, the largest being obviously the

Stokes component of the main train at double the fundamental wavenum-

ber (blue triangle). At higher negative and positive wavenumbers, the ar-

rivals of the first wave-maker free harmonic and the returning free first

superharmonic waves are observed, at around 15 and 8 windows after ta1,

respectively. Both of the free waves are offset upwards in wavenumber

from their linear-dispersion positions (2nd red triangles) due to tertiary

interaction with the large fundamental component (e.g. Longuet-Higgins,

1962; Kioka et al., 2007). Between wds. 15. . . 27 the returning wave can

be taken as the superharmonic back-emission R21 from the gate due to

the main incident wave only, and is noticeable but moderate; thereafter,

scattering of A2 is added into the transform component, which increases

in amplitude. The new state persists for some 15 windows, before the

transform component starts to diminish, possibly due to phase drift of

the summands from constructive to destructive interference, and last, the

arrival of superharmonic beach emissions.

In the lee side graph (right), only the Stokes and the advancing free

harmonic are noticeable. At the initial instants of main wave transmis-

sion the advancing harmonic is moderate, and can be taken as T21; after

the arrival of A2 at ta2, the amplitude jumps as a transmitted part of A2

is added to it. On the returning side only a small superharmonic beach

emission is faintly visible from window 50 onwards.

At the second superharmonic frequency (4th graphs), the spectra are al-

most empty. The second superharmonic component of the incident Stokes
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wave (2nd blue triangle) is barely visible, as expected. To maximize de-

convolution quality, the free second superharmonic wavenumbers were

left above the bandlimit and are not visible; a repeat of the spectral eval-

uation with a higher bandlimit shows that they are below ambient level

in the current run. However, two other streaks are found at the weather

side at unexpected wavenumbers just below those of the free first super-

harmonic waves; at the lee side, the lower is present in stronger form, and

the upper is missing.

Finally, at zero frequency (1st graphs), mostly a zero-wavenumber, i.e.

a mean-water-level fluctuation, is featured. This indicates a seiche of the

wave flume halves, following the initial surge, at a period of ca. 25 seconds

and low amplitude.

Some of the low-level streaks at high wavenumbers in the spectrogram

sections are better explained by an another colourmap from the same

spectrogram in Fig. 6.7, where a transverse cut representing the whole

weather-side spectrum in a single transform window is drawn; the win-

dow is No. 25 right after the arrival of the wave-maker harmonic. In the

figure, the main incident wave and its Stokes component are visible on

the diagonal line (dotted) at left, while the mirror line on the returning

side (right) is completely empty. Outside the lines lie the incident and

returning free first superharmonic waves at f = 4fb as expected; they

are, however, accompanied by side components in the diagonal direction,

which formed the small but consistent lines in the 2nd and 4th graphs

of Fig. 6.6. Due to their location, they are interpreted as the sum- and

difference-interaction modes between the free first superharmonic waves

and the large fundamental incident component A1. When inverted back to

(x, t)-plane they represent amplitude-wavenumber-frequency modulation

of the free waves riding on the main component (Longuet-Higgins, 1987;

Kharif, 1990), which was also visually observed. From this figure, the

relative emptiness of the intermediate frequencies omitted from Fig. 6.6

can also be verified. While higher harmonics are generally negligible, the

third bound superharmonic of the incident wave at f = 8fb is surprisinly

larger than the second; the effect is likely an optical one, or an artefact of

the deconvolution.

The strong analyticity of the spectrograms is clear from Fig. 6.6, and

most results for the run in question can be read directly from the graphs.

Some ambiguity is produced by spreading of the free wave spectral lines

at noninteger multiples of base wavenumber κb, and by the modulations.
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Figure 6.7. Amplitude spectrum |Ĥk(mκb, jfb)| from the run at middle frequency Kh =

2.0 and wave steepness Ka1 = 0.175 (a1 = 35 mm), at weather side of the
gate at transform window k = 25. From 2D-Fourier transform of video data
with a (2T ,2λ)-window, inverse method, bandlimit 16κb. Abscissa: wavenum-
ber per transform base wavenumber, ordinate: frequency per base frequency
fb ≈ 1/T . Colour: as in Fig. 6.6. White dotted line: components bound to
fundamental. (Best displayed electronically without anti-aliasing.)

Spectra and events in runs at other frequencies and amplitudes differed

from Figures 6.6 and 6.7, and the differences deserve mention as far as

they complicate analysis or affect the modelling uncertainty. In general,

in runs of lower amplitude all harmonics and seiche were quadratically

lower, while in higher-amplitude runs these effects increased, as expected.

The few highest-amplitude runs were invariably troubled by nonlinear ef-

fects peculiar to each frequency. Undulation in first superharmonic free

wave amplitude, as seen in the third weather-side graph of Fig. 6.6,

increased beyond levels explicable by interference alone for few highest

amplitudes of the two shorter test waves, and was probably strenghened

by some interaction; the cycling began, however, only after arrival of the

first reflections, and was outside the analysis time window. For the same

waves, short transverse modes were visibly excited by breaking of the

leading crests on the weather-side of the gate, probably augmented by

minor asymmetries in geometry. Although transverse action mostly sub-

sided shortly after settling of the incident train and did not seem to af-

fect the analysis window significantly, some residual short-crested com-

ponents remained, and could have increased the detected back-emissions

level. In the longer-wave runs at Kh = 1.5, seiche was relatively stronger

and visibly modulated all the shorter wave trains and caused variation

in gate mean inclination at an amplitude up to 5◦. The few highest am-

plitudes of the shortest main waves at Kh = 2.5 were troubled by on-

set of the Benjamin-Feir instability of the incident train ever-sooner after
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arrival. Despite the resulting confusion and wave breaking, the funda-

mental reflection and superharmonic back-emission remained very small

at initial instants, and could mostly be analysed. Second superharmonic

free waves were not significant in any run at the main frequencies, al-

though some were observed at the highest amplitude at the lower side

frequency Kh = 1.0.

The mentioned nonlinear effects and the transience of the wave state in

the analysis window did not prevent analysis of the fundamental scatter-

ing and the first superharmonic emissions, but should be considered as

modelling errors that increase the uncertainty of the results.

6.6 Mode amplitudes

6.6.1 Wave gauges

A sensor array method utilizing both amplitude and phase was employed

to estimate the fundamental incident and reflected waves from the Fourier-

transformed wave gauge signals η(j)
ik . The method is similar to the multi-

gauge method described in Sulisz and Hudspeth (1993a) and Lin and

Huang (2004), and the method I of Isaacson (1991), with the exceptions

that it provides a least-absolute deviation estimate instead of least-squa-

res; seeks the minimum by grid search instead of iteration in the pa-

rameter space; and uses separately evaluated experimental wavenumbers

(§6.4) instead of the freely-fitted.

First, viscous amplitude loss between arrays was analysed from the runs

in flume without the gate. The Fourier amplitudes |η̂(1)
ik | were averaged

from front and rear arrays (ca. 4 metres apart) separately between the ar-

rival of the incident train (ta1) and of the reflections (tr1, see Fig. 6.2); the

rear average was {1.1; 1.9; 2.8}% lower forKh = {1.5; 2.0; 2.5} respectively,

rather consistently with A1. Around 1 % of this is explained through vis-

cous dissipation in the laminar boundary layers on flume walls and bot-

tom (Hunt, 1952); the excess is likely due to vorticity at wall seams and

gauge arrays, or slight contamination of the surface.§6

Next, in the runs with the gate, the incident, reflected, and transmitted

fundamental trains were evaluated in the same time window between ar-
§Mahony and Pritchard (1980) report similar attenuation in excess of the result
of Hunt (1952), albeit at a much smaller scale.
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rival of the incident train and arrival of wave-maker or beach reflections.

At the weather side a phasor model

η(x) = âie
−iκix + âre

iκrx, (6.16)

was fitted to η̂(1)
ik , i = 1, .., 5, from front array averaged over 3 periods, with

the complex amplitudes âi and âr as the free parameters. The results

of Fig. 6.5 were used for the incident wavenumber κi, while the return-

ing wavenumber κr was taken as the linear wavenumber K increased

by a correction term ∆κ accounting for the slowing down of the reflected

train due to tertiary interaction with the (larger) incident train (Longuet-

Higgins, 1962)7. Assuming the effect relatively small, this increase in

wavenumber can be approximated from the results of Kioka et al. (2007)

for change of phase velocity (or frequency) as

∆κ/K ≈ −K̃/[(gω|âr|)(1 + 2Kh csch 2Kh)], (6.17)

where the interaction coefficient K̃ is given by Kioka et al. (2007) (as ’K ’).

This increase of the returning wavenumber amounted to 10–20 % for the

highest of incident waves.

The best fit of the model (6.16) to the gauge signals in absolute deviation

sense for each window k was found by grid search through the realistic

parameter space:

5∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣η̂(1)
ik

3

− η(xi; âi, âr)

∣∣∣∣ = Gk (6.18)

for k = 2, 5, 8, . . . : min
âi,âr

Gk → (âi, âr)min
k , (6.19)

where xi are the gauge stations along the flume. Means of |R1| = |âmin
r /âmin

i |

over a sequence of 3-period windows (8, 14 and 20 wds. for Kh = 1.5, 2.0

and 2.5, respectively) between incident and reflected train arrival consti-

tute the gauge-estimate of the reflection coefficient, and are presented in

Fig. 6.9.

For wider method support, alternative estimates for the reflection coef-

ficient |R1| were derived by fitting an amplitude envelope curve

η(x; ai, ar, α) = ai + ar cos(2Kx+ α) (6.20)

with ai, ar and α (all real) as free parameters to the measured ampli-

tudes at the front array, windowed and averaged as above, in the spirit

of method III described in Isaacson (1991), but applied to small reflected

amplitude. The mean |R1| from fits of least absolute deviation were within
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1 % of the results in Fig. 6.9 except for largest amplitudes of the waves

Kh =1.5 and 2.0, where it exceeded them by a few per cent. The over-

shoot was seemingly due to the method’s overfitting of all confusion in

amplitudes to reflection; few transitory windows of high |R1| raised the

mean.

In like manner, the rear array signals η̂(1)
ik , i = 6, 7, 8, were averaged over

consecutive 3-period windows for the transmitted wave amplitude and

compared to incident amplitude at a window advanced by (xr − xf)/cg,

where xf,r are the front and rear array mean stations respectively and

cg is the group celerity; flume losses were substracted from the incident

wave to yield transmission through the gate only. Means of |T1| = |ât/âi|

over the sequence of windows are presented in Fig. 6.9. The estimates

indicated transmission above unity in some runs – for these the lower un-

certainty bounds in Fig. 6.9, which were otherwise evaluated as presented

in App. C.1, was reset manually.

6.6.2 Video data

The 2D-spectra of the video data allowed a more direct estimation of the

wave mode amplitudes; as demonstrated in §6.5, the correspondence be-

tween transform and mode amplitudes was almost one-to-one.

At the fundamental frequency, the incident, reflected, and transmitted

amplitudes were estimated by directly averaging the appropriate Fourier

components in a time window between ta1 and tr1 (see Fig. 6.8). Some

margin was added to allow settling of the incident train (detected from

lowering of the sidebands) and to ensure absence of beach reflections, and

the averaging windows for R11 and T11 were further retarded from that of

A1 by group celerity and camera spacing to account for weak amplitude

modulations. For the main runs, the number of windows averaged was

ca. {7, 15, 25} for Kh = {1.5; 2.0; 2.5}, respectively. Reflection and trans-

mission coefficients were obtained as the ratios of amplitudes

|R1| ∼=

∣∣∣∣∣ Ĥk2,2Ĥk−2,2

∣∣∣∣∣ and |T1| ∼=

∣∣∣∣∣ Ĝk2,2Ĥk−2,2

∣∣∣∣∣ (6.21)

for the runs at Kh = 2.0 and 2.5, and the same at κ = κb for Kh = 1.5,

correspondingly. The averages are presented in Fig. 6.9 along the gauge-

estimates, and the error bars denote the 95 % experimental uncertainty

interval (see App. C.1). The transmission estimate presented in the figure

is corrected for the measured clear flume run transmission coefficient,

which deviated from unity particularly at low amplitudes, presumably
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due to camera bias. Due to window tuning, scallop loss for A1 and T11

was judged negligible; for R1, both leakage into and loss from Ĥk2,2 due

to an 10 %-order uncertainty in wavenumber in steep waves might be

relatively larger. Given the small magnitude, the effects were estimated

as insignificant.
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Figure 6.8. Averaging windows (grey shading) for fundamental (1st graph) and superhar-
monic (2nd graph) scattered component amplitudes from video data. Trans-
form windows denoted by segmentation; number representative of large-
amplitude runs at middle frequency Kh = 2.0. Notable advance of ta2 due
to tertiary speed-up illustrated.

Phases of the fundamental reflection and transmission relative to the in-

cident wave were estimated from the averaged phases of the same trans-

form components, and are presented in Fig. 6.10. Settling was slower

than for amplitudes for the shorter wave runs, and the averaging window

was shortened accordingly.

First superharmonic free wave amplitudes were likewise estimated by

averaging transform components; the time window now was selected be-

tween the clearing of the initial confusion, and the arrival of the scattered

components of the wave-maker harmonic A2 to the capture window, re-

sulting in ca. {7, 12, 14} windows for Kh = {1.5; 2.0; 2.5}, respectively, at

mid-amplitudes. At high amplitudes, the arrival of A2 was advanced by

tertiary interaction with the main wave and the window was shortened

accordingly (see Fig. 6.8). To allow for changes in the free wavenum-

bers due to tertiary interactions, the position of the free waves in the

wavenumber spectrogram was not set a priori, but determined from the

spectra in each run: component amplitudes at different κ were averaged

in the time window in a reasonable range around the nominal wavenum-

ber, and the free wave was taken to lie between the largest transform

component and its higher sideband. Its amplitude was simply estimated

by the Euclidian length of a two-vector formed by the moduli of the two
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components

|R21| ∼= 2

√
|Ĥ|

2

max + |Ĥ|
2

side and (6.22)

|T21| ∼= 2

√
|Ĝ|

2

max + |Ĝ|
2

side. (6.23)

The estimator is not exact for a rectangular spatial window, but sufficient

considering the level of other uncertainties. The nominal positions were

(4fb; 7 . . . 9κb) for R21 and (4fb;−7 . . . − 9κb) for T21 for Kh = 2.0 and 2.5,

and at half of these wavenumbers for Kh = 1.5, while the offset due to in-

teraction was mostly +κb. No attempt was made to correct the amplitudes

for the modulation by the main train.

The analysed superharmonic back- and forward-emissions are presented

in Fig. 6.11 over frequency. The theoretical Stokes component amplitude,

rather than the experimental, is used as the normalizer, to not confuse

variation of the numerator and denominator. Both individual run results

and weighted averages over all amplitudes are illustrated. Weight was

removed in averaging from both the lowest- and highest-amplitude runs

to account for clearly lower relative measurement accuracy and a per-

ceived physical high-amplitude trend, respectively; the weight vector is

illustrated in the figure.

The clear flume runs were similarly analysed to yield a reference level

for the small emitted components R21 and T21; the averaged results can be

considered a noise floor for the measurements, and are further indicated

in Fig. 6.11.

The amplitude trend of the emissions is made clearer in Fig. 6.12, where

the same data is plotted over incident wave steepness along the analytical

results.

6.6.3 Inclinometer

The Fourier-transformed gate pitch amplitudes θ̂
(1)
k measured with the

potentiometer were averaged in consecutive 3-period windows and com-

pared to âi in the same windows analysed from the gauge data. The means

of the ratio |θ̂(1)/Kâi| are presented in Fig. 6.13.

6.7 Results

The following figures summarize the experimental results for fundamen-

tal scattering and first superharmonic emissions. Analytical results of the
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model of Section 3 are reproduced in the figures for comparison.
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Figure 6.9. Fundamental reflection and transmission coefficients (amplitude) for the

gate at wavenumbers Kh = {1.5; 2.0; 2.5} and steepnesses Ka1 = 0 . . . 0.3

from phasor analysis of gauge array signals (red circles) and video data (blue
squares). Flume losses compensated in transmission gauge estimate; video
estimate differential. Linear theory estimates (§3) for the gate of experiments
(dashed line); spurious detection in clear flume in video data (grey shading),
indicative of noise floor. Results also for detuned gate with δ = 0.19 (cf. §4).
Inset: weighted average of coefficients over amplitude with amplitude-wise
weights as indicated in the centre of the graph (for gauges, red circles; for
video data, blue squares). Error bars denote the 95 % experimental uncer-
tainty interval for each estimate (e.g. Willink, 2013, see App. C.1).

Figure 6.9 presents the reflection and transmission coefficient estimates

from the two measurement methods. An overall view is gained from the

inset graph, where the estimates are presented averaged over amplitudes

at each frequency, with weights as illustrated. Both measurement meth-
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ods yield averaged reflection coefficients between |Rav
1 | =1. . . 21/2 % and

within 11/2 % from the theoretical estimate. The experimental reflections

mildly overshoot the theoretical at main test frequencies, and undershoot

at the side frequencies. Gauge and camera estimates agree to 1 %.

Amplitude development and scatter in the reflection coefficient at main

test frequencies can be observed in the main graphs of the figure, where

the coefficients are plotted over incident wave steepness. Estimates of

both measurement methods yield smooth curves with scatter below 1 %.

Amplitude development is generally mildly rising, but negligible at less

than 1 %. Exceptions are formed by (a) the shortest main test waves

Kh = 2.5, where the gauge estimates jump by 1.5 % for the 4 highest

amplitudes, (b) the highest amplitude of the waves Kh = 2.0, where the

camera estimate is 2 % above the general level, (c) and by the camera

estimates for the lowest-amplitude waves of the longest main test wave

Kh = 1.5, which exceeded the average by 2 %. However, considering the

indicated uncertainties, the increased disagreement of the two methods

and the spurious detection level in a clear flume (grey, from camera esti-

mates) at these amplitude points, none of the exceptions can be taken to

indicate clear physical development. The lowest measured reflections at

Kh = 2.0 are below standard measurement uncertainty and at the level of

spurious detection in a clear flume, and can be taken as an experimental

zero. The highest reflections, on the other hand, are below 5 % with some

confidence.

The averaged experimental transmission coefficients |T1| in the inset

graph of the same figure, in turn, are by both measurement methods

within 11/2 % of the theoretical total transmission at 100 % for all frequen-

cies. The amplitude points on the main graphs show percentually larger

scatter and disagreement between the methods at many per cent than for

reflection. Clear amplitude development can be interpreted only at the

highest amplitudes of the shortest main test wave Kh = 2.5, however,

as elsewhere the methods disagree on the direction of development. At

small amplitudes, unphysical transmissions over 100 % are estimated by

the cameras, which remain very small in millimetre-terms. Wide uncer-

tainty intervals at higher amplitudes indicate scatter between averaging

time windows, which is particularly high for the shortest main test wave

Kh = 2.5, probably due to incipient sideband instability. As the transmis-

sion loss in a clear flume is already substracted from the estimates, the

average 1 % deviation from 100 % can be taken to indicate a small real
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physical loss at the gate.

Figure 6.9 further includes results from runs at the middle frequency

with gate detuned by mounting an additional mass to the top, performed

to check the change in reflections with clear detuning, and the accuracy

of the linear theory. The expected decrease of transmission by some 2 %

seems to be realized, and the increase in reflection to ca. 19 % is clear

and in very good agreement with the linear theory. A slight rise with am-

plitude is seen in reflection; in transmission, the measurement methods

show mild opposite trends.

Phases of fundamental reflection and transmission from the camera es-

timates are presented in Figure 6.10 for the runs at the main test frequen-

cies. The transmission displays a consistent slight lead w.r.t. the incident

wave, evaluated at the gate midplane. The scatter between runs and aver-

aged transform windows (error bars, see §C.1) was small and amplitude-

development with wave steepness was negligible except for the shortest

waves Kh = 2.5, where transmission was clearly retarded towards higher

waves. The mean lead at all frequencies agrees well with the theoretical

line, which consists mainly of the translatory effect of gate thickeness. By

contrast, phase of the small reflection phasor w.r.t. arg(A1), now evalu-

ated at the gate weather face, was consistent only for the longest waves,

where a clear regression with amplitude towards the theoretical leading

quadrature is seen. The vanishing reflections at Kh = 2.0 have unsur-

prisingly chaotic phase, with wide variance between time windows (error

bars) and amplitude points. At the shortest waves Kh = 2.5, the phases

jump erratically between lagging quadrature and counterphase, and the

scatter between averaged windows was again often high.

Figure 6.11 presents the first superharmonic emissions estimates from

camera data over frequency and compares them to the analytical model

(§3), for which two curves are drawn in the figure: a plain one, evaluated

as described in Section 3, and a curve including a provisional correction

due to finite test gate thickness, derived in App. B.1. The experimental

back-emissions R21, when averaged over the incident wave steepnesses

(weights illustrated), are between 0.15 . . . 0.3A2s and within 1/10A2s of the

analytical prediction at main test frequencies, with departure upwards

at the two shorter waves. The averaged forward-emissions T21 estimates

cover, as predicted, a wider range between 0.1 . . . 1.0A2s, but are also much

closer to the analytical lines, with maximum difference to their mean

at around 0.05A2s. Specifically, at the predicted emissions minimum at
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Figure 6.10. Experimental phases of fundamental reflection at gate weather face (red
circles) and transmission at gate midplane (blue circles) with respect to the
incident wave phase. Estimated from video data in the main runs. Linear-
theoretical phases with dashed lines; theoretical transmission lead mainly
due to gate thickness. Error bars: standard deviation of phases in the aver-
aging window.

Kh = 2.5, both emissions components slightly overshoot the analytical

prediction and pure transmission is not exactly realized.
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Figure 6.11. First superharmonic back- and forward-emissions from the test gate from
analytical model and experiments: analytical back-emission (solid line, §3),
thickness-corrected (dashed line, see App. B.1), experimental result from
video data (crosses), their weighted average (large squares), weighted av-
erage at side frequencies (small squares), noise floor from clear flume runs
(grey shading). Incident wave steepnesses indicated at main frequencies in
Fig. 6.12 and at points in the left graph for side frequencies; the point order
is the same in the right.

Some indication of wider frequency development of the emissions com-
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ponents can be gained from the averaged estimates at the side frequen-

cies Kh = 1.0 and Kh = 3.0, also presented in Figure 6.11. At the long

waves of Kh = 1.0 near the low end of the passband, the averaged back-

emissions R21 significantly undershoot and the forward-emissions mildly

overshoot the analytical predictions. Due to the low number of points,

scatter and amplitude-development are not possible to tell apart. At the

shorter waves of Kh = 3.0 above the predicted emissions trough, how-

ever, both emissions components show negligible development and are

estimated at very low values of ca. 0.05A2s. Comparison to the noise floor

enables the conclusion that to measurement accuracy, second-order trans-

parency, or pure transmission of the Stokes wave, seems to be realized at

this frequency slightly above the predicted, although with two amplitude

points only, the conclusion remains uncertain.
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Figure 6.12. First superharmonic back- (red) and forward-emission (blue) at gate with
incident wave steepness (linear K): analytical model (lines, thickness-
corrected, §3, §B.1), video data (circles and squares). Normalization by the
theoretical Stokes component amplitude, Eq. (3.64). Few lowest-amplitude
points off scale, non-first ordinals indicated. Results of similar analysis in
the clear flume runs (grey shading), indicating spurious detection. Error
bars: 95 % experimental uncertainty interval from App. C.1.

Amplitude-development of the emissions at the main test frequencies

is clearer from Figure 6.12, which plots the emissions components over

the larger number wave steepnesses employed. For both emissions com-

ponents, the trend in the figure is seen to be mainly lowering compared
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to A2s. The isolated overshoots in the previous figure can be identified

with the few lowest-amplitude runs, and discarded as unreliable based on

test uncertainty (error bars, see App. C.1). The remaining development

is neutral or mildly lowering with little scatter. Comparing this to the

noise floor and to test uncertainty, a modest decrease at high amplitudes

can credibly be interpreted from the graph for the large-value emissions

components, indicative of higher-order effects. However, the development

could also be due to the modulations not corrected for by the estimators

(6.22)–(6.23). For components at 1/5A2s or less, only neutral development

can be confirmed. The agreement with predictions at moderate ampli-

tudes, where the second-order model is expected valid, is very good for

the back-emissions at Kh = 1.5 and for the forward-emissions at both

Kh = 1.5 and 2.0. Considering the overall development, the weighted av-

erages, illustrated with squares in Fig. 6.11, can now be confirmed as the

best estimates of the theoretical targets R21 and T21 at all frequencies.

Finally, the measured fundamental gate pitch amplitudes are presented

in Figure 6.13, and show very good agreement with linear theory. At the

higher main frequencies the points remain on the theoretical line and

show an insignificantly small rise with amplitude; at the lowest main test

frequency Kh = 1.5, an undershoot develops more or less linearly with

amplitude, amounting to 2–3 % at maximum. The result can be taken

to indicate a third-order increase in wave-maker gain, or energy loss to

superharmonic emissions, ignored in the second-order model.
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Figure 6.13. Gate pitch amplitude per incident wave steepness at fundamental frequency
at wavenumbers Kh = {1.5; 2.0; 2.5} and steepnesses Kai = 0 . . . 0.3 (ai is
|âi| averaged over all windows) from experiments (gauge and inclinometer
measurements, circles) and linear theory (dashed line, see §3). Uncertainty
estimates from App. C.1.
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Some results of interest, such as the phase and amplitude of superhar-

monic gate motion, the phase of the superharmonic emissions and their

generation in the near-field, and the emissions level under an incident

wave-maker harmonic, are omitted here as much more effort, including

a decomposition of the near-field wave motion, was considered necessary

for their reliable analysis. The analysis is enabled by the video data and

will be pursued later.

6.8 Confirmation

The very good agreement of experiment and linear theory on fundamen-

tal scattering witnessed in Figures 6.9 and 6.13 can be taken to strongly

confirm the analytically predicted reflection levels in the passband of the

test gate up to the tested incident wave steepnesses Ka1 = 0.2 . . . 0.3. The

transmission is likewise confirmed, but with a downward correction of one

per cent. Finite-amplitude effects were clear only a lowering in transmis-

sion at 2–3 % at the few highest amplitudes of the shortest main test wave

Kh = 2.5. Viscous effects seemed to remain negligible. However, for con-

servative estimates it seems appropriate to add 1 % both to the predicted

reflection and transmission loss to account for viscosity, and to expect a

further increase of 2 % due to higher-order effects at high amplitudes.

Experimental estimates for first superharmonic emissions, presented in

Figures 6.11 and 6.12, can be taken to confirm the predicted emissions for

the test gate in its passband at a practical accuracy of ±1/10A2s. Accuracy

can be considered better for forward-emissions than for back-emissions.

The amplitude-development of the emissions can be considered neutral or

lowering compared to the Stokes component amplitude up to tested steep-

nesses Ka1 = 0.2 . . . 0.3. A second-order transparency point was initially

confirmed for the test gate, but would require further testing for full confi-

dence. For the test gate or nearby configurations, it is appropriate to add
1/10A2s to the predicted back-emissions, and expect a minor shift of the

emissions minimum to frequencies higher than predicted.

Despite the differences in absolute magnitudes, the predicted emissions-

lowering effect of superharmonic gate dynamics is clearly confirmed by

the experiments. The magnitude of the predicted and measured dynamic

reduction from the intrinsic or wave-maker emissions in simple-harmonic

motion agree rather closely. This is easily verified in Figure 6.14, where

the amplitude-averaged measured total emissions are compared to the
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predicted totals and to the wave-maker emissions. Further, the predicted

asymmetry in back- and forward-emissions, explained through the reac-

tive correction in Section 5, is clearly visible in the experimental estimates

along the emissions slope. At higher frequencies, the convergence of the

emissions components into the quasi-resistive response emissions and the

visit at a coincident minimum near zero level, which was predicted as a

qualitatively new feature in the free response problem, are clearly repro-

duced in the experiments.
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Figure 6.14. Dynamic emissions reduction, theory vs. experiment: first superharmonic
back- and forward-emissions from the test gate compared to the wave-
maker emissions A2f. Analytical back- (red line) and forward-emissions
(blue line) (§3) without thickness correction. Experimental emissions (back-
emissions red circles, forward-emissions blue squares) averaged over inci-
dent wave steepnesses as in Fig. 6.11 from video data. Side frequencies
with smaller markers.

The confirmation of the analytical model predictions for the test gate

can be extended with a lowered certainty to the model itself (e.g. Schurz,

2014). This allows, first, some confidence in model predictions for other

gates of the type under other incident waves. The justified level of confi-

dence depends on the distance of the setting in parameter space from the

ones tested here: nearby configurations deserve almost equal confidence,

and a relatively low confidence is justified in distant cases. The central pa-

rameters are the dimensionless wavenumberKh, the incident wave steep-

ness KA1, the hinge immersion d/h, and some measure of the tuning. In

long waves (Kh 6 0.5), at near-breaking amplitudes (KA1 > 0.4), and in

moderately reflective states (|R1| > 0.2), in particular, not much confir-

mation was here gained, and the confidence remains near the epistemic

background level.
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For the second, the extension of the confirmation to the analytical model

allows some confidence also in component predictions which were not di-

rectly measured in the experiments. The most interesting of these for the

absorber application are the hydrodynamic forces. The very high confir-

mation of linear-theoretical predictions for fundamental-frequency scat-

tering and gate motion in Figures 6.9 and 6.13 gives some confidence in

accuracy of the linear predictions for the fundamental-frequency excita-

tion X(1) and hydrodynamic impedance Z1, up to high amplitudes. Like-

wise, the reasonable confirmation of the first superharmonic emissions

and the dynamic emissions reduction gives some confidence in the corre-

sponding predictions for X(2) and Z2 at the first superharmonic. However,

it should be noted that the component predictions remain much less con-

firmed than the aggregates. The good agreement between linear theory

and experiment in fundamental-frequency scattering and motion predic-

tions at high amplitudes, for example, can be explained not only through

the linear theory predicting the all fundamental-frequency force compo-

nents correctly, but also through cancellations in higher-order forces in

the highly symmetrical setting.

It should finally be noted that most of the observed differences between

the analytical predictions and the experimental estimates were rather

small, and of the same magnitude as the total experimental or test un-

certainty, discussed in Appendix C.1. The differences can be partly or

completely due to laboratory effects, such as transience of the wave state

in the analysis window, disturbances due to transverse modes and interac-

tions with flume seiche, or to measurement errors. At first superharmonic,

an analysis error might further have been committed by neglecting true

and appropriate physical effects, such as the modulation of free harmon-

ics by the main wave, in the analysis. It follows that no prediction of the

analytical model can be either confirmed or disconfirmed with certainty.

Both are therefore considered in the comparisons of the next section.
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7. Discussion

7.1 Fundamental

The experiments of the previous section allow at least some confidence in

the fundamental reflections and first superharmonic emissions predicted

for hinged tuned gates in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, by the analytical

model of Section 3. As the all-physical gate set-up investigated in this

work can be taken as an ideally implemented backside reaction absorber

with a single hinged-paddle mode, it is interesting to compare the results

to the performance reported for other experimental wave absorbers.

Figure 7.1 compiles experimental regular wave reflection coefficients re-

ported for built active absorber systems, and compares them to those of

the test gate. These are reproduced in the figure, now averaged from the

two measurement methods. Clearly, the passband reflections for the test

gate, averaging around 2 %, compare very well to the existing systems,

the best of which (Milgram, 1970) has achieved averaged passband reflec-

tions of a little over 5 %. In terms of passband width, the performance

of the test gate can be considered reasonable: a bandwidth around 11/2

octaves is theoretically predicted at a low 5 % reflection level, and will

probably be realized in full, judged by the accuracy of experimental con-

firmation in the middle of the band. Most built active absorbers are seen

to achieve the same bandwidth only at much higher reflection levels. Nev-

ertheless, the bandwidth at the 5 % level clearly falls short of the target

of 21/2 octaves, corresponding to waves between 0.4–2 Hz, which is, due to

the steep cut-off, reached by the test gate only by allowing 30 % reflections

in the ends of the band. The bandwidth of the test gate also clearly lags

the absorber of Milgram (1970), which achieves experimentally 2 octaves

below 7 % reflections. It should, however, be noted that the tuning of the
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Figure 7.1. Fundamental amplitude reflection coefficient |R1| from various channel ter-
minations for regular waves at normal incidence. Experimental results for
active absorbers adapted from named studies; typical results for passive ab-
sorbers from Ouellet and Datta (1986), including also other quoted stud-
ies. Results of Carneiro et al. (2010) comprise of two types of control. Re-
ported power reflection coefficients converted to amplitude. Current study
results averaged from gauge and video measurements (Fig. 6.9). Point diam-
eter corresponds to incident wave steepness Ka1, scale indicated at discrete
points; all points in the (Kh,Ka1)-plane in the inset graph. Wave amplitude
unclear in Baumann (1954) and Spinneken and Swan (2009b). Smoothing
interpolants for visualization only. The lowest passive absorber reflections
adapted from Ellix and Arumugam (1984); range at each frequency obtained
with three values of Ka1 at minimum.

exemplar gate was non-optimal (cf. Fig. 4.5), and its hinge immersion

d/h ≈ 0.78 was at a low point regarding achievable passband area (App.

B.7). Somewhat better performance was predicted in Section 4 for both

full-draft and shorter gates. Overall, the backside reaction seems to pro-

vide a match of comparable bandwidth and at lower passband reflections
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than the average absorption filter implemented in the active systems. The

results of Carneiro et al. (2011), who achieved reflections below 10 % over

more than an octave in a deep tank, did not fit into the wavenumber range

of the figure, but should also be mentioned here.

The test gate performance can further be compared to the conventional

passive absorbers, for which experimental reflection coefficient ranges

were assembled from the literature*, and are indicated in Figure 7.1. Al-

though “typical” wavenumber or amplitude curves of reflection are diffi-

cult to draw due to the variety of constructions, passive absorbers in gen-

eral have a steep low-frequency cut-off, a flat or cusped passband starting

from wavelengths of the order of absorber length, and only a moderate

increase in reflections for very short waves, if any. Generally, reflections

less than 10 % of incident amplitude through a reasonable wavenumber

range with an absorber no longer than one wavelength can be considered

good. The figure shows the gate reflections to be comparable with the very

lowest of the results, reported by Ellix and Arumugam (1984) for a long

compound beach†, which reaches an average of 2 % in a similar band.

The beach performance, however, can be expected to continue up to the

shortest practical test waves at 2 Hz and its harmonics, where the gate,

as other active absorbers, will be heavily reflective.

Although practical use almost inevitably concerns passbands, the very

lowest point reflections attained with the gate are of some intrinsic in-

terest, and might be put to use for concentrated spectra. As was seen in

Fig. 6.9, reflections of around one per cent were estimated by both mea-

surement methods at the middle-frequency Kh = 2.0 and at most ampli-

tudes. Equally low levels are very seldom reported for passive or active

absorbers, and no mention can be found, for example, in the laboratory

survey of Ouellet and Datta (1986). Isolated low points between 1–11/2 %

can nevertheless be read on the graphs of Straub et al. (1957)‡, Goda and

*Miche (1951); Greslou and Mahe (1954); Straub et al. (1957); Ursell et al. (1960);
Jarlan (1961); Goda and Ippen (1963); Le Méhauté (1972); Keulegan (1973); Ellix
and Arumugam (1984); Ouellet and Datta (1986); Jamieson and Mansard (1987);
Fryer and Mitchell (1991); Twu and Lin (1991); Lebey and Rivoalen (2002); Cho
and Kim (2008); Tiedeman et al. (2012)
†Length L = 13.6h, section inclinations 7.1◦, 3.7◦ and 0◦. The reported range
corresponds to wavelengths 1/6 . . . 1/2 of beach length.
‡Inclined wire mesh volume absorber, length L ≈ 8h, slope 15◦, averaged over
wavenumbers Kh = 1 . . . 2.4 at wave steepness Ka1 = 0.22.
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Ippen (1963)§, Keulegan (1973)¶ and Jamieson and Mansard (1987)||, but

appear as outliers. Lowest consistent reflections are provided by the care-

ful moving-gauge measurements of Ellix and Arumugam (1984) at 0.8 %

and 0.6 % averaged over several incident amplitudes at two frequencies.

Interestingly, the first cancelling absorber by Baumann (1954) provides

the lowest point for active devices at 1 % at the tip of an extremely nar-

row passband, as also indicated in Fig. 7.1. Despite experimental uncer-

tainty** in all results, the 1 % reflections from the gate can be considered

on a par with the lowest ever measured from a channel termination. By

comparison, reflections below 1 % are only expected in nature from gentle

beaches with slopes less than 1:10 (Battjes, 1974; Massel, 2013), and are

probably unmeasurable at sea.

Another relevant observation from Figure 7.1 concerns the amplitude

development of the reflection coefficient. In the previous studies with mul-

tiple incident amplitudes by Milgram (1970) and Schäffer et al. (1994), the

scatter has been substantial and the direction of the development ambigu-

ous. Due to the complexity of the systems, it is not easy to attribute the

amplitude behaviour to any particular nonlinearity, many of which were

listed in the introduction. The test gate reflections, by contrast, show

only minor development, and remain very low up to steepnesses where

few results have been reported (cf. inset graph). Here the lack of de-

velopment is surprising, considering that some third-order effects on the

fundamental-frequency quantities are expected and also measured in am-

plitude dispersion up to 5 % (Fig. 6.5) at the highest test amplitudes – a

large change compared to the small quantities of interest. The result indi-

cates either negligibility of these third-order effects, or, more likely, their

mutual cancellation due to symmetry of the load to the drive side. There-

fore, some higher-order properties of the absorption load provided by the

backside domain can be considered favourable in that they deliver neutral

§Mesh-topped beach, length L = 1.8h, wavenumber Kh = 2.8, steepnesses Ka1 =

{0.013, 0.055}.
¶Vertical porous screens, installation length L = 6h, wavenumber Kh = 2.5,
wave steepness Ka1 = 0.17.
||Perforated sheets, installation length L = 2.5h, wavenumber Kh = 1.63, wave
steepness Ka1 = 0.095.
**The reflection coefficients in Fig. 7.1 represent averages of two independent
measurement methods, the results of which were mutually very consistent (see
Fig. 6.9) and showed only minor scatter with incident amplitude. Laboratory
effects are naturally shared by the methods, but were estimated small (see Note
1 in App. C.3); further, of the laboratory effects only leakage through the gate
can be expected to lower the reflections.
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fundamental performance up to clearly nonlinear waves.

If wavemaking through the gate boundary is intended, as would be the

case in bilateral hybrid model interfaces, for example, the transmission

levels achieved by the gates also have to be considered. The predictions of

Section 4.1 show, however, that even with an empirical 1 % correction up-

wards, the transmission loss would rarely become a problem before severe

reflections would prevent testing.

From the comparisons, it can be concluded that as an absorption load,

the backside reaction provides practically useful passbands at very low

fundamental reflection levels and up to high wave amplitudes already

through a single hinged-paddle interface mode. Whether similar perfor-

mance extends to near-breaking, irregular, or obliquely incident waves,

remains uncertain.

7.2 First superharmonic

There is less basis for comparison of the first superharmonic emissions,

which are not directly reported for active or passive absorbers by any of

the studies cited. A practically relevant comparison can nevertheless be

made with the much-studied wave-maker harmonics. In a long test run,

the total spurious harmonic level in a wave basin is determined by the

combination of primary wave-maker and absorber emissions, and possibly

their first reflections. The larger of the two will mostly determine the

harmonic levels in the basin.

The most reference results are available for the full-draft hinged-paddle

(or flap) wave-maker, which is taken up for quantitative comparison. Fig-

ure 7.2 presents the theoretical first superharmonic back-emissions from

a full-draft equiripple-tuned gate of §4.1 against the corresponding pad-

dle wave-maker emissions with different types of control: either in time-

harmonic motion*, with time-harmonic actuation force†, or with “second-

order force control”, the latter two adapted from Spinneken and Swan

(2009b). The second-order force control results are experimental, whereas

theoretical but experimentally confirmed‡ lines are drawn for the others.

*1st-order position control
†Or “1st-order force control”. This is a specific implementation and others of the
category might have different performance, but it can be taken as representative.
‡Although the scatter in the available experimental results is not insignificant,
the second-order wave-maker solution can be expected accurate within the un-
certainty indicated in the figure.
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The graph further includes emissions from other common wave-maker

geometries: the full-draft piston§ and plunger¶, both in time-harmonic

motion. It should be noted that all presented results, both theoretical

and experimental, are uncertain to an extent, although error bounds are

omitted from individual results for clarity; an approximate uncertainty

interval for all results is indicated in the figure||.

The emissions from the gate absorber are seen to be substantially lower

than those from first-order position-controlled wave-makers of any com-

mon geometry through most of the fundamental passband, and also slight-

ly lower than the first-order force-controlled paddle emissions. Compared

to the second-order force-control by Spinneken and Swan (2009b), which

provides a practical zero-emissions reference through Kh = 1 . . . 3 at less

than 1/10A2s, the gate emissions are clearly higher only towards the end

of the passband at Kh = 3, even after an empirical upward correction by
1/10A2s (§6.8). When employed in conjunction with first-order controlled

wave-makers, the full-draft gate absorber emissions would probably be

mostly negligible; compared with the most advanced wave-makers, they

would be of the same order.

A single point of comparison in the category of absorbers can be inter-

preted from the “second-order reflection coefficients” of Ellix and Aru-

mugam (1984), measured for a long compound beach with excellent ab-

sorption at fundamental (cf. Fig. 7.1). After a transformation**, the re-

sults are indicated in Figure 7.2 with grey. These exemplar beach emis-

sions are seen to be moderate at worst, and quite low but measurable at

around 1/10A2s at best. Again, the full-draft gate absorber emissions com-

pare well to those of this (very good) beach, and significantly exceed them

only towards the higher bandlimit.

However, it should be noted that the full-draft gate is, emissions-wise,

the best hinged-paddle-mode backside reaction absorber by virtue of both

its moderate forced-motion emissions maximum and the strong reactive

cancellation (cf. §5.3). Much larger emissions were predicted in Section 5

§Theoretical, Sulisz and Hudspeth (1993a).
¶Experimental, Ellix and Arumugam (1984).
||The indicated interval does not suggest that narrower could not be set for some
results on the graph.
**The incident waves were contaminated by a wave-maker harmonic, and the
beach back-emission taken as a reflection of this harmonic. Although the wave-
maker harmonic must have contributed by some amount, the back-emission is
here attributed mainly to the incident fundamental and its bound components,
and the results expressed relative to the Stokes component amplitude.
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Figure 7.2. Spurious emissions from various wave generators (red) and absorbers (blue,
grey) at transitional wavenumbers: amplitudes of first superharmonic emis-
sions from wave-makers |A2f| and superharmonic back-emission |R21| from
absorbers as fractions of the Stokes component of the generated or absorbed
fundamental wave, adapted from Ellix and Arumugam (1984), Sulisz and
Hudspeth (1993a) and Spinneken and Swan (2009a,b). Lowercase letter de-
notes experimental results. The plunger wave-maker curve interpolated from
Ellix and Arumugam (1984) with smoothing, lowest-amplitude points omit-
ted; beach back-emission range in grey. NB. vertical scale to logarithmic
at one. Uncertainty bounds omitted from individual results; general 95 %
uncertainty interval approximative for all results, both theoretical and ex-
perimental.

for gate absorbers with higher hinges, which would have to be employed

in deeper water. The increase can be illustrated with the exemplar gate

of hinge immersion d/h ≈ 0.78, the experimental emissions for which

are reproduced in Fig. 7.2 for comparison. The exemplar gate emis-

sions are seen to be at the level of the 1st-order force-controlled hinged

wave-maker, or the compound beach at its worst, but still lower than the
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position-controlled wave-makers. There is now, however, a sizeable gap to

the second-order force control by Spinneken and Swan (2009b), the level

of which is reached only at the experimental second-order transparency

point.

In case the gate absorber boundary is intended for wavemaking also,

the forward-emissions T21 become relevant, and should be compared to

other wave-maker emissions. As predicted in Section 5 by the asymme-

try in reactive correction and confirmed for the test gate in Section 6, the

forward-emissions are practically always larger than the back-emissions,

but lower than the corresponding simple-harmonic wave-maker emissions.

The forward-emissions from the full-draft gate have been drawn to Fig-

ure 7.2, where they are now seen to be mostly lower than those from all

simple-harmonic piston and plunger wave-makers also, but larger than

those of the force-controlled wave-makers, or the beach, at least outside

the immediate vicinity of the emissions trough.

The comparison to hinged-paddle wave-makers in Figure 7.2 is also the-

oretically relevant in that it displays the similarity mentioned in Section

5.5 in dynamic emissions reduction in force-controlled wavemaking and in

backside reaction absorption. When the superharmonic response is con-

strained, emissions in both problems are given by the simple-harmonic

motion curve in Figure 7.2.†† When the response is freed, both emis-

sions drop significantly: the wave-maker harmonic to the first-order force-

control line and the absorber emissions to the dynamic back-emission line.

However, the comparison now shows the drops to be of different magni-

tude and shape. On average, the gate back-emissions are reduced more,

and forward-emissions less, than the wave-maker emissions. The near-

zero emissions trough, which is rounded for the displayed equiripple gate

but can be sharpened‡‡, is peculiar to the backside reaction absorber; a

similar feature cannot be found for the first-order force-controlled wave-

maker, as not for the position-controlled.

As seen in Section 6 for the test gate, some higher-order effects seem to

introduce minor amplitude development into first superharmonic emis-

sions. Fortunately, all noticeable development in both back- and forward-

emissions was lowering compared to the Stokes component amplitude.

Moreover, the higher superharmonic emissions remained negligible up to

the tested amplitudes. Although extension of these phenomena to other

††Phases differ, cf. §5.
‡‡E.g. Fig. 5.11; degree of validity open.
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gates is not entirely certain, they can be considered indications of further

favourable nonlinear properties of the backside reaction as an absorption

load.

It can be concluded that a perfectly implemented backside reaction ab-

sorber with a single hinged-paddle degree of freedom would, through at

least the upper half of its passband, generate first superharmonic emis-

sions that are low compared to simple-harmonic wave-maker emissions,

and therefore uncritical when used together with such wave-makers. How-

ever, the back-emissions can be considered large in conjunction with high-

purity wavemaking, towards the lower end of the fundamental passbands

of short gate absorbers (cf. §5.3) or compared to passive absorbers with

very low emissions. At near-breaking steepnesses or oblique incidence, or

in irregular waves or shallow water, the harmonic performance remains

uncertain.

7.3 Implementation

For use of the single-mode backside reaction absorber in experiments, it

is of interest to consider an achievable combined range of both low funda-

mental reflections and low first superharmonic back-emissions. Arguably,

the best reference is the full-draft 5 % equiripple gate, applicable at tran-

sitional wavelengths, for which a bandwidth around 2 octaves below 5 %

reflections and back-emissions below 1/3A2s through most of the passband

are analytically predicted (§4.1,5.3). Assuming validity of the predictions,

this wide band could be made to cover almost the whole range of frequen-

cies 0.4–2.0 Hz common in wave experiments, or, alternatively, nearly all

of the energy in a typical wind wave spectrum (e.g. Goda, 2010). For ex-

periments in higher relative depths, shorter gates have to be used, provid-

ing somewhat less bandwidth and higher emissions, but even this perfor-

mance could suffice for many experiments. Validity again assumed, the

technique could then be suggested for implementation in wave flumes,

and, after extensions, in wave basins already with a single vertical mode.

However, a number of concerns have to be accounted for in comparison

of a single-mode backside reaction absorber to existing absorbers. First,

despite experimental confirmation for the test gate, the amplitude lim-

its presented in Section 3.7 should be approximately adhered to, both for

prediction validity and for a realizable paddle stroke. The limits, together

with the emissions rise, will prevent the use of the lower end of the pass-
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band of all the gates for any large-amplitude part of an incident spectrum.

The effective bandwidth is thereby cut by at least one third, bringing the

viability of the implementation into question.

Second, the performance of a realized backside reaction absorber is sure

to trail the ideal implementation investigated here due to realization ef-

fects, such as sensor bias, control delay, and unmodelled friction. It can

be argued that it is these effects, and their countermeasures, that are re-

sponsible of the non-perfect performance of the existing active absorbers.

Although the measurement task is here easier compared to many existing

systems since no wave measurement is necessary, and the minor friction

included in the experimental setup did not seem deleterious, the control

delay will be at the least at the level of current systems due to the sim-

ulation requirement (e.g. 30 ms, de Mello et al., 2013). In the presence

of these effects, there is also no guarantee of stability of the simulated

backside water reaction, which with a single-mode gate remains highly

reactive. As in matching to other types of loads, adjustments might have

to be made to the simulated reaction to ensure sufficient stability mar-

gins, to further detriment of performance. Moreover, problems might fol-

low from the limited fidelity of currently available faster-than-real-time

flow simulation.

Third, for wide applicability, wavemaking should be combined to the ab-

sorber. While this is easily accomplished in the backside reaction scheme,

and the transmission losses at fundamental should not become limiting,

the predicted forward-emissions for the single-mode gates remain im-

practically high due to the asymmetric action of the reactive correction

(§5.3). Although lower than the simple-harmonic wave-maker emissions,

the forward-emissions do not compare well with modern generators with

advanced control, making a single-mode implementation uncompetitive

in bilateral applications such as absorbing wave-makers or hybrid model

interfaces.

Finally, even the predicted low reflections, were they to fully realize,

do not alone justify the needed effort in developing a control that relies

on on-line, real-time simulation. To be profitable, the backside reaction

control should also provide added bandwidth compared to the existing

position- or force-controlled systems. In absence of reference data, it is

also unclear whether the predicted (§5) and measured (§6) superharmonic

emissions level or other nonlinear properties of the backside reaction as

an absorption load, when interfaced through a single mode only, are in-
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herently more favourable than those of existing systems. For example,

reductions in reflections with increasing steepness can also be seen in the

results of Schäffer et al. (1994) (Fig. 7.1) for a position-controlled system,

albeit at higher levels and at moderate amplitudes only. The backside re-

action will, after all, provide a perfect nonlinear match first at the “locally

reacting” limit of a large number of interface modes; there is no certainty

that the nonlinear properties here predicted for the single-mode absorber

are exceptionally favourable.

If, despite the meagre performance gain prospects, a single-mode back-

side reaction absorber were implemented, the main challenge facing the

designer would be the online-solution of the backside fluid reaction. The

complexity of fully-nonlinear fluid simulation (e.g. Lin, 2008; Ma, 2010)

and the concessions already made in adopting a single vertical mode only

might prompt one to consider computationally lighter methods for solu-

tion of the backside domain reaction. In face of the good confirmation of

the first- and second-order wavefield predictions (§6), a second-order, or

even a linear, potential flow solution might be expected to provide suffi-

cient fidelity.

In low-amplitude waves, such reduced-order reactions might, or indeed

should, perform well. However, they risk losing a part of or all nonlinear

corrections incorporated in the true backside reaction at higher ampli-

tudes, and should be advised against. As noted in Section 6.8, the ex-

periments of Section 6 confirm the linear and second-order force predic-

tions only indirectly. As further argued above (§7.1), it is probable that

some higher-order fundamental-frequency loads were indeed present at

the highest test amplitudes at a level of 5 %, or so, of the linear compo-

nent. Perhaps due to lateral symmetry, the higher-order forces did not

produce a noticeable effect in fundamental scattering. Although nonlin-

ear components at this level are small and rarely of general interest, they

are significant – even large – compared to the very small percentual fun-

damental reflections in active absorption. Were the higher-order forces

removed from the backside, a substantial net effect in gate motion might

therefore appear, and the neutral amplitude-development of reflections

be lost. The same applies to the favourable lowering of the first superhar-

monic emissions at the highest test amplitudes. Without any of the non-

linear features, the backside fluid reaction in a single-mode implemen-

tation would lack any advantage against the tailored linear absorption

filters of existing absorbers.
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In any case, an implementation with either a single-mode or a reduced-

order backside reaction fails to deliver the claimed benefits of the pro-

posed backside reaction matching technique, which should, as described

in the introduction, aim at a perfect nonlinear match by emulating an in-

finite fluid domain reaction as closely as possible. Instead of a direct im-

plementation with a single mode, the results of this work should be taken

as an indication that high performance, both linear and nonlinear, can

be expected from more advanced backside reaction absorbers with multi-

ple interface modes. Added modes should widen the fundamental pass-

band, lower the emissions, improve nonlinear performance at high ampli-

tudes, and also perhaps stabilize realizations, as a less reactive reaction

has to be simulated. As such, a multiple-mode backside reaction absorber

would provide substantial improvements over the current active absorp-

tion techniques, and thus compensate the development and installation

costs of the new system. Development should focus on the evaluation of

performance with more degrees of freedom and in three-dimensional set-

tings.

7.4 Future work

The primary point of development for backside reaction absorption is to

add interface modes. Most effective mode combinations and attainable

performance should be studied next. Base mobility is expected to widen

the fundamental passband towards longer waves*, and additional articu-

lations near gate top towards shorter†. The addition would also remove

frequency-averaged reactance and the associated forcing for spurious har-

monics.

Analysis should also be extended at second order to irregular waves

for evaluation of the spurious sub- and superharmonics generated by the

multitude of new component interactions (Schäffer, 1996). Similarly, obl-

ique or multi-directional seas in three-dimensional basins require account

of added mode interactions in the near-field (Schäffer and Steenberg, 2003)

and also of the change in fundamental-frequency properties (e.g. New-

man, 2010). For implementation of backside reaction absorption in basins,

*Constructions enabling combined piston–paddle action are described in Biésel
and Suquet (1951) and Salter (1981).
†Such a “double-flapper” has been sketched as wave-maker by Chakrabarti
(1994).
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these effects should be investigated.

Research is also needed to ensure performance and stability of the real-

time control by simulation. An adequate compromise between simulation

speed and accuracy should be found, and possible deleterious or destabi-

lizing realization effects minimized.

Advance towards the ideal membrane absorber might be enabled in the

future by distributed-actuation metamaterials (e.g. McEvoy and Correll,

2015), which would allow realization of a high number of free-form in-

terface modes. Dense vertical segment arrays (Naito, 2006) could prove

a practical alternative. Mean flow could be included by controlled perme-

ation, but removal of the minor viscous effects at the absorber will remain

difficult.

Much work is also needed to resolve the nonlinear performance of the

existing active absorption techniques. Analysis of the operation of both

position- and force-controlled active absorbers should be extended to sec-

ond order and the result should be experimentally confirmed up to break-

ing wave amplitudes. Such advances are particularly important for re-

liable reproduction of highly nonlinear sea states in the total-boundary

control basins.
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8. Conclusions

In the beginning of the work, it was suggested that the force reaction of

a simulated semi-infinite backside water domain could be used to control

active absorbers of water waves in experimental channels and basins. To

test the wave-mechanical performance of the technique, both linear and

nonlinear, with a low number of interface modes, a single-mode bottom-

hinged paddle was selected for closer analysis, and the problem reduced

to wave transmission in a fully physical setting.

An analytical second-order model for the wave-transmitting gate was

formulated in Section 3 based on existing perturbation solutions to the

potential problem on either side. The solutions were coupled to gate dy-

namics by expressing the hydrodynamic forces on the gate to second order

and solving the gate equation of motion at fundamental and first super-

harmonic frequencies. Sidewise cancellation of many force components in

the two-sided problem was demonstrated.

The first-order parts of the model were used in Section 4 to predict fre-

quency bands of 11/2–2 octaves of fundamental reflections less than 5 %

and negligible transmission loss for gates of all practical hinge depths.

The exceptional passband width was explained by a reversal of the hy-

drodynamic inertia force trend in the band. By varying the dry inertia

and restoring force, optimal equiripple and maximally flat tunings were

evaluated for gates of varying hinge immersion, and their limitation by

an integral criterion was demonstrated.

Second-order parts of the model were used in Section 5 to estimate first

superharmonic free wave emissions in the passbands of fundamentally-

tuned gates. The emission curves were seen to generally take a V-notch

shape with a coincident near-zero minimum in the upper half of the pass-

band. Around this point, back-emissions less than 1/3 and forward-emis-

sions less than 1/2 of the Stokes component over more than half an octave
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were predicted for all hinge immersions. The emissions were shown to

be substantially reduced from simple-harmonic wave-maker emissions by

the gate free response to superharmonic excitation. A division of the re-

sponse into an idealized quasi-resistive part and its reactive correction

was introduced, the former accounting for most of the reduction, being

common to forward- and back-emissions and representing the maximum

combined reduction of both emissions. Vanishing emissions were pre-

dicted possible at exactly one frequency per geometry. However, possi-

bilities for emissions reduction by tuning were shown limited. The effect

of most second-order wave modes and direct force contributions was esti-

mated as negligible due to cancellations.

Experiments were performed with a single test gate in a wave flume

for confirmation of the analytical results and estimation of higher-order

effects, and were reported in Section 6. Test series of 10 wave steep-

nesses from low up to Ka1 = 0.2 . . . 0.3 were run at three wavenumbers

Kh = 1.5 . . . 2.5 in the centre of the fundamental passband, and addi-

tionally at a few amplitudes at two side frequencies. The first-order pre-

diction of fundamental transparency was well confirmed up to the high-

est test amplitudes. Averaged amplitude reflection coefficients between

1–3 % and within 11/2 % of the theoretical were estimated from gauge

array and video measurements; the average transmission loss was esti-

mated at 1 %. Amplitude development of the coefficients was negligi-

ble. Predicted first superharmonic emissions were reasonably confirmed

by the experiments. Experimental estimates of the moderate-amplitude

forward-emissions relative to Stokes component were within 5 % and the

back-emissions within 15 % of model predictions. Pure transmission of the

Stokes wave was observed to measurement accuracy at a frequency above

the theoretical prediction. The amplitude development of the emissions

components was lowering or neutral relative to the Stokes component.

Higher harmonic emissions were found to be negligible. Based on the

achieved level of confirmation, the analytical model predictions were con-

sidered accurate enough as practical estimates of fundamental scattering

and superharmonic emissions from backside reaction absorbers, although

more data is needed for general validity.

A comparison of the experimentally confirmed reflections from the single-

mode gate to results for existing active and passive absorbers in Section

7 showed that gate reflections are lower than those from most realized

active absorbers, and at the level of the best passive absorbers reported in
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the literature. Further, the predicted bandwidth was found comparable to

existing active absorber systems. It was noted that the experimental gate

reflections remained low to amplitudes, where few points are reported for

active systems. The first superharmonic emissions were, in absence of ref-

erence for active absorbers, compared to wave-maker emissions. The pre-

dicted gate back-emissions are at least in the upper half of the passband

lower than emissions from common wave-makers in simple-harmonic mo-

tion, but usually higher than emissions from wave-makers with advanced

control.

Based on the results of the analytical model and the experiments, it can

be concluded that the backside domain reaction provides, already with a

single paddle mode, an absorption load of a match comparable to common

absorption filters, and further, seems to deliver neutral–favourable non-

linear performance. A realization of a backside reaction absorber with a

single mode only is nevertheless considered unprofitable due to probable

deleterious realization effects and insufficient proven performance gain

over existing systems. Based on the results of this study, excellent lin-

ear and nonlinear performance can, however, be expected from backside

reaction absorbers with multiple interface modes.
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A. Definitions

The terminology related to the experimental wave absorption methods

is explicated here to avoid possible ambiguity in the main discussion of

Sections §1 and §7.

The distinction between active and passive methods is well-established

in the field of sound (Nelson and Elliott, 1993; Cox and D’Antonio, 2009)

and vibration control (Soong, 1990; Fuller et al., 1996; Preumont, 2011),

which often take the form of wave motion. A control is called active (or

fully active) when it can deliver time-averaged power into the domain. If

only short-term energy storage is possible, but the control is adaptive, it

can be called semi-active (Fuller et al., 1996). The control is passive, if it

has no power source and is not adaptive. This division into passive and

active by the presence of a power source parallels that of electric circuits

(e.g. Guillemin, 1953), and is very relevant in vibration or sound control,

which refer to the general use of secondary elements to modify a wavefield

due to primary sources. The modification includes not only point or bound-

ary absorption, but also local or global intensity reduction by cancelling

radiation, modal control, a diffusion of reflections, or even enhancement

of reflections. Some of these require not only a control system, but also

power.

This classification between active and passive methods extends natu-

rally to experimental water wave absorption. However, its common use

in differentiating between absorbers based on reverse wavemaking (’ac-

tive’) and those on dissipation (’passive’), such as beaches, is not entirely

unproblematic. First, unlike sound or vibration controllers, the wave ab-

sorbers are used solely to reduce boundary reflections. This function is

power-wise essentially passive, as the time-averaged power must always

flow from the domain into the absorber. Second, although most wave ab-

sorbers have a control system, the control is rarely adaptive in the sense
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of control theory (e.g. Åström and Wittenmark, 1995), and mostly based

on constant coefficients. Therefore, particularly for force-controlled ab-

sorbers, an entirely passive system might provide the same absorbing

load. Although most realizations of the absorption functionality in ab-

sorbing wave-makers are clearly active, the property does not seem to be

a central defining feature of reverse-wavemaking absorbers.

The absorber of Baumann (1954) illustrates the issue. Baumann’s “wave

obliterator” employed, exactly as more recent active force-controlled ab-

sorbers, a hinged paddle that was tuned to the incident waves by the prin-

ciple of impedance matching. However, instead of a servo-control system,

the absorbing load consisted entirely of passive electromagnetic and me-

chanical elements*, which were adjusted offline if at all. Such an absorber

is decidedly passive; yet it is very different from conventional “passive”

absorbers such as beaches. On the other hand, it is based on the same

principle and, from a wave-mechanical point of view, operates exactly as

a modern active, servo-controlled system might, and should therefore be-

long to the same category.

The definitional conflict can be resolved by making the separation, in-

stead of as active or passive, as between absorbers that are dissipative

or cancelling. Absorbers in the former class operate by enhanced viscous

dissipation within the basin water, induced over a considerable distance

along the wave rays, and the class encompasses all conventional passive

absorbers such as beaches, screens, and meshes. The latter class works

instead by coordinated “reverse wavemaking”, as described in the intro-

duction, and contains all such devices, however controlled. The term ’can-

celling’ could be adopted for the operating principle, although also wave

reception, superposition, or advanced radiation (Davies, 1977) are also

descriptive and in use.

A number of physical differences support the classification, and are sum-

marized in Table 1.1. In terms of force response, the dissipative absorbers

can be seen as transforming the real clear-channel wave impedance into

a highly lossy complex value within the length of channel they occupy.

To avoid discontinuity reflections, the change in wave impedance must

be small, or gradual; this is referred to as load or impedance tapering in

microwave engineering (Rizzi, 1988). The combined requirement of high

losses before the wall and gradual change can be satisfied only with long

*Damping was provided by an eddy-current brake, while springs were used to
balance dry and added inertia at a desired resonant frequency.
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structures. Further, the wave flow in the absorbers is (macroscopically)

irreversible, and the structure could not be used for wavemaking, at least

not with equal effect. Nevertheless, most dissipative absorbers are very

robust with respect to process changes, as their internal impedance auto-

matically tracks the clear-channel impedance due to varying wavelength

or water depth.

The cancelling absorbers on the other hand, both force- and position-

controlled, can be seen as providing at vertical termination a load that is

matched to the clear-channel wave impedance. By virtue of the matching,

the incident wave power flows into the actuation mechanism, and can be

compactly dissipated elsewhere, with no waste of basin space. Further,

as no viscous effects are now essential, the absorber action is almost fully

reversible, and the same elements can be used for wavemaking. However,

such matching to a physical system of another type is not automatic or

coincidental, but requires conscious designer effort; the process properties

must be accurately known and any change to them must be anticipated

and accounted for.

Table 1.1. Characteristics of average dissipative and cancelling experimental water wave
absorbers.

Dissipative Cancelling

Operating principle: tapered load matched load

Energy dissipation: in water outside water

Wave flow: irreversible reversible

Space requirement: large minor

Tuning: not required (mostly) required

Wavemaking: not possible possible

The classification into dissipating and cancelling should be considered

an alternative to the active–passive division. The classes intersect, as

both types of absorbers can be realized either actively or passively. Exam-

ples in three of the four subclasses are readily available, but active control

of dissipative absorption does not seem to have been implemented in wa-

ter wave experiments. This would be feasible, and perhaps even effective,

in the form of an online-adaptive beach profile, opening and closing screen

latches, etc.

Wave-mechanically, the categories of dissipating and cancelling seems

clearly primary. However, the division into active and passive is practi-

cally very relevant, as even inherently passive loads are often more con-

veniently simulated servomechanically. Further, it should be noted that
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certain types of behaviour, mostly mass reduction, can be obtained only

with active control, with clear advantage regarding absorber bandwidth.

A possible problem for the classification is formed by observing that the

dissipative absorbers, if they are effective, must too provide an impedance

match at an imaginary boundary some distance up-wave. To avoid this

confusion, it should be stressed that an impedance matching boundary

must end the water domain, and that any scheme dissipating the power

within the same contiguous water body is dissipative.

Some borderline cases for the division should be mentioned. Some exist-

ing dissipative absorbers relying on resonant cavities can be quite short,

display strongly frequency-dependent performance, and need careful tun-

ing, just as cancelling absorbers. They should nevertheless be considered

dissipative, since water flows uncontrolled in and out of the structure. On

the other hand, a deformable bed or channel walls could be used to pro-

vide a tapered load to attenuate waves over a longer distance, similar to

viscous mud beds in nature (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991); these would,

however, dissipate the power outside the water domain, and be difficult to

fit into either category in Table 1.1.
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B. To analytical model

B.1 Effect of gate thickness

Two simplifications regarding the gate thickness were made in formulat-

ing the analytical problem in Section 3. First, the body boundary con-

ditions were enforced at vertical planes at the half-thickness locations

(x = ±b). Second, the effect of thickness was ignored in the gate stroke χ.

Consequently, the analytical model is valid only for gates which, in equi-

librium position, occupy a vertical plane with no thickness in the fluid do-

main, or a finite-thickness segment with vertical faces that rotate around

their own roots.

Any real gate of finite and varying thickness does not exactly satisfy the

above criteria: its faces are not confined to a vertical plane but are slanted

at least somewhere; the faces rotate around a hinge offset by the half-

thickness b instead of their root. Consequently, the boundary condition

(3.4) in the model will be enforced at physically wrong lateral positions

and with missing vertical and lateral velocity terms.

The first assumption was necessitated by the first- and second-order

eigenmode solutions and the adopted Fourier technique, and is shared

by many analytical techniques in wave–body interaction. The second as-

sumption was not strictly necessary, but convenient to remove thickness,

the effect of which is small, from the independent gate parameters in the

model.

The effects of finite but moderate gate thickness are here approximated

at first and second order using the same Fourier technique as the ana-

lytical model itself, and thickness corrections are derived for the primary

observables. The corrections are useful mainly to increase the reliability

of the experimental comparisons, and have no role with hinged backside
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reaction absorbers, which should be made very thin.

It is easily seen that, for its effects to remain small, the thickness is re-

quired to be moderate in two respects. First, to confine the velocity errors

at inclined sections of the face, the half-thickness b(z) of the flap should

remain small relative to hinge immersion for all depths. Second, its varia-

tion ∆b should be small relative to the fundamental wavelength and that

of the first few most significant evanescent modes*. Further, the thick-

ness variation should be relatively smooth (see Fig. B.1a). Introducing

reasonable limit values, the conditions can be put

b/d <
1

10
and (B.1)

|α1m|∆b� 1 for m = 1, . . . , 5. (B.2)

The conditions are not very stringent, and the exclusion of thickness ef-

fects from the results in §3 should not produce a major error in any inter-

esting observable.

x
z
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d
h

c ue

χ
(1)
t

x
=
b

θ

m
ean

x-pos .
equilibr.pos.
stroke

χb ∆b

b(z)

centreline

a. b. c.

Figure B.1. Gate boundary condition details: a. General definition of gate mean half-
thickness (b), half-thickness variation (∆b) and stroke (χ). b. Flap as com-
posite of a cuboid upper section and a wedged or semi-circular lower section,
and base. c. First-order excess boundary velocity at a wedged lower section
due to finite thickness.

To quantify the minor effects that a moderate thickness will produce, a

shape must be assumed for the gate; with no significant loss of generality,

we take the moving flap-part of the gate to be a compound of a rectan-

gular cuboid upper part and a semicircular or wedge-like taper near the

hinge, or some intermediate form (see Fig. B.1b). With these forms, the

stroke function (3.16) is straighforward to correct: in the upper part, the

unapproximated stroke is

χ± = (z + d) tan θ ± b exsec θ, z ∈ [−d; 0] (B.3)

*The condition is similar to those required in analysis of plunger wave-makers.
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for lee (+) and weather (−) side. The lower part, if semicircular and axle-

centric, has zero stroke; if wedge-like, the stroke is obtained with (B.3),

but with the thickness 2b substituted by the local value 2b(z). There is

some ambiguity around the transition from one part to the other – this is,

however, entirely negligible for current purposes.

First-order: The first-order error in boundary velocity due to finite thick-

ness can be estimated volumetrically by using a family of wedge-like lower

parts (Fig. B.1b). While no linear error is made at the cuboid part, the

overhang at the tapered part induces an additional normal velocity com-

pared to Eq. (3.16). Here we ignore its direction and lateral location†, and

transform it to an volumetrically equivalent normal velocity at the flap

face at corresponding elevation (see Fig. B.1c). It is easy to show that,

thus defined, the excess velocity modulus becomes

ue = −iω(z + d)ϑ1 (b/c)2 . (B.4)

The significance of this excess velocity can be estimated by comparing its

volume flux to the nominal set by Eq. (3.16); the ratio is independent of

wedging length c and is ∫ 0
−d ue dz∫ 0
−d χ

(1)
t dz

=

(
b

d

)2

, (B.5)

which evaluates to less than 1 % for flaps with thickness less than 20 % of

height (2b/d < 0.2). Such a flux is in general negligible: its effects on gate

force and motion are in the same ratio (b/d)2 to the nominal and remain

unobservable. Only compared to the inertia force around its minimum

(see Fig. 4.1, e.g.) – a few per cent of the resistive – can the excess force be

substantial. The excess force will be mainly inertial‡ if the flap is steeply

wedged (c � d) and operates in relatively short waves (Kh > 2); in this

case, some slight deviation to the shape of the tuning δ and consequently

reflection R1 curves can be produced in the near-resonant band.

For flaps with partly wedged and partly circular lower parts (such as the

experimental flap in §6), the first-order error is correspondingly lower; for

semi-circular lower parts this error is zero.

Second-order: The second-order error in boundary velocity due to finite

thickness at the cuboid part of the flap can be evaluated by expanding the

accurate stroke (B.3) into orders of θ and differentiating w.r.t. time. This

yields

χ±t = (z + d)θ̇ ± bθθ̇ + (z + d)θ2θ̇ +O(θ4), (B.6)

†This has negligible influence under the assumption b/λ� 1.
‡Cf. Eqs. (3.24), (B.13) and (B.14)
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where the thickness is seen to produce a pulsation of the flap at first su-

perharmonic (see Fig. B.2a). For simplicity, the cuboid part can be here

assumed to extend down to the hinge, after which the corrected second-

order stroke in the boundary condition (3.15) becomes

χ
(2)±
t = (z + d)θ̇(2) ± bθ(1)θ̇(1) for z ∈ [−d; 0]. (B.7)

The thickness pulsation, thus treated, is laterally symmetric and there-

b

2b
exsec θ2b

θ

χ(2)t

d

bϑ1/2

∼
b
ϑ
1

2

∼ bϑ21/4

∼ bϑ21/4

a. b.

Figure B.2. a. Illustration of the second-order thickness pulsation effect produced by the
accurate stroke expression for finite-thickness gates. Thickness and inclina-
tion exagerrated. b. Illustration of effective stroke for thickness pulsation
effect. Angles equal and small.

fore should not produce a net force on the flap (cf. Table 2.3, App. B.2)

or alter the superharmonic motion θ(2). It can be taken into account

kinematically in fulfilling the boundary condition (3.15) by adjusting the

correction mode amplitudes R2j , T2j to accommodate for the pulsation in

boundary velocity. After the usual Fourier-integration over depth, the

second-order thickness correction appears as new components in the am-

plitudes as given in Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37); for the propagating correction

modes§, the thickness components become

{R, T}t21 =
1

2
bϑ2

1 sinα21h
sinα21h− sinα21(h− d)

α21h+ 1
2 sin 2α21h

. (B.8)

The trigonometric part of the expression is identical with the transfer

function of part-draft piston or sliding-wedge wave generators (Gilbert

et al., 1971); the effective stroke is here bϑ2
1/4 and can be illustrated by a

differential-geometric configuration at half-inclination (Fig. B.2b). On an

accurate evaluation, this change in radiation must be accompanied by a

gate-dynamic effect, which is here ignored.

Evaluation of the order of magnitude is simplified by noting that for all

gate configurations in their fundamental passbands in §4, the first su-

perharmonic free waves are not very long compared to hinge immersion,
§Similar alteration is produced in the higher correction modes, but is of no direct
interest.
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with K2d > 1, and trigonometric expression in (B.8) is more than half of

its deep water value of negative unity imaginary. The thickness emissions

can be taken

{R, T}t21 ≈ −
i

2
bϑ2

1, (B.9)

which can be limited using the accuracy limit for inclination ϑ1 = 1/4 (see

§3.7) and the requirement of “moderate” thickness b/d 6 1/10 to

|{R, T}t21| 6 d/320, (B.10)

which is small but not entirely negligible. The phase of the thickness

emissions is positive imaginary, i.e. in superharmonic quadrature to θ̇(1)

and roughly in counterphase to the resultant {R;T}21 due to Eqs. (3.36)

and (3.37) before their primary minimum. Their effect will clearly then

be to reduce the total superharmonic emissions on either side; the amount

will be modest.

In experimental comparison of Section 6, the analytical emissions were

corrected for the pulsation effect of thickness according to Eq. (B.8); the

reduction was moderate but noticeable, and neither clearly improved or

worsened the agreement between theory and experiment. The first-order

thickness effect in fundamental inclination amplitude was evaluated as

negligible and is omitted from Figure 6.13. An accurate correction should

include the dynamic effect of thickness pulsation, which is not evaluated

here.

B.2 Forces

Complete expressions of the hydrodynamic forces (moments) on the gate
are given here for reference in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
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In the tables, the integrals W ··ij·, which result from integration of the mode

shape functions against the gate stroke form over depth, are

Wij =
αijd sinαijh+ cosαijh− cosαij(h− d)

α2
ij cosαijh

and (B.11)

W
(−)1s
1m = (B.12)

(α1m
+
(−) α1s)d sin(α1m

+
(−) α1s)h+ cos(α1m

+
(−) α1s)h− cos(α1m

+
(−) α1s)(h− d)

(α11
+
(−) α1s)2 cosα1mh cosα1sh

.

The reactive forces are expressed in §3.5 with impedances Z1,2, which are in

turn divided into added masses and dampings. The expressions for the latter

can be abstracted from the tables, and become

a1 =
ρg

ω2

∞∑
m=2

(R̃e
1m − T̃ e

1m)W1m = −4ρgd

ω2

∞∑
m=2

sinα1mhB1mW1m, (B.13)

b1 = − i

ω
ρg(R̃e

11 − T̃ e
11)W11 =

4iρgd

ω
sinα11hB11W11, (B.14)

a2 =
ρg

4ω2

∞∑
j=2

(R̃e
2j − T̃ e

2j)W2j = −ρgd
ω2

∞∑
j=2

sinα2jhB2jW2j and (B.15)

b2 = − i

2ω
ρg(R̃e

21 − T̃ e
21)W21 =

2iρgd

ω
sinα21hB21W21. (B.16)

Other forces are summed into excitations X(1) and X(2), as indicated in the last

columns.

B.3 Convergence of summation

In Section 3.6, the only component of the first-order solution that has to

be evaluated through summation is the impedance Z1. Its convergence

was checked at the high-frequency end of the range of interest, where

the evanescent modes are most prominent, and found fast: at Kh = 10,

the difference in ={Z1} is less than 0.5 % already between 10 and 100

evanescent modes; no further change is brought by use of 400 evanescent

modes, to 5 significant figures. The convergence of the main results R1, T1

and ϑ1 is even faster.

Similar fast convergence was obtained for the superharmonic impedance

Z2, involving no evanescent mode products. The superharmonic excita-

tion X(2) converged slightly slower, but the result with 400 evanescent

modes was already within 0.2 % of a reference result with 3200 evanes-

cent modes, that is considered fully converged for all practical purposes

(the difference between 1600 and 3200 modes is less than 2/10000).

Quantities involving double-sums of evanescent mode products R1mR1s

or T1mT1s, such as superharmonic free wave amplitudes Ri
21, T i

21, R21

and T21, converged slowly. To reach a superharmonic back-emission |R21|

within 1 % of the reference result with 3200 evanescent modes, more than
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400 modes were required at Kh = 5 and more than 800 at Kh = 10.

The slow convergence of the product sums has been discussed by Schäffer

(1996), who also presented a faster asymptotic formula. Here a 1 % accu-

racy is considered sufficient, considering small magnitude of the second-

order quantities and the unavoidable modelling errors, and 800 modes

used.

Towards deep water, high numerical precision had to be used in evalu-

ation of the wavenumbers and wavenumber quotients (3.34) and (3.40),

which feature very small differences of large numbers. At the high tran-

sitional range occupied by the exemplar gate, standard double precision

floating-point arithmetic¶ is generally sufficient. For shorter gates, wave-

numbers from transitional up to Kh = 20 . . . 30 may be relevant, and com-

putation to at least 20 significant figures is required.

B.4 Amplitude limits

The internal validity of the perturbation expansions underlying the model

of §3 requires limits to be set on motion amplitudes. In the limit of van-

ishing small parameter KA1 → 0, the solutions are valid by construction;

in practice, however, their accuracy at some “small” but finite wave steep-

ness is of interest. Limits are next set on both the wave and gate motion

amplitude, below which the second-order solution can be expected to be

generally reliable.

Sufficiently rapid convergence of successive-order terms around cut-off

is often taken as a condition of validity for a perturbation expansion. For

the Stokes solution of progressive wave, the requirement results in limits

on the small parameter KA1 itself and, towards shallow water, addition-

ally on the Ursell parameter describing the ratio of second- to first-order

potential. Conventional validity limits for the second-order solution are

(Le Méhauté, 1976)

H <
Hb
2

and (B.17)

Hλ2

h3
< 26, (B.18)

where Hb is the breaking wave height and λ the fundamental wavelength.

These limits can be used for the model as far as the far-field is concerned

and they indicate that no excessive error is made in the transfer of the

free-surface boundary condition to the still water level.
¶IEEE Standard 754
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In the near-field the model of §3 involves, in addition, the transfer of

the gate boundary condition to the equilibrium position; new restrictions

should be imposed on all motion amplitudes to ensure validity of this

transfer. Such limits are not explicit in the previous publications on pla-

nar wavemaking (Sulisz and Hudspeth, 1993a; Schäffer, 1996) or on flaps

(Renzi and Dias, 2012b), although some indication of stroke limits can be

found in Flick and Guza (1980).

Three additional parameters are here limited to account for the gate

boundary. The limits are derived from the third-order gate boundary con-

dition, which is expressed in full in App. B.12. We let the first neglected-

order terms stand for the error of the solution, and require the ratios of

third- to second-order terms to be small. As with the Stokes solution,

smallness is somewhat arbitrary; to delineate the approximate range of

applicability for the model, we adopt a value of one quarter as the crite-

rion:
order n+1 term

order n term
6

1

4
, (B.19)

which is considered equally severe with the established limits in the far-

field. Analogous to the requirement for the Ursell parameter, the same

limit is further set also on the ratio of second- to first-order terms, al-

though this is from many points of view less necessary.

For simplicity, the limits are evaluated only for responsive gates in near-

resonance, where the weather and lee side wave states are quite similar;

highly reflective states with great asymmetry are not considered. The

derived limits will be applicable for hinged wave-makers in general.

Many gross approximations are made in deducing the limits. Firstly, the

third-order potential and motion are not known; the comparison is based

on the forcing terms in the boundary condition, which result directly from

lower-order potentials and motions. Further, the comparison is term-wise:

each third-order term is compared with a similar second-order term, and

their ratio required to be small individually. The magnitude of all of the

terms is taken to be their still-water-level maximum; their frequencies,

depth profiles, and phases are disregarded.

A particular approximation concerns evaluation of the many ratios of

spatial derivatives of the first-order potential at the gate. The potential

is a mixture of a large number of eigenmodes, and due to the varying

wavenumber, the velocities and gradients are in no simple ratio to the

potential. It can be shown, however, that in a responsive state even the

field gradient is dominated by either the propagating or first evanescent
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eigenmode; then one can write, very roughly,

|Φ(1)
0xx| ≈ α

eq
1 |Φ

(1)
0x |, etc., (B.20)

where αeq
1 is an “equivalent wavenumber” – ideally a properly-weighted

average of the wavenumber series – that can be taken as the average

of progressive and first evanescent wavenumbers, or just the progressive

wavenumber outside very shallow water. It should be mentioned that

the higher derivative present in the boundary condition, the field curva-

ture Φ
(1)
0xxx, no longer converges with mode number. This inconsistency is

caused by the artificial sharp corner in the gate form function f(z), but

can be considered spurious, as it is removable by small rounding of the

corner, with no change to results of interest.

Four types of ratios emerge from the process. A group of ratios pertain-

ing mainly to values of the potentials at the gate are taken to be already

covered by the steepness and Ursell criteria, and are disregarded||. The

remaining three conditions, along with their strictest ratio requirement,

are

ϑ1 6 1/4 ≈ 15◦, (B.21)

ϑ2/ϑ1 6 1/8 and (B.22)

dϑ1/λ
eq
1 6 1/24 ≈ 2.5 %, (B.23)

where λeq
1 = 2π/αeq

1 is an equivalent wavelength.

The first condition is a direct limit on flap amplitude due to the many

geometric nonlinearities related to inclination. The second is a natural

requirement of (perturbation) convergence in motion amplitudes, and ap-

pears as a stricter one-eighth as it is applied to velocities. The third con-

dition restricts the stroke of the gate relative to (equivalent) wavelength,

and originates from the gradient and curvature of the velocity field around

the gate, which is incompletely approximated in the boundary transfer.

Although both conditions limit flap amplitude, it is noteworthy that the

third is separate from the first as they pertain to different kinds of bad-

ness: rotation versus displacement from mean attitude and position.

The third condition has been mentioned by Flick and Guza (1980) for

paddle wave-makers, who considered values less than about 3 % in accor-

dance with the small-amplitude assumption, and found no dependence of

superharmonics on stroke at values less than this.

||Here, wave steepening due to evanescent modes is neglected.
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With the forced-motion assumption, the limit curves were evaluated us-

ing the first-order wave-maker solution from the model of §3 for respon-

sive gates of varying drafts. Each limit is drawn individually for the full-

draft gate in Fig. 3.5 of §3.7 at left, where also the formation of the com-

pound limit from the most stringent criterion at each frequency is illus-

trated. The equivalent wavenumber was taken to be simply the progres-

sive wavenumber αeq
1 = K. Solution of the free-response to second-order

was necessary only for the ratio θ2/θ1, wherein the tuning parameters

of the equiripple gates of Fig. 4.3 were used – this proved unnecessary,

however, as the inclination amplitude ratio was not critical for any of the

gates at any relevant frequency. The compound limits are given also for

the half- and eighth-draft gates in the second graph of Fig. 3.5; their con-

stitution through the individual conditions is quite similar to that of the

full-draft gate in the a-graph.

The figure shows that the upper half of the responsive range for each

gate is limited by the wave steepness criterion; starting from midway to-

wards long waves, the adopted inclination criterion is most severe, and

the compound limit declines with the wave-maker transfer to only a few

per cent KA1 at the low end of the responsive range. The stroke-to-

wavelength ratio is mostly non-critical and only slightly clips the corner

between the steepness and inclination limits, while the Ursell criterion is

moderately restrictive at low wavenumbers for the full-draft gate only.
In summary, the incident wave steepnesses for which general accuracy

of the second-order model is expected should therefore, based on the as-
sumed criterion, be limited for tuned gates by

(a) H = Hb/2 in the upper half and

(b) ϑ1 = 1/4 in the lower half of fundamental passband;

this accuracy is with respect to the exact solution of the potential problem.

Comparison with the results for superharmonic emissions in Figs. 5.9

and B.11 shows that the deteriorating accuracy towards long waves closely

coincides with the predicted back-emission rise (for deeper-draft gates)

and decline of the spurious-free dynamic range: in states where high rel-

ative emissions |R21/A1| are predicted, the predictions are likely to be less

accurate. This cut-off is seen to begin around a wavelength five times the

hinge immersion for all gates.

Arbitrariness of the ratio limit 1/4 and the ambiguity in its application

are readily admitted; simple and plausible limits are nevertheless thereby

provided. The real predictive reliability of the second-order solution will

vary with target quantity, and depends also on severity of real-fluid ef-
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fects, to be addressed experimentally.

B.5 Gate motion

Although explicit evaluation of fundamental gate motion was made re-

dundant by Eqs. 4.1, it contains some features of interest that are dis-

cussed next. In Figure B.3, the first graph shows the gate admittance

Y1 = 1/Z1, the excitation X(1) and resulting gate velocity for the exemplar

gate (§3.6) evaluated with the numerical model of §3. The admittance

curve resembles that of a heavily damped oscillator and shows very lit-

tle resonant amplification; unusually, however, it features a bulge around

ω∗ = 2.5 due to the rapidly changing hydrodynamic added properties. The

same bulge is present in the normalized gate velocity curve, although less

clear due to the steep descent caused by excitation.

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

0.01 0.1 1 10

Kh 0.1 1 10

ω∗

−iω∗ϑ1
(KA1)

10−2Y ·ρgh3

10−1·X(1)

ρgh3KA1

m k

20
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ρgh3Y1

Im

Re
Kh=1

0.1
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1

2

Figure B.3. Left: Gate admittance, excitation and velocity response with dimensionless
frequency ω∗ = ω

√
h/g. Right: Nyquist plot of gate admittance and refer-

ence admittance (dashed line) with constant hydrodynamic added properties
of zero frequency. Cusp of the curve magnified in the inset. Dimensionless
wavenumber indicated at points on the curve.

In the second graph of the figure, the fundamental gate velocity is illus-

trated by a Nyquist plot of gate admittance.** Instead of the full circle of

a regular damped oscillator, a two-part admittance trace is observed: up

to ca. Kh = 0.4, the admittance follows the lower half-circle of a reference

oscillator with constant properties††; after that the admittance curves in-

**With arg{X(1)} = arg{A1}, gate velocity is in the phase of admittance.
††Corresponding to the gate at zero frequency limit , a1(ω) = a1(0), b1(ω) = b1(0).
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wards around Kh = 1 to form a sharp cusp at the resonance line and

starts an outward arc with a lower and decreasing curvature.

Central for transparency is the long dwell around the real axis observ-

able in the second graph – from Kh = 0.7 to 4 the phase of velocity is

between ±2◦ as illustrated by the short-dashed lines. On magnification,

the cusp is actually a small loop and practically a stationary point of ad-

mittance with negligible development between wavenumbersKh = 1 . . . 2.

The real axis is passed at the exact resonant frequencies of Fig. 4.1, two

right at the cusp and one between Kh = 3 . . . 4, i.e. the gate velocity is in

phase with the excitation and the incident wave.

The superharmonic gate motion, on the other hand, was already illus-

trated for the exemplar gate on a Nyquist plot in Fig. 5.3. For reference,

the velocity is here plotted against frequency in Figure B.4 along the fun-

damental velocity. The superharmonic velocity per steepness squared is

seen to mainly decrease with frequency as the fundamental, and features

a plateau approximately at the hump of the fundamental velocity. In the

fundamental transparency band Kh = 1 . . . 4, it is seen to remain moder-

ate even for near-breaking steepnesses KA1 = 0.3 . . . 0.4.
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arg(−iϑ1/A1)

arg(−iϑ2/A1)

Figure B.4. Left: Fundamental and superharmonic gate velocity of the exemplar gate
in free response per incident wave steepness and steepness squared, respec-
tively. Right: Phases of the velocities relative to incident wave. Counter-
phase frequencies Kh ≈ {0.986; 2.46; 4.59}. Summation truncated after 800
evanescent modes. Left inset: Phase portrait of gate motion in the trans-
parency band with 7 % first superharmonic stroke in counter-phase to the
fundamental. Position (abscissa) and velocity (ordinate) as fractions of pe-
riod maxima. 60th phase points on trajectory. Unit circle (dotted line) as
reference.

Phases of the fundamental and first superharmonic gate velocity are
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compared in the second graph of Fig. B.4. The superharmonic velocity

is approximately in counter-phase with the incident fundamental wave in

the transparency band, and further features a very similar but stronger

alternation in the monotonic rise around counter-phase than the funda-

mental motion; the exact counter-phase points do not coincide with the

three resonant frequencies (cf. Fig. 4.1). The stroke profile resulting from

addition of the harmonic is clearer from the inset of Fig. B.4, where a

phase portrait of the gate motion with a 7 % first superharmonic stroke

amplitude in counter-phase with the fundamental is drawn; the combi-

nation corresponds to an incident wave steepness of KA1 ≈ 0.3 around

Kh = 2, and is approximately representative of gate motion in the whole

transparency band. In effect, the superharmonic component is seen to re-

tard the advance and hasten the return of the gate, peak speeds differing

by 30 % for the exemplar steep wave.

B.6 Added mass and damping

The hydrodynamic added mass (moment of inertia) and added damping

for the exemplar gate are presented in Figure B.5. Range of the added

properties in the fundamental passband are indicated with a heavy sec-

tion in the curves. The superharmonic added mass and damping can be

read from the same curves, only at higher frequencies; their ranges in the

same band are likewise indicated.

In the reversal range and the accompanying fundamental transparency

band Kh = 1 . . . 4, the added mass a1 is seen to decrease to 1/16 th of its

initial value; the first superharmonic added mass a2 by contrast increases

more than 20 times in the same range. The added damping b1 is, for most

of the range, only in modest decline, whereas the superharmonic added

damping b2 decreases to 1/5 th of its initial value.

B.7 Bode-Fano integral

The integral in the Bode-Fano criterion (4.5) was numerically evaluated

in two forms for a wide range of gate hinge immersions and all relevant

tunings to evaluate the goodness of match obtained and its possible limits.

A zero-exponent (n = 0) version of the integral was first evaluated for

the exemplar gate. Dimensions were removed by replacing ω with dimen-
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Figure B.5. Added mass and damping for the exemplar gate with d/h = 0.7835. Line
weight increased at the fundamental passband; ranges of first superhar-
monic added mass a2 and damping b2 in the same band indicated by vertical
lines.

sionless ω∗ = ω/
√
g/h, yielding, for zero exponent n,∫ ∞

0
ln |R1|−1dω∗. (B.24)

The results are illustrated as isolines of the integral on the (k, I)-plane in

Fig. 4.5. In the graph, a wedge-shaped plateau of high integral value is

seen to form around the equiripple tuning line, with very modest descent

towards the tip, which coincides with the maximally flat tuning. On either

side, the plateau is limited by tunings where either the first or the second

extremum of the reactive force curve just touches resonance. Between

these limits, the tuning goodness in Bode-Fano sense varies remarkably

little, but outside them it deteriorates rapidly.

The tuning goodness charts based on integral (B.24) were also evaluated

for other hinge immersions and found qualitatively similar. Deep-draft

gates were found to attain the maximum value of the integral at zero dry

inertia and modest restoring force, while for gates shorter than one fifth

of depth the wedge plateau started to rise towards the tip, and best tuning

was found at the maximally flat point.

The attainable maximum values of the integral (B.24) were evaluated

for a total of 15 hinge depths from full- to very shallow-draft, and are

illustrated in first graph of Fig. B.6. The graph shows that between full-

and half-draft gates, the tuning goodness has a nearly constant upper

limit at around 8, with a moderate depression at around the hinge depth

of the exemplar gate. For gates shorter than d/h = 1/2, the limit in the

graph rises fast with hinge elevation. The rise is unsurprising considering

that the integral (4.5) with n = 0 measures absolute bandwidth and the
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Figure B.6. Left: Maximum of Bode-Fano integral (B.24) (with n = 0) for gates of vary-
ing hinge immersion. Interpolated from results for 15 hinge immersions;
numerical integration. Right: maximum of the integral (B.25) (with n = 1)
for selected short gates approaching deep water.

shift of the passband towards higher ω∗.

For a reasonable measure of relative bandwidth at higher frequencies,

the integral (4.5) was also evaluated with n = 1 in the form∫ ∞
0

ln |R1|−1 dω

ω
. (B.25)

The local maxima obtained at the maximally flat tuning points are illus-

trated for the short gates in the second graph of Fig. B.6 and show a

rather steady at ca. 6.2 for gates shorter than eighth-draft. Application of

this relative bandwidth measure was subject to some ambiguity, as gates

with negligible restoring force appear well-tuned to a very wide relative

range of frequencies at the low-frequency limit. These tunings were ex-

cluded from the results as irrelevant, since the corresponding wavenum-

bers are outside the range of interest and the required motion amplitudes

for transmission larger than allowed. For deeper-draft gates, the integral

maxima at low-frequency tunings began to coalesce with the main wedge

in a way that made selection of the best relevant tuning very arbitrary,

and results are altogether omitted.

The two limits in the graphs of Fig. B.6 are only approximate, and also

mutually incommensurable. However, they do indicate that the absolute

passband area, and therefore the achievable tuning goodness in a general

sense, does not vary much with hinge height between full- and half-draft

gates. Further, they show that gates shorter than eighth-draft achieve es-

sentially constant relative passband area. The latter point is as expected

considering the shift of the passband into deep water, where the parame-

ter d/h loses relevance.
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B.8 Wave-maker harmonics
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Figure B.7. Amplitude and phase of first superharmonic free wave emissions from pad-
dle wave-makers of varying hinge immersion in simple-harmonic motion (e.g.
Sulisz and Hudspeth, 1993a), normalized by the Stokes component ampli-
tude. Piston and paddle-piston results adapted from Sulisz and Hudspeth
(1993a); others computed by the procedure in §3.6 with 800 evanescent
modes.

B.9 Kinematic results

Two connections between first superharmonic emissions can be formed

using lateral symmetry of the kinematical solution in §3.3. First, it can

be shown that from a vanishing fundamental reflection R11 = 0 and total

transmission T11 = A1, it follows that the intrinsic emissions Ri
21 and T i

21
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are negative complex conjugates, i.e.

<{T i
21} = −<{Ri

21} and (B.26)

={T i
21} = ={Ri

21} when T11 = A1. (B.27)

Physically, the parts of the intrinsic emissions in phase with A1 are op-

posite, while those in superharmonic quadrature are equal. When funda-

mental transmission is only nearly total as between Kh = 1 . . . 5 for the

exemplar gate, the relation is not exact but sufficiently close for all prac-

tical purposes. This can be confirmed from Fig. B.8, where on a Nyquist

plot the trace of the intrinsic superharmonic back-emission and the nega-

tive complex conjugate of the superharmonic forward-emissions are seen

to be almost identical between Kh = 1 . . . 4. Near the lower passband edge

below Kh = 1, a clear difference in phase is observed, but the amplitudes

remain very similar (cf. Fig. 5.1).

<{·}/A2s

={·}/A2s

Ri
21

−T i
21

1

1

2
2

3

3

4

4-1

-1

Figure B.8. Nyquist plot of intrinsic superharmonic back-emission Ri
21 and negative

complex conjugate of intrinsic superharmonic forward-emission T i
21 for the

exemplar gate (§3.6).

Second, it is obvious in the expressions (3.36) and (3.37) that the super-

harmonic wavemaking coefficients R̃e
21 and T̃ e

21 are always pure imaginary

and opposite,

<{T̃ e
21} ≡ <{R̃e

21} ≡ 0 and (B.28)

={T̃ e
21} ≡ −={R̃e

21}, (B.29)

just as their fundamental counterparts. Given the potential construction

in §3.1, the gate radiates waves at the phase of peak velocity at superhar-

monic also.
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B.10 Superharmonic admittance and excitation
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Figure B.9. Superharmonic admittance for the 5 % equiripple-tuned gates with hinge
heights d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8} (parameters in Fig. 4.3, §4.1). Sector corresponding
to fundamental transparency band (5 %) indicated by dashed lines.
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excitation for the 5 % equiripple-tuned gates with hinge heights d/h =

{1; 1/2; 1/8} (parameters in Fig. 4.3, §4.1). Scale equal in vert. and horiz.
dirs., but varies between plots.
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B.11 Nonlinear restoring force

A first-order approximation, Eq. 3.49, of the accurate gate restoring force

is used in the analytical model of Section 3. For reference, the exact ex-

pression for the net restoring moment per unit width due to buoyancy and

weight is

− ρgb
[
d2 sec2 θ + b2(tan2 θ + 2)/3−mghg

]
sin θ, (B.30)

where b is the gate half-thickness, d the hinge immersion (positive), m the

gate mass, and hg the centre of gravity height from hinge (positive). The

expression takes into account the increasing total displacement, shifting

centre of buoyancy, and the circular arc subtended by the centre of gravity.

A Taylor expansion of the trigonometric functions around θ = 0 yields the

third-order approximation for small angles around the vertical

[
−ρgb

(
d2 + 2/3 b2

)
+mghg

]
θ (B.31)

+
[
−ρgb

(
5/6 d2 + 2/9 b2

)
−mghg/6

]
θ3 (B.32)

+O[θ5]. (B.33)

For thin gates, the terms cubic in thickness are very small. For reasonably

light and buoyant gates, coefficients of the first- and third-order terms are

almost equal, and the ratio of term magnitudes given is nearly θ2. Accord-

ing to the amplitude limits (§3.7, App. B.4), the fundamental inclination

amplitude should remain ϑ1 6 1/4, making third- and higher-order terms

negligible; addition of the small allowed superharmonic inclination fur-

ther has negligible effect.
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B.12 Third-order gate boundary condition

For evaluation of internal validity of the perturbation expansion in §3.7,

the gate boundary condition to third order in ε = KA1 is given in a table

below, where the subscript 0 denotes evaluation at the equilibrium plane

x = ±b:

O lateral velocity inclination stroke velocity

Φx −Φz tan θ −(z + d)θ̇ sec2 θ = 0

ε1 Φ
(1)
0x −(z + d)θ̇(1) = 0

ε2 Φ
(2)
0x + (z + d)θ(1)Φ

(1)
0xx −θ(1)Φ

(1)
0z −(z + d)θ̇(2) = 0

ε3 Φ
(3)
0x −θ(2)Φ

(1)
0z −(z + d)θ̇(3)

+(z + d)[θ(2)Φ
(1)
0xx + θ(1)Φ

(2)
0xx] −θ(1)Φ

(2)
0z −(z + d)θ̇(1)θ(1)2

1
2(z + d)2θ(1)2Φ

(1)
0xxx −θ(1)2(z + d)Φ

(1)
zx0 = 0

B.13 Spurious-free ranges

The first superharmonic emission levels were expressed in Section 5 rel-

ative to the Stokes component amplitude, which is concise due to pro-

portionality and informative as far as the free-to-bound-harmonic ratio

is critical. However, in practical applications such as employment of the

gate as an experimental absorber, the spurious harmonics should rather

be compared to the wave field in general. Two ratios are critical: spurious

to other physical disturbances and to measurement uncertainty.

In wave generation in confined basins, in addition to the desired wave

components, a number of disturbance components‡‡ are present due to im-

perfect control of the boundaries and initial state. The spurious harmonic

back-emission from a gate absorber can be considered insignificant if it

is of (clearly) lower amplitude than these uncontrolled “error waves”. In

regular wave generation, the maximum error component amplitude can

be taken, as a first estimate, proportional to the fundamental amplitude.

‡‡In generation of regular waves, the error components include wave-maker har-
monics, sidebands and spurious components due to lateral segmentation; mod-
erate reflections from walls, beaches and test objects; incomplete settling from
preceding test runs. In irregular and short-crested seas, the number of error
components is multiplied, and new interaction components at wave-makers and
beaches introduced.
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The spurious back-emission can also be considered insignificant if it is

too small to be reliably resolved from the rest of the wave field with con-

ventional instruments. The main uncertainty is considered to arise from

masking by large fundamental components, and the resolution limit can

be initially assumed proportional to the fundamental amplitude, although

quadratic and higher-order wave–gauge interactions surely contribute.

Together, these limits to wave state control and measurement can be

taken to define a noise floor for the wave experiment, analogous to the

electromagnetic concept (e.g. Pozar, 2012). In regular waves, a reasonable

amplitude level for the noise floor is 5 % of the fundamental component

amplitude A1 at all but very high wavenumbers. The range in incident

wave amplitude where the harmonic back-emission remains below the

noise floor can then be called the spurious-free dynamic range (S.F.D.R.),

introduced in microwave engineering.

The spurious-free dynamic ranges with the 0.05A1 noise floor are pre-

sented in Fig. B.11 for the 5 % equiripple-tuned gates of §4.1, where

the graph indicates the upper limiting incident steepness for the range.

Around the emissions minimum, each gate is seen to feature a substantial

wavenumber band where the spurious-free range extends to the breaking

limit. Waves of half the breaking height are absorbed without significant

spurious back-emission through at least the upper halves of the funda-

mental passbands. Limiting steepnesses for other noise levels are easily

obtained by vertical shifts of the curves on the logarithmic plot.
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Figure B.11. Limiting incident wave steepness KA1 for the spurious-free dynamic range
of 5 % equiripple-tuned gates with hinge immersions d/h = {1; 1/2; 1/8}
(§4.1, Fig. 4.3). Significance critetion |R21| < 0.05A1. Breaking limit (dot-
ted line) combination of Michell (H/λ = 0.142) and solitary (H/h = 0.78)
breaking criteria, with the interpolant adapted from Reid and Bretschnei-
der (1953); fundamental passbands (vertical dotted lines).
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C. To experiments

C.1 Uncertainty in experiments

The total uncertainty of the presented experimental results (test uncer-

tainty) is here divided into two source categories:

〈a〉 unknown effects (systematic and random) in measurement instru-

ments, procedure and analysis (measurement uncertainty); and

〈b〉 uncertainty in correspondence between the actualized experimental

set-up and physical process (model), and the ideal setting and state

(prototype) postulated in §3 (modelling uncertainty).

In the lack of an experiment-specific standard, the evaluation procedure

for measurement uncertainty is adapted from the Guide to expression of

uncertainty in measurements (Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology,

2008) and from AIAA (1999). The evaluation is carried out in App. C.2

for the relevant measurands to produce intervals of 95 % measurement

uncertainty, which are interpreted following Willink (2013) with reference

to a relevant set of measurement problems.

Modelling uncertainty is more difficult to quantify, and subjective exper-

imenter estimates are resorted to. The estimates were based on indicators

of transience and confusion of the wave state in the averaging window:

the scatter between transform windows for both gauge and video mea-

surement, and the residual of the fit in the gauge array method. Relevant

circumstances are further described: standard uncertainties of realized

experimental parameter values are given in Table 3.2, modelling errors

related to the wave field are mentioned in §6.5, and the accuracy of the

mechanical realization is discussed in C.3.

Total test uncertainty was evaluated by comparing intervals due to mea-

surement uncertainty and modelling uncertainty for each experimental
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Table 3.1. Half-widths of estimated 95 % measurement and modelling uncertainty in-
tervals; the widest is taken as total and displayed in the figures in §6.7. uc

denotes standard measurement uncertainty, D(·) standard deviation of the
quantity between transform windows within averaging window, and Gmin the
minimum residual of the gauge array method fit.

Gauge: Camera:

|R1| 1.96uc; 2D(|R1|); Gmin/ai 1.96uc; D(|R1|)
|T1| 1.96uc; 2D(|T1|) 1.96uc; D(|T1|)
|θ̂(1)/Kâi| 1.96uc; 2D(|θ̂(1)/Kâi|)
arg(R1) D(arg(R1))

arg(T1) D(arg(T1))

|R21|/A2s 1.96uc; D(|R21|/A2s)

|T21|/A2s 1.96uc; D(|T21|/A2s)

Table 3.2. Estimates of experimental parameter values (ξ̂), their combined standard un-
certainties (uc) and relative combined uncertainties u∗c = uc/ξ.

Quantity ξ̂ uc Unit u∗c

acceleration of gravity g 9.819 <0.001 m/s2 <0.01 %

water depth h 0.4000 0.00015 m 0.04 %

water temperature - 20.5. . . 22.5 0.15 C◦ -

flume width w 1.095 0.0005 m 0.05 %

hinge depth d 0.3134 0.0005 m 0.16 %

gate thickness 2b 0.0525 0.0003 m 0.6 %

wave gauge spacing ∆x 0.100 0.0003 m 0.3 %

gate inertia (around hinge) I 0.1521 0.0006 kgm2 0.4 %

restoring f. coeff. k 22.37 0.34 Nm/rad 1.5 %

point, and the 95 % uncertainty intervals presented in the figures indi-

cate the widest of the intervals. The half-lengths of the compared inter-

vals are given in Table 3.1 below for each measurand. These intervals

of test uncertainty are also to be interpreted following Willink (2013): in

a long series of repetitions of the entire experiments, the intervals thus

constructed would contain the true values of the measurand in 95 % of

the experiments.

In some cases, the interval produced by the procedure above was quite

narrow and below the estimate marker size in Figs. 6.9 and 6.13. On

consideration of general uncertainty in the experiments, the marker size

should be taken as the interval minimum.
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C.2 Measurement uncertainty

C.2.1 Gauges

The uncertainties in the measured wave elevation and gate inclination

signals for their target values are judged in these experiments to be mainly

systematic and are here evaluated as “Type B” (Joint Committee for Guides

in Metrology, 2008). The corresponding errors are treated as variates in

a set of similar measurement problems (Willink, 2013). Below, standard

uncertainties in the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) coeffs. η̂(1)
ik and

θ̂
(1)
k (amplitude and phase) are evaluated by the methods established for

scalar measurements. The systematic errors related to the uncertainties

are (conservatively) taken as sensor biases persisting through the whole

measurement run (for all k). Further, the propagation of the elemental

uncertainties into the final measurands |R1|, |T1| and |θ̂(1)/Kâi| is evalu-

ated.
Wave amplitude: When the measurands are the Fourier components η̂(j)ik of the

(true) wave elevation at each gauge (in absence of the gauge) as defined in §6.1,

the measurement data flow process (AIAA, 1999) is sketched as follows:

↓ ηi(t) wave elevation at gauge

1 wave–gauge interactions

↓ η̃i(t) interacted wave elev. at gauge

2 gauge electronics

↓ Ui(t) gauge output voltage

3 A/D & record

↓ Ui[tn] sampled gauge o. voltage

4 calibration coeffs.

↓ ηi[tn] sampled wave elevation

5 STFT

↓ η̂(j)ik Fourier comp. of wave elev.

We consider the largest uncertainties to generate at Steps 1 and 4, that at the

other steps are insignificant in comparison. At Step 1 the waves interact with

the array of gauges, including support struts, form capillary menisci around

the wires and diffract at a local scale. For twin-wire resistive gauges, Sharp

(1981) reports a “resolution” of ±0.1 mm, which equals the “accuracy” given to

the gauge system of the current experiments by the manufacturer (HR Walling-

ford). Such high accuracy should apparently be qualified for (a) high-frequency

gravity-capillary waves of length λ < 10 cm (Sturm and Sorrell, 1973; Liu et al.,
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1982; Liu and Lin, 1982) and (b) high-amplitude waves based on visual obser-

vations of wave run-up and diffraction at the wires. For the Fourier component

at fundamental frequency η̂
(1)
ik (corr. to waves of length λ > 1.0 m), we inter-

pret the reported accuracy conservatively as standard uncertainty and add an

amplitude-dependent component, together uf
i = max(0.1 mm; 0.005ai).

To this, we add the uncertainty related to calibration (Step 4), where operator

inaccuracy and temporal variation in influence quantities (temperature, concen-

tration of dissolved substances, wire fouling etc.) generate moderate uncertainty

in wave gauge gain. The combined standard uncertainty due to this was evalu-

ated at uk
i = 0.003ai.

Gate inclination: The data flow process from the true gate inclination to the

Fourier components θ̂(1)k is similar to the chart above, when Step 1 is replaced

with the mechanical arrangement relating the gate inclination to the poten-

tiometer shaft. The largest uncertainty is considered to generate at Steps 1

and 2, the calibration (Step 4) being very accurate and static. Based on man-

ufacturer specifications of the potentiometer’s linearity and resolution as well as

flexure and play in the mechanical connection to the gate top, the standard mea-

surement uncertainty for the fundamental gate inclination amplitude θ(1) was

estimated at uθ = max(0.03◦; 0.005θ(1)).

Reflection coefficient: The propagation of the elemental uncertainties uf
i and

uk
i into the gauge-estimates of the reflection coefficient |R1| was evaluated by

Monte Carlo simulation of the reflection analysis procedure. The fundamental

Fourier components of wave elevation were taken as variates Hi around their

target values η̂i, with the variation due to error variates Ef
i and Ek

i from Steps 1

and 4, respectively:

Hi = η̂i + Ef
i + Ek

i , (C.1)

where all terms are complex. It was assumed that the moduli of error variates

are normally distributed in the set of similar measurement problems as |Ef
i | ∼

|N(0, u2if)| and |Ek
i | ∼ |N(0, u2ik)|, while arg(Ef

i ) ∼ Un(0, 2π) and arg(Ek
i ) = arg(η̂i).

The distributions for Ef
i were formed with correlation coefficient r = 0.5 both

in amplitude and phase between different gauges of the same array, while Ek
i

were formed to correlate with r = 0.8 (the gauges were moved array-wise and

experience the same influences). The distributions were realized with a pseudo-

random number generator and the Box-Müller transform.

The errors in (C.1) were drawn from the distributions before analysis of a run,

added to the analysed Fourier components, and the fitting procedure (6.19) per-

formed. This was repeated for 20000 times for a single run, and the resulting

scatter in the window-averaged |R1| was found to be closely normal. The process

was repeated for each run with 1000 trials and the sample standard deviations

of the resulting reflection coefficients evaluated. Finally, the sample standard

deviations were multiplied by 1.96, and the result interpreted as the half-width

of an approximate 95 % measurement uncertainty interval of each estimate in

Fig. 6.9 for their corresponding target values.
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Transmission coefficient: To retain simplicity where possible, the measurement

uncertainty in the gauge-estimates of the transmission coefficient was evalu-

ated by application of the law of propagation of uncertainty (Joint Committee for

Guides in Metrology, 2008) to a simplified functional relation for the transmis-

sion coefficient:

|T1| =
1

3

8∑
i=6

|η̂(1)i |

/
1

5

5∑
i=1

|η̂(1)i | . (C.2)

It was assumed (cons.) that both the errors Ef
i and Ek

i act in the same direc-

tion, and the combined uncertainty due to Steps 1 and 4 was approximated at

uη = max(0.1 mm; 0.006ai), with correlation coefficient r = 0.6 between errors of

different gauges in the same array and no correlation between gauges of differ-

ent arrays. The resulting combined standard uncertainty for |T1| was, assuming

normality, multiplied by 1.96 to produce a half-width max(0.014; 2.3 · 10−4 m/ai)

for an approximate 95 % measurement uncertainty interval for the estimates in

Fig. 6.9 for their target values.

Motion response: Eschewing again the connection to the phasor fitting proce-

dure, a simplified functional relation

|θ̂(1)/Kâi| = θ̂(1)

/
K

5

5∑
i=1

|η̂(1)i | (C.3)

and the law of propagation of uncertainty (e.g. Joint Committee for Guides in

Metrology, 2008) were used to evaluate the combined standard uncertainty in

the gate motion response. The uncertainty in |η̂(1)i | was taken as uη above and

the uncertainty in θ(1) as uθ. The combined standard uncertainty was multiplied

by 1.96 to produce a half-width of an approx. 95 % measurement uncertainty

interval of the estimates |θ̂(1)/Kâi| in Fig. 6.13 for their target values. This half-

width was 1.4 % for the largest amplitudes and 5. . . 7 % for the smallest.

C.2.2 Camera system

The uncertainty in the spectral components of wave elevation from cam-

era system is likewise considered mainly systematic and evaluated as

“Type B”. The measurement data flow process for the 2D-spectra from

video data can be sketched as follows:
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↓ η(x, t) wave elevation outside wall B.L.

1 wave–wall interactions

↓ η̃(x, t) interacted wave elev. at wall

2 optical transform

↓ Y (Ω; t) optical appearance of w. e. at cameras

3 camera optics & sensor mask

↓ Ỹ (x̃, ỹ; t) sensor masked luminance

4 capture

↓ Ỹ (i, j; tn) pixel–frame-sampled luminance

5 edge detection

↓ je(i;n) wave elevation in pixel-space

6 coordinate transform

↓ η(xi; tn) sampled wave elevation in world coordinates

7 2D-FT estimation

↓ Ĥ(mκb; jfb) (κ, f)-spectra at transform windows

The steps are considered to contribute rather equally to uncertainty; ran-

dom errors were generated only at capture and are negligible. Some of

the observed systematic errors include: capillary rise and its dynamics at

flume glasses (Step 1), periodic lighting glitter at meniscus and varying

optical appearance with view inclination (Step 2), blur near image edges

and at front camera due to imperfect focus (Step 3), intermittent snapping

to false edges (Step 5), and fit residual and spread in spectral estimation

and inconsistent amplitudes from front and rear cameras in clear flume

runs (Step 7).

Based on the above observations, a simple estimate was formed for total

standard measurement uncertainty in transform component amplitudes:

uc = 0.25 mm. (C.4)

This standard uncertainty was multiplied by 1.96 to produce the 95 %

measurement uncertainty interval half-width indicated in Figs. 6.9 and

6.11.

C.3 Notes on experiments

Below comments are given to the main text of Section 6.
1. The clearances between the gate ends and flume walls were rather uniform and

measured 0.2. . . 0.5 mm through the gate thickness. Additionally, there was a gap

between the base and the circular shaft of the gate to allow relative motion. The

height of this gap at widest was 0.3. . . 0.5 mm for a depth of ca. 5 mm. The leakage
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over a wave half-period, which has been found to affect wave-maker performance

significantly (Madsen, 1970; Tuck, 1974), was estimated here to be insignificant on

the basis of very small gap-to-frontal area ratio of ca. 0.2 % and the relatively short

wave period. Specifically, with the driving pressure difference from linear theory

and resistance due to laminar boundary layer and jet formation, the leaked vol-

ume per half period was estimated at 0.4. . . 1.0 % of the gate stroke displacement

d2ϑ1, mainly in phase with gate acceleration. Further, care was taken to prevent

mechanical contact between the gate and the walls, the bearing friction was negli-

gible, and fluid shear on gate ends as well as air drag on gate freeboard (ca. 12 cm)

were deemed insignificant.

2. The gate dry inertia I was evaluated from the measurements of the period of free

oscillations of the inverted gate around its hinge in air by the standard method (e.g.

Soulé and Miller, 1933), with the result I = 0.1521(0.0006) kgm2, where the value

in parentheses indicates the combined standard uncertainty uc. The added inertia

due to air was not substracted from the result as it is mostly present in the final

setting due to gate freeboard.

The restoring force coefficient k was evaluated by linear theory from the measured

weight and centre of gravity and calculated gate displacement and finally compared

against direct inclination tests in the flume, with good agreement.

3. The front array gauges were made of silver-plated copper wires of diameter 0.4

mm, spaced 4 mm apart, and the rear array gauges of silver wires of diameter 0.8

mm, 11 mm apart. The gauges were statically calibrated every 10 runs or 3 hours

and, in case of changes (which were < 1 % in gain), the calibration coefficients were

interpolated for the voltage-to-elevation transform of the intermediate runs.

4. Some phase lag was incurred in the anti-aliasing filters of the wave gauge ampli-

fiers (−3 dB at 20 Hz, type unspecified) and the data acquisition system (−3 dB at

200 Hz, 3-pole, type unspecified); sampler multiplexing was very fast and produced

no delay. Additionally, the capillary meniscus at the gauge wires is known to in-

troduce lag between the true wave elevation in a small neighbourhood of the gauge

and the sensed wave elevation on the gauge (effective conductance cell length). The

only indication of its magnitude seems to be by Murzyn et al. (2007) for much thin-

ner and closer-spaced (φ = 0.05 mm, 1 mm apart): ca. 7◦ already for waves of

1 . . . 3 Hz. In total, the phase lag for fundamental frequency waves due to both is

estimated at 5 . . . 10◦; this lag is fortunately the same for all gauges and ineffective

w.r.t. the phasor fit. Waveform distortion is, however, caused by the phase lag dif-

ference between fundamental and first superharmonic, which is estimated at the

same 5 . . . 10◦ due to filtering and capillary effects.

5. The exposure time was 2000 µs, during which the fastest wave profile moved a

few millimetres in lateral and a tenth of that in vertical direction; motion blur was

entirely negligible.

6. Tap water of temperature 20.5 . . . 22.5 C◦ was used in the experiments and the

dynamic viscosity estimated at 1.0 mPa · s (e.g. White, 2006). The flume was filled

before the start of test days, but no special precautions were taken to clear the

surface of settled dust, etc.

7. As there is some uncertainty in the wavenumber estimates, the sensitivity of |R1|

to small variations in incident and returning wavenumbers used in the fit, as de-

scribed in §6.6.1, was tested but found insignificant: ±2 % in κi produced less than
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1 % absolute change in |R1| and ±50 % in ∆κ yet much smaller a change. Moreover,

these variations in general increased Gmin, i.e. worsened the best fit.

The table below presents the model and some relevant properties of the

instruments used in experiments of Section 6.

Table 3.3. Details of instrumentation.

Camera system:
Model: Basler avA2300-25gc

Sensor: CCD, 12.85 mm x 9.64 mm

Capture resolution: 2 x 400 x 2332 px

Pixel depth: 12 bit

Objective: Tamron F1.4 16 mm φ = 30.5 C-mount

Aperture: F1.4

Shutter: global, master cam. trigger

Exposure: 2000 µs

Sensitivity: “base” (gain 0)

Wave gauges:
Sensor card: HR Wallingford AAK2150-RT004-R01-00

Static accuracy: ±0.1 mm

Gauges (front): φ = 0.4 mm, spacing 4 mm, twin silver-plated copper wire

(rear): φ = 0.8 mm, spacing 11 mm, twin silver wire

Inclinometer:
Model: Bourns 6674 potentiometer (& sliding connector rod)

Independent nonlinearity: ±0.25 %

Data acquisition system:
Model: National Instruments SCXI-1000 & -1600 & -1102B

ADC resolution: 16 bit

Capacity: 200 kS/s

C.4 Image processing

The estimation of wave elevation η(xi, tn) from of the imagery of the cam-

era system described in §6.1 consisted of (a) edge detection and (b) geo-

metric transforms from pixel to world coordinates, which are described

below. The author is grateful to J. Kulovesi* for performing the image

processing and providing the content of this section.

C.4.1 Edge detection

Out of the Bayer-filtered image sensor signal, the highest-resolution green
channel was chosen for resolving the intersection of water surface and

*Dept. of Automation and Control, Aalto University
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flume glass inner surface. The edge detection was performed image-wise
as follows:

1. First, the recorded channel luminance Ỹ(i, j, n), where i is the lateral and j

the vertical pixel index on the sensor, was normalized in each frame n with

respect to the image maximum value, yielding Y, on which an exponential

transform was further performed:

Yt = Y0.4. (C.5)

2. Initial edge search was executed in each image n separately for each verti-

cal pixel column i. The search domain was vertically restricted to approxi-

mately 10 cm over and under the still-water level to avoid other luminance

gradient maxima in the image. The transformed intensity column vectors

{Yt}i were first convolved with a Gaussian smoothing filter (width 7, stan-

dard deviation 1.2 px), and then with an edge prototype kernel

he = [4.5; 3; 1.5; 0;−1.5;−3;−3;−3;−3] as (C.6)

ui = he ∗ {Yt}i (C.7)

3. The convolution output ui is negative in areas of low edge likelihood and

positive in high. The values were converted to probability densities by first

mapping the non-negative values into quasi-probabilites by pij = (uij +

1)2 and the negative values by pij = 1.2uij ; the densities pij were then

normalized column-wise. The process yielded an initial estimate of the

probability density matrix for edge location:

Pi(i, j, n). (C.8)

4. Spatial filtering was next applied to Pi to reduce surface discontinuities.

The filter kernel (Fig. C.1) increased the relative weight of the lateral

neighbours of all local maxima, thereby encouraging laterally continuous

edges. The kernel is best interpreted as the conditional probability for the

nearby pixels being the edge pixel with respect to the center pixel. This

filtering yielded the posterior probability for edge location Ps:

Pi(i, j, n)
Fs−→ Ps(i, j, n) (C.9)

5. Credible global maxima of the posterior probability matrix were decided

column-wise by heuristic rejection of obvious false extrema, which appeared

at a few frames mainly due to the gate top, wave gauge arrays, and glitter

at rear glass. The free surface elevation to pixel precision in each column

i and time frame n was taken as the location of the accepted maximum of

the posterior probability with j:

max
j=[0,J−1]

Ps(i, j, n)→ jmax (C.10)

j̃e(i, n) = jmax (C.11)
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Figure C.1. Kernel of the spatial filter in edge detection. Significant elements displayed.

6. Finally, resolution of the edge height estimate was increased to subpixel

precision by local curve fitting. Best fit of a five-pixel parabola p to the prob-

ability vector in each pixel column was sought near the global maximum-a-

posteriori estimates; the three central samples were double-weighted. The

final free surface elevation in pixel-fractions was taken as the location of

the parabola apex of best fit:

min
ja
‖[Ps]− p(ja)‖2 → je(i, n), (C.12)

where ‖ · ‖2 is the L2-norm, ja is the apex elevation and [Ps] denotes

truncation and interpolation of the probability column vector to match the

parabola length.

C.4.2 Coordinate transform

A mapping between pixel coordinates in the imagery and world coordi-
nates on the outer surface of the flume glasses (image plane) was formed
by conventional calibrated computer vision techniques:

1. Camera-intrinsic parameters and lens distortion were first estimated by

filming a 1 x 0.6 -metre screen with a regular chequerboard pattern trans-

lated through the entire image plane.

2. The camera projection matrix was then determined by (a) measuring cam-

era positions w. r. t. the flume (standard uncertainty of uc = ±5 mm or

ca. ±1 ‰ radian from the middle of the image plane, see Fig. C.2) and (b)

locating easily resolved markers set at corners of each flume pane (see Fig.

6.3) from the imagery. A total of 16 markers were visible for each camera,

spanning an area ca. 4 x 1 metres, and the position of which was known

with a standard uncertainty of ±0.3 mm.

3. The actual event plane was separated from the image plane by the bulk

of the flume glass; the distortion of the event plane due to light travel

and refraction through the 25-mm-thick panes had to be evaluated. In

the lateral direction, the glass stretched the image by ca. 5 mm from the

centreline to lateral extremes; at less than 3 mm/m, this was evaluated

insignificant w. r. t. wavelengths and ignored. In the vertical direction,

the glass produced a vertical shift downwards that was practically uniform

and around 1.5 mm. This was evaluated to be of the same order as the
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appearance-elevating effect of the capillary rise along glass, but of opposite

direction – they were taken to cancel each other and ignored.

4. The intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters were used to form a pro-

jection P from pixel to world coordinates. The accuracy was checked by

evaluating the reprojection error in marker locations, which stayed within

±0.5 mm.

Using the formed projection, the free surface edge at each pixel column i

and capture frame n was finally transformed into world coordinates:

je(i, n)
P−→ η(xi; tn). (C.13)

A sample of an (x, t)-surface of the wave elevation is given in the next

subsection.

1000

Camera W Camera L

water

76
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158

gate

22◦

air

glass

plan
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.6
◦
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∼
5
0
0
0

∼ 840

Figure C.2. Camera set-up at flume: distances, viewing angles. Dimensions in millime-
tres. See also Fig. 6.4.

C.4.3 Exemplar elevation data

(Next page)
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Figure C.3. A sample of the wave elevation data from the camera system at the beginning
of the run at middle test frequency Kh = 2.0 and at incident wave amplitude
a1 ≈ 35 mm; approx. 5 million data points displayed. Abscissa: lateral
station in flume (in mm), ordinate: time (in capture frames), colour: surface
elevation (in mm). Flume framing shadows visible as 4 white vertical stripes;
data omitted in the gate range of motion. Arrival of the main wave train at
the bottom, leading oscillation and steadying of the main train by frame
1300. Visibly total fundamental transmission. First superharmonic back-
emission visible from frame 1000 onwards on the weather side; on the lee
side, first superharmonic forward-emission clearly undulates the crests.
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